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Nature based tourism is a growing trend across the world 
today.  Ecotourism is a specific nature based tourism type, 
defined by the International Ecotourism Society (TIES) as 
“Responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the 
environment and improves the well-being of local people.”  
The ‘ecolodge,’ is a term that refers to the site and structure 
where ecotourists stay and where ecotourism activities 
occur.  The intention of an ecolodge is to find a balance 
between three factors: conservation, local communities, 
and interpretation for travelers and workers. Every ecolodge 
is unique in form and function to uphold sustainability 
best practices and to meet specific environmental and 
climatic needs of a region.  As more and more tourists 
choose to travel to environmentally sensitive areas of the 
world, ecolodge use must increase in order to preserve 
environmental and cultural assets (Honey, 2008). 

In other countries, like Costa Rica and Kenya, many 
ecolodges have successfully balanced these three 
components creating an overall trend towards ecolodges 
and ecotourism operations, shifting away from traditional 
accommodation types. However, as the U.S. tourism 
market continues to grow, there is yet to be a notable 
ecolodge presence. Some ecotourism experts would 
argue that true ecotourism--equally finding balance 
between conservation, guest interpretation, and 
community support--will never be possible to create in the 
U.S.  Many believe it is the ‘supporting local communities’ 

aspect of ecotourism which cannot be met. The treatment 
of indigenous people, as well as the structure of the nation’s 
economy in the U.S. is different compared to developing 
countries where ecolodge design has found success.  

Interestingly, certified sustainable site development is 
becoming prevalent in the U.S. Frameworks such as LEED and 
SITES® are used to improve the rigor of sustainability design. 
Design guidelines for ecolodges share similar goals with 
LEED and SITES®. But ecolodge design is not prevalent in the 
U.S. This may be due to the lack of an international ecolodge 
certification system. If the ecotourism industry can progress 
from ecolodge guidelines (which are largely unknown) to an 
international ecolodge certification, truly authentic ecolodges 
will become the standard (Mehta, 2007).  

To explore how ecolodges can be used in a U.S. National Park, 
this project focuses on the Flamingo District in the Everglades 
National Park, Florida.  A projective design methodology is 
used.  The data collection methods include precedent studies, 
interviews, on-site observation, and site analysis.

Flamingo, located in the southernmost point of the 
Everglades was destroyed by hurricane Katrina in 2005. The 
National Park Service is seeking a business concessioner 
to 1) oversee the construction of new lodging area, and 2) 
operate all business activities—recreation rentals, marina 
operations, general store, and dining—in the district. The 
goal of this research project is to create an ecolodge design 
that can serve Flamingo’s needs and serve as a model for 
future ecolodge design in U.S. National Parks. 

a b s t r a c t
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2 ECOLODGE EXPLORATION

p r o j e c t    d e f i n i t i o n

The underlying concept of ecotourism and the 
underlying mission of the National Park Service are 
strikingly similar. In 1916 President Woodrow Wilson 
signed the Organic Act creating the National Park 
Service stating: 

“…the fundamental purpose of said parks…
is to conserve the scenery and the natural and 
historic objects and the wildlife therein…and 
to leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of 
future generations” (NPS, 2017). 

Martha Honey, journalist, ecotourism expert, and 
author, claims ecotourism is a way to:

“fund conservation and scientific research, 
protect fragile and pristine ecosystems, benefit 
rural communities, promote development in 
poor countries, enhance ecological and cultural 
sensitivity, instill environmental awareness and a 
social conscience in the travel industry” 
(Honey, 1999, 4).

Despite the similar goals to conserve and protect the 
environment as well as human rights, the National 
Park System and Ecotourism are not yet familiar 
with one another. The U.S. has been slow to accept 
ecotourism and have not yet implemented ecolodge 

facilities on native soil. As the U.S. tourism industry, 
global climate change, and resulting intensified 
natural disaster events are all predicted to increase, 
the need for sustainable tourism and sustainable 
site development is greater than ever before—in the 
U.S. as well as developing countries.  Although new 
development projects are relatively few in America’s 
National Parks today, there is an opportunity for 
these few projects to apply modern sustainable 
development practices and ecotourism principles. 
National Parks provide perhaps the strongest setting 
for people to develop an appreciation for nature and a 
sense of responsibility to the environment.  Therefore, 
the built environment in National Parks should be the 
ultimate reflection of this idea.

The Flamingo District in Everglades National Park, Flor-
ida is the site for this master’s project.  Located in the 
southernmost point of the Everglades National Park, 
the site was severely damaged by Hurricane Katrina in 
2005. The original 1958 lodging facility was destroyed 
and has yet to be rebuilt. Improvements to the district 
are being called for.  The Everglades Park service is 
now seeking a business concessioner to: 
1) oversee the construction of new lodging and recre-

1.1   u n d er lyi n g  pro b lem:  lac k o f  co h es i o n
co h es i o n  b etw een  ecoto u r i s m  &  n ps

1.2   proj ect  co ntext: fla m i n g o  n eed s a  lo d g e!
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ation areas; and, 2) operate all business activities—rec-
reation rentals, marina operations, general store, and 
dining—in the district. The Everglades National Park 
home to a wetland environment unlike any other in 
the world is visited by more than 180,000 people per 
year and is expected to see visitation increases in the 
future.  Restoring visitor lodging facilities at the Flamin-
go District is clearly a need for the Flamingo District.  
This development need creates a chief opportunity to 
marry the principles of ecotourism and sustainable site 
design within the National Park setting.  A sustainable 
ecolodge site design developed through this project is 
hoped to be a resource and reference for Flamingo’s 
future selected business concessioner.  These final 
products can also serve as an example of ecolodge 
development for future NPS tourism projects.

development alternatives opposed to standard or 
traditional construction methods and design as they 
move forward with the rebuilding of Flamingo’s lodge. 

1.3  proj ect  o utli n e  & pu r po s e: 

str en gth en i n g  th e  A m er i ca n  eco lo d g e

The sustainable ecolodge site design presented at 
the end of this project can bring value to the Flamingo 
district by creating a more memorable experience of 
the built environment for park visitors, and intervene 
on the land in a more sustainable and ecofriendly 
manner. This project can be used for idea generation, 
inspiration, and guidance for the future concessioner of 
Flamingo. Hopefully this project can make Flamingo’s 
future concessioner pause to consider sustainable 

g oa ls  o f  th i s  proj ect:

1. Use research, sustainable design strategies, and  
 creative design, to show that an ecolodge can be  
 appropriate for Everglades National Park.
2. Argue why ecolodge sites should be utilized   
 more in the National Park System.   

o bj ecti v es o f th e  proj ect:

1.  Gain an understanding of ecotourism, ecolodge 
 development, sustainable site design, and the  
 American National Park Service
2.  Investigate the Flamingo District and its 
 lodge site in the Everglades National Park, and  
 associated opportunities and constraints
3.  Develop a sustainable ecolodge site design for  
 the Flamingo District, Everglades National Park

r es ea rc h  qu esti o n:

How can authentic ecolodge criteria and sustainable 
site design principles be adapted and applied to inform 
the design of an ecolodge at the Flamingo District in 
Everglades National Park?
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b a c kg r o u n d
The background, or literature review, chapter of this 
report is meant to develop the reader’s understanding 
of the following five sections:

• Ecotourism
• The Ecolodge
• Sustainable Site Design
• Tourism in U.S. National Parks
• The Project Study Site 

Within each section, key terms, existing principles, 
historical accounts, and central concepts are explored.  
It is important to develop substantial knowledge in all 
of these sections in order to identify and carry out the 
methods needed to collect data necessary to design 
an ecolodge for the Flamingo District in the Everglades 
National Park.
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FIGURE 2.1: Literature Map 

(Steward, 2017)

® 
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2 . 1   e c o t o u r i s m

Ecotourism as defined by The International Ecotourism 
Society (TIES) is “Responsible travel to natural areas 
that conserves the environment and improves the 
well-being of local people” (TIES, 2016).  The concept 
of ecotourism has risen out of the environmental 
movement for sustainable development in the 1970s 
(TIES, 2016). Ecotourism was developed with inclusion, 
sustainability, and environmental ethics in mind. The 
intent of ecotourism is to meet the needs of today’s 
tourists and host locations while conserving and 
improving opportunities for the future (TIES, 2016). 
Ecotourism is a unique form of tourism with a specific 
set of principles. Often the term “ecotourism” is 
incorrectly used interchangeably with other closely 
related tourism types, like nature tourism, wildlife 
tourism, and adventure tourism; though all are 
determined by the type of recreation activities they 
include (Honey, 2008). Specifically nature tourism is 
defined as “travel to unspoiled places to experience 
and enjoy nature;” wildlife tourism is defined as 
“travel to observe animals, birds and fish in their 
natural habitats;” and, adventure tourism is defined 
as “travel requiring physical skill and endurance to 
engage in challenging nature activities” (Honey, 2008, 

7). Ecotourism acts an umbrella to all these recreation 
tourism types, but must also include a broader agenda 
than recreation alone.  People who participate in 
ecotourism as a tourist are travelers who seek a wide-
range of activities, destination trips, and prefer intimate 
and often modest accommodations (Honey, 2008). 
These travelers have an interest in environmental and 
social issues, usually have diverse travel experience, 
and are typically more adventuresome than the 
conventional tourist (Honey, 2008).  More about the 
motivations, demographics, and definitions of the 
ecotourist will be explored later.
 
In reviewing the literature on ecotourism, the popular 
ecotourism model includes three common dimensions: 
conservation, sustainable travel, and support of local 
communities (TIES, 2016). However, elaborations of the 
popular ecotourism model and additional dimensions 
do exist. David Weaver defines four dimensions of 
ecotourism in The Encyclopedia of Ecotourism.  These 
dimensions (seen in FIGURE 2.1) are nature based, 
environmentally educated, sustainability managed, 
and are with small groups/personalized (Weaver, 
2001, 7).  By adding the fourth dimension, Weaver 
distinguishes popular (3 dimensions) from classical (4 
dimensions) ecotourism.  Small personalized group 
settings within ecotourism settings are certainly ideal 

 w h at  i s  ecoto u r i s m?  d efi n iti o n s  &  
t h e  evo luti o n  o f  ecoto u r i s m
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 n atu r e  bas ed  to u r i s m  v.  ecoto u r i s m

Nature-based tourism, which includes ecotourism, 
is the fastest growing sector of tourism estimating 
between 10% to 20% of annual international tourism 
expenses including: airfare, accommodations, ground 
transportation, food, and entertainment/activities 
(Ceballos-Lascurain, 2008).   Nature-based tourism is 
extremely diverse and many more specific tourism 
types fall into the larger nature-based tourism category. 
Ecotourism and its associated activities like bird-
watching, compared to adventure tourism involving 
activities like boating and backcountry skiing are both 
considered nature-based tourism (Pickering & Weaver, 
2003).  As pressures to expand tourist recreation 

FIGURE 2.2: Ecotourism Components (Weaver, 2001).

for the traveler’s experience, but may not always be 
feasible in operation. On the other hand, D.A. Fennell’s 
definition of ecotourism from Ecotourism Programme 
Planning puts more weight in the natural history of a 
region than any of the other ecotourism components: 
“Its aim is to develop sustainability…[in order to] not 
intentionally stress living and non-living elements of the 
environments in which it occurs” (Fennell, 2002, 15).

It is clear that the topic of ecotourism is broad and 
difficult to limit to one single definition. In an attempt to 
further clarify the topic of ecotourism, the International 

Ecotourism Society (TIES) has established seven 
principles of ecotourism:
1. Involves travel to natural destinations.
2. Minimizes impact.
3. Builds environmental awareness
4. Provides direct financial benefits for conservation
5. Provides financial benefits and empowerment for 

local people.
6. Respects local culture.
7. Supports human rights and democratic movements.
      (TIES, 2016)

From these principles it is apparent that ecotourism is more 
than travel to pristine natural areas for recreational activities.
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areas and accommodations increase, improved nature-
based planning strategies are needed.  One planning 
method for nature-based tourism involves computer 
mapping through geographical information systems 
or GIS.  The approach is to combine the outputs 
from environmental-resiliency modeling and tourism-
potential modeling (Arrowsmith, 2003).  This kind of 
mapping will indicate where the most resilient land 
is, and within that area, where the most accessible 
and attractive areas are for tourists (Arrowsmith, 
2003). The nature based tourism approach is similar 
to the ecotourism model as it seeks to conserve and 
protect nature while also providing an educational and 
enjoyable experience for the nature tourist.  However, 
the matter of community and local people is not 
addressed in nature-based tourism.  That is not to say 
that nature-based tourism projects are not considerate 
of the social environment that surrounds them.

 th e  ecoto u r i st

Naming a traveler who stays at an ecolodge and 
who and engages in ecotourism activities is a tricky 
task—few want to be called an ‘ecotourist’.  “Both 
words [eco, and tourist] have deep-rooted objections 
within the psyche of those of us who travel, and thus 
within the marketplace” (Bryan, 2008, 94). In the U.S. 
most suppliers and tourism operators understand 
this, and tourists are referred to as the ‘responsible 
and informed traveler’ instead (Bryan, 2008). Types of 
ecotourists fall somewhere along a spectrum, which is 
determined by their nature-related interest and desires 

for physical rigor. On the spectrum there are four basic 
tourist types:

• Hard-core nature tourists. Scientific researchers 
or members of tours specifically designed for 
education, removal of litter or similar purposes.

• Dedicated nature tourists. People who take trips 
specifically to see protected areas and who want to 
understand local natural and cultural history.

• Mainstream nature tourists. People who visit 
the Amazon, the Rwandan gorilla park, or other 
destinations primarily to take an unusual trip. 

• Casual Nature Tourists. People who partake 
of nature incidentally as part of a broader trip. 
(Fennell, 2002, 17).

Ecotourists seeking recreation activities should be 
selective in choosing recreation companies or tours 
as not all are truly dedicated to protecting nature or 
benefiting local communities.  When conducted and 
planned carelessly, recreation tourism especially, can 
be dangerously degrading to the environment.  On 
public lands, recreation is claimed to be the second 
greatest threat to endangered species and animals 
(Bryan, 2008). In addition to tourism’s environmental 
impacts, ecotourists must be knowledgeable of 
and sensitive to the country’s political and social 
environments of which they are traveling to (Honey, 
2005).  Ecotourists must be critical and when traveling 
to new countries consider the question: will human 
rights be respected? (Honey, 2008).
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b en efits  o f  a n d  n eed s  fo r  ecoto u r i s m

In the past, a ‘benefit’ (in terms of the tourism 
industry) is defined as an activity or program that 
results in an economic gain (Fennell, 2002). But within 
the sphere of ecotourism, the word ‘benefit’ has 
since expanded to “consider the impacts or effects 
which recreation and travel have had on individuals 
and groups, beyond the focus on economic efficiency” 
(Fennell, 2002, 20). For the tourist, benefits that come 
from ecotourism are great. The very word ‘recreation’ 
is defined as “activities done for enjoyment” (Merriam-
Webster, 2016). 

Ecotourism benefits to travelers can be measured 
using Driver’s Recreation Experience Preference (REP) 
scales.  These scales focus on outdoor recreation, 
and are particularly relevant to the ecotourist; 1) Enjoy 
nature, 2) Share Similar Values, 3) Outdoor Learning, 
4) Escape Physical Stressors, 5) Achievement, and 6) 
Risk Reduction (Driver, 1983).  In the popular three-
part ecotourism model (tourists, local people, and 
environment) the tourism component is the most 
obvious area to receive benefits.  The remaining two 
components of the ecotourism model—environment 
and local people—benefit as well when true 
ecotourism activities and programs are at work. 

As one example in the Amazon rainforest, the 
importance of conservation of the natural environment, 
in the minds of local people, moved from that of an 
economical priority to a realization of their culture’s 
utmost survival.  “We never thought too much about 

[conservation] when we first began, but [then 
realized] if we are going to continue as a culture, 
we need to actively protect and conserve our 
environment” (Borman, 2008, 24).  An environmental 
benefit “maintains or improves or prevents 
degradation of the natural world” (Fennell, 2002, 22).  

Benefits to the third part of the model, the 
environment, in turn trickle down to the 
environment’s beneficiaries: humans, namely 
tourists and local people alike. Many environmental 
benefits, come from human actions; “life support 
benefits, aesthetic benefits, scientific benefits, 
historical benefits, endangered species/ecosystems, 
and religious/philosophical benefits” (Fennell, 2002, 
22). As can be learned from studying ecology, 
everything in the natural world is connected and 
no one system can stand alone.  It is important 
that each part of ecotourism’s three part model 
benefits from an ecotourism program or site.  If not, 
reevaluation is in order.

One of the largest issues facing humans and our 
future development on Earth is global warming and 
climate change.  The tourism sector has undoubtedly 
been a major contributor to the causes of climate 
change, namely in its use of fossil fuels and 
emissions of CO2 (Becken & Hay, 2007). In Climate 
Change, Economies and Society, No. 1 : Tourism and 
Climate Change : Risks and Opportunities, Becken 
and Hay expect tourism to increase and the number 
of international travelers to grow.  
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Becken and Hay’s tourism industry projections are as 
follows:
• Economic factors will remain positive as global 

economic growth, information technology, and 
transportation technologies are expected to grow 

• As a planet, congestion, delays, and safety will 
improve with technology. Barriers to international 
travel will be reduced

• In developed countries, the growing power of 
international economic and market forces will 
reduce the power of individual states and private 
corporations to dominate domestic markets

• Public awareness of environmental and 
sociocultural issues is expected to grow in coming 
years

• As the world population multiplies and urban areas 
become more dense, the desire to escape or 
indulge in tourism in natural areas will grow. 

But unlike tourism predictions, the predictions for the 
environment in coming years are not so positive. For 
tourism, the culprit of greenhouse gas emissions lie in 
transportation and building energy use of fossil fuels 
(Becken & Hay, 2007).  Whenever possible, the use of 
fossil fuels should be reduced or replaced with renewable 
energy sources, such as solar, hydropower, wind or 
biomass.  Choosing to switch from the traditional methods 
of powering a tourism operation, to new sustainable 
alternatives is an ethical decision that aligns with three of 
the seven principles of ecotourism: “minimizes impact, 
builds environmental awareness, and supports human 
rights and democratic movements” (TIES, 2016).

c h a llen g es  a n d  o ppo rtu n iti es  o f 
ecoto u r i s m  i n  th e  u n ited  states

Although developed countries like the U.S. are 
interested and involved with ecotourism, it is in 
developing countries where ecotourism has been 
successful in creating opportunities for economic 
development and conservation strategies (Honey, 
2008). This statement is reiterated in the book 
Ecotourism and Conservation in the America’s stating 
warmer climate, longer seasons, and inexpensive 
labor are the major contributors as to why ecotourism 
is more likely to occur in developing countries than 
in countries like the U.S. (Stronza & Durham, 2008). 
The inherent nature of tourism itself results in the 
exploitation of either natural resources, wildlife habitat, 
or local communities (Bryan, 2008).  The common 
traveler’s goal is to maximize fun and exploration 
while keeping the overall cost as cheap as possible.  
This thought process stems from Americans’ learned 
behavior that “any form of outdoor recreation 
(particularly on public lands) should be done for free or 
nearly for free” (Bryan, 2008, 97).  In smaller countries 
it is often more manageable to have nation-wide 
ecotourism standards.  In Costa Rica for example, the 
certificate for sustainable tourism, ‘turismo sostenible,’ 
is used to certify tour companies and accommodations 
that meet ecotourism standards (Turismo Sostenible, 
2016). But in very large and environmentally diverse 
countries like the U.S., it is difficult to implement 
national standards for ecotourism.  Industry-wide 
standards in the tourism economic sector are of little 
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interest to tour guides and hotel operators.  Instead, it 
is industry-specific standards from insurance or state 
and federal regulatory agencies that are implemented 
and followed (Bryan, 2008). This concept will be 
explained further in the National Park System section. 

Even though few pioneers of official ecotourism exist 
in the U.S. currently, the opportunity to develop an 
American ecotourism market is present.  In 2002, 
the U.S. ranked number one in international tourism 
receipts, and domestic travel within the U.S. and 
Canada was estimated to be several times greater than 
other countries (McBoyle, Schwartzentruber, & Scott, 
2004).  Mieczkowski’s Tourism Climate Index (TCI) 
assess the supply and quality of climate resources 
for tourism.  The U.S. contains 4 of the 6 TCI zones: 
summer peak, winter peak, bi-modal shoulder peak, 
and optimal.  This makes the U.S. a destination for 
tourism throughout the year, compared with Canada 
who falls only in the TCI summer peak climate 
(McBoyle, Schwartzentruber, & Scott, 2004).  Thus, 
opportunities for ecotourism in the U.S. are diverse; 
from an energy efficient mountain ecolodge thriving 
on summer hiking expeditions, to a sustainable Florida 
waterfront ecolodge capitalizing on snowbird travel to 
the coasts during sunny winter months. The forecasted 
growth of the U.S.’s tourism market combined with 
heightened global awareness of climate change and 
the associated sustainable intervention creates the 
optimal setting for ecotourism development to unfold.
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2 . 2   t h e   e c o l o d g e

BOOK TITLE

A central component of ecotourism is the ‘ecolodge,’ 
a term that refers to the site and structure where 
ecotourists stay and where ecotourism activities 
occur.  In an assessment of ecolodge development 
in the 21st century, H. Ceballos-Lascurain states; 
“the most important thing about an ecolodge is that 
the lodge is not the most important thing” (Ceballos-
Lascurain, 2005, 212).  But rather it is the surrounding 
environment and its quality that matters most. The 
following ecolodge definition was developed by Hitesh 
Mehta, a landscape architect and ecolodge expert:

“An ecolodge is a two-to seventy-five room, low-
impact, nature-based, financially sustainable ac-
commodation facility that helps protect sensitive 
neighboring areas; involves and helps benefit local 
communities; offers tourists and interpretive and 
interactive participatory experience; provides a 
spiritual communion with nature and culture; and 
is planned, designed, constructed, and operated in 
an environmentally and socially sensitive manner”  
(2010, 10)

Through years of research, interviews, interaction 
with indigenous communities, and discussion with 
stakeholders in the ecotourism industry, Mehta has 

developed a set of criteria used to determine the 
authenticity of ecolodges. After leaving his job as a 
landscape architect and environmental planner, Mehta 
travelled the world using his criteria to evaluate forty-
four ecolodges in just three years to produce his latest 
book: Authentic Ecolodges. For an ecolodge to meet 
Mehta’s criteria, the ecolodge must first satisfy the 
three main principles of ecotourism; conservation of 
local land, benefit to local communities, and provide 
interpretation to local people and guests that encour-
age sustainable travel.  Then, the next step is to meet 
at least two of the eight additional ecolodge criteria 
below to be considered an authentic ecolodge:

1. Use alternative and sustainable means of water ac-
quisition and at the same time reduce overall water 
consumption.

2. Meet its energy needs through passive design and 
renewable sources.

3. Provide for careful handling (reduce, refuse, recy-
cle, reuse) and disposal of solid waste.

4. Use environmentally friendly sewage treatment 
systems.

5. Fit into its specific physical and cultural contexts 
through careful attention to form, landscaping, 
and color as well as through the use of vernacular 
architecture.

eco lo d g e  d es i g n  
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6. Use environmentally friendly building and            
furnishings materials.

7. Have minimal impact on the natural surroundings 
and utilize traditional building techniques during 
construction.

8. Endeavor to work with the local community, includ-
ing community members, wherever possible, in 
the initial physical planning and design stages of 
construction (2010, 11).

eco lo d g e  exa m ples

There are many creative and successful precedents 
of ecolodges across different areas of the world 
that meet Mehta’s ecolodge criteria. Most of these 
examples however occur in developing countries.  For 
example, Lapa Rios Ecolodge in the Osa Peninsula, 
Costa Rica was developed in 1993 and has since been 
a model for ecolodge design.  The lodge’s 900 acres 
are primary rainforest with a small area of secondary 
rainforest that was once cattle pasture. The lodge 
itself consists of 17 individual cottages and a main 
restaurant structure, and is run mainly by local people.  
The lodge is very responsible in its use of natural 
resources and waste management.  Air conditioning is 
substituted with cross ventilation design in cottages, 
food is sourced locally, and all waste is either 
recycled, composted, or fed to the lodge’s pigs whose 
excrement is even harnessed to produce methane gas 
to power stoves. (Author, 2017)

A second ecotourism project, led by University of 
Toronto’s professor Aziza Chaouni is the development 
of a comprehensive master plan for a newly 
dedicated special area of the Shobak region in 
Jordan.  This project involved extensive data collection 
(interviews, mapping, and precedent studies) and 
a multidisciplinary approach to design for the area’s 
recreational facilities, proposed accommodation 
facilities, and trail design (Chaouni, 2014).  Preserving 
the local nomadic peoples’ culture and to continue their 
way of life was a key part of this project 
(Chaouni, 2014). 

Another ecolodge example is Il Ngwesi Lodge in 
Kenya.  This lodge, owned by the local community, is 
result of the Laikipiak Maasai people donating 80% of 
their land for conservation in 1994 (Eco Tourism Kenya, 
2016). Tourists who visit Il Ngwesi stay in one of the 
6 modest and low-impact cottages and are led on 
wildlife tours by local people who now serve as wildlife 
educators and stewards of their land instead of wildlife 
hunters (Eco Tourism Kenya, 2016).

Every ecolodge is unique in form and function in 
order to uphold sustainability best practices and 
meet specific environment and climatic needs 
of the region.  For this reason, examining other 
ecolodges can provide ideas for design strategies, 
sustainable technologies, and social partnerships 
and programs. Precedent studies of selectively 
chosen ecolodges are used later in this report as 
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a research method to generate knowledge for 
creating an ecolodge site design. 

The third component of the ecotourism model, 
and a necessary pillar of an ecolodge’s theoretical 
foundation, is to benefit local people and to create a 
reliable new way of life.  This component is somewhat 
disconnected in the U.S. where remaining indigenous 
people—or Native Americans—have long ago been 
forced off their original land by military force (Honey, 
2008).  Developing tourism facilities that preserve, 
educate, and enhance the lives of Native Americans 
in the U.S. may be possible, but cannot be thought 
of or executed in the same way as a typical ecolodge 
described in the previous examples. This interesting 
relationship between indigenous people, conservation, 
and tourism in the United States, is largely due to the 
history and development of the world’s largest National 
Park System.  But even if an ecolodge in the U.S. 
cannot cater to “indigenous” people, it certainly can be 
inclusive and provide opportunities for the surrounding 
local community and its people.

ex i sti n g  fra m ewo r ks  r elated  to  
eco lo d g e  d es i g n
To help guide sustainable design in the U.S., there are 
two accredited widely used sustainable construction 
and development frameworks: LEED green-building 
certification and the Sustainable SITES® Initiative.  
In Florida there is also a program called The Green 
Lodging Program, initiated by the Florida Department 

of Environmental Protection, that recognizes 
accommodation facilities that have taken action to 
conserve and protect natural resources. These three 
programs along with the criteria of ecolodge design, 
share similarities in their commitment to sustainability.

LEED is a third-party verification of green building 
and is meant for all building types at all phases of 
development (LEED, 2016). A LEED certified building 
has met the accepted guidelines of the LEED Green 
Building Rating system, which incorporates seven main 
principles: 
• Lot design, Preparation and Development
• Resource Efficiency
• Water Efficiency
• Indoor Environmental Quality
• Operation Maintenance and Homeowner Education
• Global impact (Kubba, 2009)  

Under the seven guiding principles, there is a minimum 
number of points required for the building to receive 
certification. The sum of these points indicate the 
sustainability level of the green building—bronze, silver, 
gold, or platinum (Kubba, 2009, 22).  Because the LEED 
green-building rating system can be applied to many 
different building types (residential or commercial) and 
at all stages of a building’s life cycle, it alone is not 
specific enough to guide ecolodge design.  However, 
an ecolodge which possess a LEED green-building 
certification “provides recognition of its quality and 
environmental stewardship...[and] is widely accepted by 
public and private owners (Kubba, 2009, 21).
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The SITES® initiative is a comprehensive system for 
developing sustainable landscapes (SITES®, 2016).  
Like the other sustainable programs, SITES® offers 
a comprehensive rating system, but the intent of 
this program is to distinguish sustainable landscapes 
certifying development projects with or without 
buildings (SITES®, 2016). The priorities of SITES-
certified landscapes are to “reduce water demand, 
filter and reduce stormwater runoff, provide wildlife 
habitat, reduce energy consumption, improve air 
quality, improve human health and increase outdoor 
recreation opportunities” (SITES®, 2016).

Developed by the Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection, the Florida Green Lodging Program is a 
voluntary initiative designating lodging facilities that 
have made a commitment to conserve and protect 
Florida’s natural resources. For a lodging facility to 
be recognized by Florida’s Green Lodging program, 
the facility must go through a property assessment 
process that includes five areas of sustainable 
practices: communication and education, waste 
reduction/reuse and recycling, water conservation, 
energy efficiency, and indoor air quality.  This evaluation 
system also uses points, and a passing lodge can 
receive a 1, 2, 3, or 4 palm rating with 4 being the best 
(Florida DEP, 2016). In order to maintain the Green 
Lodging title, hotels and lodges are required to send in 
annual reports documenting their energy conservation, 
water conservation, and waste reduction.

Overall, frameworks from LEED from SITES® and from 
Florida’s Green Lodging Program have many areas 
of crossover with the ecolodge criteria developed by 
Mehta above.  Because ecolodges are meant to meld 
seamlessly and harmoniously with their surrounding 
landscapes, the SITES® initiative specifically is relevant 
in the design of nature based tourism master plans. 
All three programs together can undoubtedly produce 
sustainable buildings and landscapes—both of which 
an ecolodge should be.  But there are three ecolodge 
criteria that fall outside the scope of LEED, SITES®, 
and the Green Lodging Program: 1) “Fit into specific 
physical and cultural contexts through careful attention 
to form, landscaping, and color as well as through 
the use of vernacular architecture; 2) utilize traditional 
building techniques during construction; and, 3) 
Endeavor to work with the local community, including 
community members, wherever possible, in the initial 
physical planning and design stages of construction 
(Mehta, 2010, 11).  For this reason, ecolodge design 
needs its own certification system. If the ecotourism 
industry can progress from ecolodge guidelines (which 
are largely unknown and used only by developers, 
non-governmental organizations, and consultants) to 
an international ecolodge certification, truly authentic 
ecolodges will become the standard, and issues with 
greenwashing will begin to diminish (Mehta, 2007).
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2 . 3   s u s ta i n a b l e   s i t e   d e s i g n

BOOK TITLE

s u sta i n a b i lity  i n  la n d s ca pe  a rc h itectu r e th e  s u sta i n a b le  s ites  i n iti ati v e: 

Of all design, construction, and development 
professionals, landscape architects have the greatest 
opportunity to incorporate sustainable principles 
to protect and revive natural systems. The nature 
of landscape architecture is to design the function, 
atmosphere, and appearance of outdoor space. 
Though, there is a wide variety in project scales, 
project setting (urban v. rural), and project type, most 
landscape architecture projects involve combining 
the built environment with the natural environment.  
The profession of landscape architecture has always 
been concerned with the natural environment, but 
now more than ever, sustainable design has risen in 
importance.  The word ‘ecotourism;, like the word 
‘sustainability’, can sometimes loose its meaning 
when it is not tied to actual solutions or methods that 
address the environment. Critics of sustainability may 
ask: What is the value of a sustainable site? What 
aspects of a site must be considered and addressed 
to design a sustainable site? What are the challenges 
in designing a sustainable site?  How can the 
sustainability of a site be measured or evaluated? 

a  g u i d e  fo r  la n d s ca pe  a rc h itects
The most relevant strategy, tool, and guide for 
addressing sustainability in the profession of landscape 
architecture is called the Sustainable Sites Initiative 
(SITES®).  This initiative was developed in a partnership 
between the American Society of Landscape 
Architects, the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center 
at the University of Texas at Austin, and the United 
States Botanic Garden (Calkins, 2012).  This guide was 
developed specifically for landscape architects and 
outlines the steps or considerations for a sustainable 
site along with a rating system to evaluate a site’s 
level of sustainability. The framework breaks down 
site intervention and ecosystem consideration into 
7 categories: assessment and site selection, water 
systems, vegetation systems, soil systems, materials 
and resources, cultural and human health systems, 
and maintenance and monitoring. Within each category 
there is a description of four levels of sustainability 
from preservation (least amount of intervention) 
to regeneration (the most sustainable). The central 
message of the SITES® program is “that any project—
whether the site of a university campus, large 
subdivision, shopping mall, park, commercial center, or 
even a home—holds the potential to protect, improve, 
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and regenerate the benefits and services provided by 
healthy ecosystems” (SITES v2 Rating System, 2014).  
The SITES® guide and rating system will be further 
explained, and then used later in the design stage 
(Chapter 5) of this master’s project.

s u sta i n a b i lity  a n d  eco system  s erv i c es

d efi n ed  by  s ites®

The SITES® initiative defines sustainable design as 
“design, construction, operations, and maintenance 
practices that meet the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs” (Calkins, 2012, 2). The SITES® 
initiative acknowledges that true sustainability 
includes not only environmental conservation, but 
also economic realism social equity (Calkins, 2012). 
This “triple bottom line” is the key to sustainable 
design and is reflected in the organization of SITES® 
guidelines and rating system (see FIGURE 2.3). 

FIGURE 2.3: Sustainability “Triple Bottom Line” (Calkins, 2012, 3)
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 Ecosystem services, defined as “the benefits humans 
obtain from ecosystems” by SITES® are the basis for 
the SITES® framework and rating system. 
Ecosystem services include:

• Global climate regulation
• Local climate regulation
• Air and water cleansing
• Water supply and regulation
• Erosion and sediment control
• Hazard mitigation
• Pollination
• Habitat Functions
• Waste decomposition and treatment
• Human health and well-being benefits
• Food and renewable nonfood products
• Cultural benefits  (Calkins, 2012, 5)

Healthy ecosystems provide services that have 
economic value—but this value is often overlooked or 
taken for granted by most people. In 2005 for example, 
the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment estimated that 
the value that wetlands provide to the world is $15 
trillion dollars annually including the water supply from 
which 1.5-3 billion people depend.  But sadly, wetland 
ecosystems are being destroyed faster than any other 
type of ecosystem due to human activity (Calkins, 
2012).  However, the economic benefit of sustainable 
design and development “are being increasingly 
quantified,” meaning they are becoming more accepted 
and widely used (Calkins, 2012). 

The firm basis for sustainable site design project goals 
in every project are on providing new ecosystem 
services, or protecting the existing ones (Calkins, 
2012). The meaning of sustainability for the SITES® 
initiative is unique for its inclusion of regenerative 
systems; “a system that will balance or achieve 
positive resource flows and create closed-loop 
systems where waste from one process is food for 
another” (Calkins, 2012, 17). This idea of regenerative 
design, or 100% sustainable design is SITES® 
ultimate goal; however progress (at any level) toward 
regeneration and moving away from wastefulness 
is a step in the right direction There are 10 guiding 
principles used to design sustainable sites attempting 
regeneration as defined by the 2014 SITES® v2 Rating 
System:
1. Do no harm
2. Apply the precautionary principle
3. Design with nature and culture
4. Use a decision-making hierarchy of preservation, 

conservation, and regeneration
5. Provide regenerative systems as 
       intergenerational equity
6. Support a living process
7. Use a systems thinking approach
8. Use a collaborative and ethical approach
9. Maintain integrity in leadership and research
10. Foster environmental stewardship
   
The sustainable SITES® initiative is the most current 
and effective model for increasing sustainability 
in the discipline of landscape architecture today.  
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Sustainability has shifted from conserving alone, to 
also include ways to regenerate the land through 
performative landscapes—and the SITES® initiative 
helps landscape architecture get there (Petersen, 
2016).

The sustainable SITES® initiative has a standard list 
of prerequisites and additional credits for each section 
of site design and construction.  To be certified as a 
SITES® project, all the prerequisites must be met 
for each section, and a certain number of additional 
sustainability credit points combined between 
the sections must be reached. The many different 
options of credit points allow for multiple sustainable 
approaches to different project scales and locations. 

Clearly a project which achieves SITES® certification 
has found solutions in multiple areas of sustainability.  
Many principles and focus areas of SITES® have 
overlap with Mehta’s authentic ecolodge criteria. For 
ecolodges developed in the United States, SITES® 
guidelines should be considered early on in the design 
process and certification sought if possible.
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2 . 4   T O U R I S M   I N   U . S .   N AT I O N A L   PA R KS

BOOK TITLE

 H I STO RY  O F  ACCO M M O DATI O N S  
I N  A M ER I CA N   N ATI O N A L PA R KS

The history of the National Park Service is long 
and detailed, beginning in 1914 when Yellowstone 
National Park became the world’s first official national 
park (Dilsaver, 1994). Landscape architecture holds 
an important role in the history of national parks, 
and is directly linked to the public’s appreciation and 
use of the parks (Carr, 1958). The following historical 
overview summarizes significant events and changes 
to the National Park System, related to development 
of infrastructure and role of recreation and tourism 
within the parks. 

In the early 1900s newly dedicated large areas of 
American wilderness as the first National Parks 
sparked the need for a management of these parks, 
or for a ‘National Park Service.’  Landscape Architect 
Frederick Law Olmsted laid much of the groundwork 
for a national park policy through his management 
recommendations for Yosemite Valley (Dilsaver, 1994).  
In 1916 an act to establish a National Park Service 
was introduced.  The act called for the regulation of 
federal areas (or national parks) whose fundamental 
purpose “is to conserve the scenery and the natural 

and historic objects and the wild life therein and to 
provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner 
and by such means as will leave them unimpaired 
for the enjoyment of future generations” (Dilsaver, 
1994, 115).  In the mid 1920s Park Service landscape 
architects, like Thomas Vint, and Daniel Hull, were 
leading projects in collaboration with architects and 
engineers to develop an original style of architecture 
and development known as ‘park rustic.’  Much of 
the planning and design work done at this time was 
compiled into some of the nation’s first master plans 
(Carr, 1958). The popularity of national parks and 
the number of park visitors quickly grew across the 
nation.  In 1929 the 1914 act was amended to add a 
concessions policy. Meaning that, with permission 
from the park system, private parties, firms, and 
corporations would be able to provide facilities for 
accommodation and recreation to the public within 
national parks and monuments (Dilsaver, 1994). But 
the original purpose of the system, to “conserve…
for the enjoyment of future generations,” was quickly 
forgotten in some early accommodation and recreation 
examples. The end of WWI and the start of WWII, 
the National Park Service modernized and developed 
extensively (Carr, 1958). During the Great Depression, 
and under Franklin Roosevelt’s administration, the 
National Park System saw the greatest expansion to 
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date (Dilsaver, 1994).  During this time, the Civilian 
Conservation Corps (CCC), was established in 1933 
to create jobs for unemployed young men.  This 
organization built hundreds of miles of roads and 
trails and constructed thousands of structures from 
accommodations to museums to employee housing 
over the next nine years (Dilsaver, 1994).  To this 
day, many states owe the origins of their state park 
systems, and the majority of facilities within them, to 
the labor of CCC enrollees and the landscape design 
and planning of Park Service professionals (Carr, 1958). 
This alarmingly fast development spawned suspicion 
and then opposition from conservationists and resulted 
in the Emergency Conservation Committee calling 
for reevaluation of road construction through National 
Parks (Dilsaver, 1994).  

Slightly after the period of the CCC came one of 
the Park System’s most significant acts, introduced 
by landscape architects called the “Atmosphere 
Preservation Act” in 1936.  This idea was the first 
attempt to harmonize the relationship between 
the four parties interested in National Parks: 1) 
tourists who visit the park, 2) the future American 
generations, 3) the Government, and 4) public 
operators whose livelihood depends on operations 
inside the park (Dilsaver, 1994).  This act addressed 
different recreation and operation areas within 
the park describing what is and is not appropriate 
to create a healthy park “atmosphere” (Dilsaver, 
1994). The following decades saw park attendance 

grow at an exponential rate.  In 1956 a new era of 
development arrived for the National Park System. The 
Mission 66 Act was adopted which called for drastic 
improvement and expansion of accommodations 
(Dilsaver, 1994).  Like the park rustic movement of 
the 1920s, the Mission 66 movement encouraged 
growth and was accompanied with a new modernized 
architectural style popular across the country. Instead 
of roads and bridges, the development priority of this 
program was on modernizing accommodations so 
that the park visitor can be assured of a comfortable 
place to stay (Dilsaver, 1994, 1940).  In the decades 
following Mission 66 Act, the system entered into an 
“Ecological Revolution” (Dilsaver, 2014).  For example, 
in 1968 the Administrative Policies for Recreation 
Areas Act mandated related factors in recreation and 
accommodation, ranging from solid-waste disposal to 
exotic plant species control (Dilsaver, 2014). Today the 
U.S. has the largest number of legally protected areas 
in the world—over 84 million acres—spread across 
every state except Delaware (Honey, 2008).  

As the population and popularity of nature-based 
tourism grows, park visitor numbers are expected to 
rise.  Concern for responsible resource management 
and development strategies for accommodations and 
recreation areas within National Parks must continue 
to grow as well.
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TO U R I S M   pr ess u r es  I N  N ATI O N A L  PA R KS

The idea of creating a national park system comes 
from tourism—the need for recreation and human 
access into the country’s most scenic natural areas.  
Before coordination of parks at the national scale was 
in place, advocates, like Calvin Coolidge at the 1924 
National Conference on Outdoor Recreation, called 
“to expand and conserve throughout the country 
our recreational opportunities” (Carr, 1958, 259).  
But recreation and conservation is not always easily 
balanced, especially in treasured, natural places.  
The country’s early national parks featured fully 
programmed recreation areas including swimming 
pools and ball fields.  But by many critics in the late 
1930s, these types of amenities were believed to be 
eroding the parks’ physical sites and spiritual identity 
(Carr, 1958). 

In the book Wilderness by Design, Carr predicts; “as 
existing facilities become more and more crowded, 
the parks will cease to be a public in any meaningful 
sense, since only those who make reservations far 
in advance will have access” (Carr, 1958, 310).  In 
the case of some national parks, he is accurate in his 
prediction.  Zion National Park for example has moved 
to a reservation and in-advance permit purchase 
system.  Home to Utah’s giant and colorful sandstone 
cliffs, visitors at Zion National Park are encouraged 
to purchase their permits ahead of time, by up to 
three months, to ensure access into the park.  On 
the other hand, not all national parks are turning to 

wait lists to ensure conservation and environmental 
quality. The Mariposa Grove in Yosemite National Park 
is currently in a stage of restoration to shift the way 
tourists experience the park. The Grove’s iconic and 
massive sequoia trees have attracted tourists to the 
area for decades. But in order to protect these giants, 
restoration efforts are eliminating vehicular access, 
converting roads to trails and boardwalks, consolidating 
parking areas to one base parking lot, and eliminating 
commercial activities in the park altogether (National 
Park Service, 2016). Visitor access is not limited but has 
been redesigned; the trail network has expanded and 
a tram has been added for people without the ability 
to hike.  The restoration process will be completed and 
ready for visitors by the summer of 2017. Certainly, 
visitor numbers are different for each national park, 
and response to increased visitation (if applicable) will 
depend on the region and amenities.  

But not all national parks are needing to restrict access. 
The Everglades Park for example is an environmental 
treasure for Florida and its residents.  But because 
of an extreme climate, the park is largely visited only 
half the year, in the region’s cooler winter months.  
Another factor that reduces visitor pressures at 
the Everglades are surrounding tourism destination 
alternatives: the Florida Keys, the white sandy beaches 
of the Gulf Coast, and urban attractions of Miami.  
For these reasons, park visitation is not limited in the 
Everglades but rather, encouraged for travelers to 
gain an understanding and appreciation for the park’s 
remarkable wetland ecosystem.
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The U.S. has no federal laws outlining ecotourism 
protocols, but instead responsibility falls to individual 
states to create their own mandates, which would 
vary widely (Weaver, 2001). As stated earlier, 
accommodation development and management 
within the U.S.’s national park system largely falls to 
concessioners. It has been argued that ecotourism is 
not needed within national or state protected areas, 
but instead should occur outside of protected areas 
for the sake of promoting conservation (Weaver, 
2001).  However, developing an ecolodge on private 
land bordering or around the region of national parks 
is met with challenges as well. “Amenity migration,” 
is defined as the influx of upper-class city workers 
to scenic rural areas (often along the borders of 
national or state parks) looking to purchase land 
and build holiday homes (Buckley, 2003).  This trend 
creates a challenge as it raises land value increasing 
competition, creates denser boundaries for wildlife 
movement compared to farms or forests, and can 
be the source of new invasive species introduction 
(Buckley, 2003). Likewise, growing commercial 
tourism interests may dominate partnerships with 
protected-area management agencies sometimes 
leading to the misuse of land and its resources 
(Buckley, 2003).  The benefits of nature based tourism 
planning must be made known to the National Park 
Service before they can be adopted and implemented 
in future park development or restoration.

ECO LO D G E  D EV ELO PM ENt  w ith i n  th e 
U n ited states' N ATI O N A L PA R KS
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2 . 5   P R O J E C T   S T U DY   S I T E

BOOK TITLE

EV ERG LA D ES  N ATI O N A L  PA R K 

The site chosen for this study is the Flamingo District, 
which is the southernmost point of the Everglades 
National Park in Florida.  The Flamingo District was 
chosen as the study site for two reasons: 1) because 
of its remote and natural setting, ideal for ecotourism 
operations; and 2) its obvious need for redevelopment, 
and desire for tourism growth.

The Everglades National Park is known as the 
largest subtropical wilderness in the United States. 
Over 1.5 million acres of unique landscape make 
up the Everglades National Park, which is rich in 
wildlife habitat and offer a diverse range of tourism 
opportunities.  The Everglades National Park is the 
largest National Park East of the Rocky Mountains 
and is also a World Heritage Site, and International 
Biosphere Region (U.S. National Park Service, 2016).  
The Everglades was established as a National Park in 
1947 after the support of early conservationists and 
advocates.  Long before this, the first people of the 
Everglades were believed to be the Calusa, a fierce 
fishermen tribe whose territory spread across southern 
and western Florida (Florida Museum, 2017).  The 
Calusa people eventually died off from exposure to 
diseases from the Spanish by the mid 18th century. 

The Seminole and Miccosukee Native American tribes 
were the next residents in the Everglades, but this was 
not their original homeland.  These two tribes originally 
lived in the northern part of Florida and across the 
present day southeastern United States, but after the 
Indian Removal Act of 1830, were forced southward 
in retreat from the American’s during the first, second 
and third Seminole Wars (Historical Society of Palm 
Beach County, 2009). 

During the decades before its designation as a 
park, American settlers attempted to convert large 
areas from wetlands to developable land through 
drainage.  Across south Florida, entrepreneurs 
like Henry Plant and Henry Flagler began to build 
railroad networks through the Everglades and clear 
mangrove shorelines to build roads and canals for 
tourist development (U.S. National Park Service, 
2016).  Early communities existed in the Everglades 
at Chokoloskee, Everglades City, Cape Sable, and 
Flamingo.  These small communities were mainly 
farmers or laborers and the main industries were 
sugar cane farming, and charcoal production.  Life in 
these communities was often difficult, unpleasant, and 
unsafe.  Mosquitos and fleas were everyday problems, 
and hurricanes were unpredictable flooding entire 
farmsteads or flattening communities at times.  All 
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this early development in an attempt to create more 
useable land shrunk the Everglades watershed from 
its original headwaters stretching nearly to Orlando, 
down to Lake Okeechobee (Lodge, 2005).  Today 
the original ecosystem has begun to heal, thanks to 
the Everglades’ designation as National Park and the 
work of conservationists and environmental activists.  
Marjory Stoneman Douglas is the single most well-
known advocate of the Everglades.  Her work began in 
the early 1920s as she joined the movement in Miami 
to create an Everglades National Park.  Her interest 
and passion for the Everglades did not falter as she 
wrote the book The Everglades: River of Grass in 1947, 
and created The Friends of the Everglades organization 
for environmental protection and education in 1970.  
Thanks to advocates like Douglass, the park today is 
almost completely wild--a wonderland, particularly 
for kayak exploration, bird watching, fishing, and 
backcountry camping.

Although the physical area of the Everglades is vast, 
the park is largely unusable for humans, and is even 
more limited in terms of developable land due to its 
characteristic wetland conditions.  The large park has 
limited points of access, few campsites with services, 
and almost no hiking trails because of the park’s 
wetland ecology.  But the range of biodiversity, the 
unique flora, the extensive system of backcountry 
waterways, and camping, make the park an attraction 
for many different types of visitors.  Flamingo (see 
FIGURE 2.5) is the only location in the park that offers 

campgrounds, facilities, an education center, groceries, 
fuel, a marina, hiking, canoe trails and boat tours all in 
one location (U.S. National Park Service, 2016). 

FIGURE 2.5: Everglades Park Boundary and Flamingo Location
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t h e  fla m i n g o  d i str i ct

Located over an hour from the Everglades’ closest 
park entrance, Flamingo is a remote destination—see 
location map in Figure 2.5.1. Flamingo was originally 
an agricultural settlement with 49 residents in 1910, 
and reachable only by boat.  In 1921 the Ingraham 
Highway was built connecting the community to 
the larger region of South Florida.  By 1951 all of 
the residents were gone due to relocation by the 
National Park Service and multiple hurricane events. 
Construction began in Flamingo in 1956 to create a 
visitor center and lodge as part of the National Park 
Service’s Mission 66 Act (U.S. National Park Service, 
2016). By 1968 development of the district was 
complete.  Much of the original development is still in 
existence today. Many services needed by Everglades 
tourists are available in Flamingo, creating a remote 
oasis of amenities. However, a full-service restaurant 
and overnight lodging has been lacking at Flamingo for 
more than 11 years now.

In 2005 hurricane Katrina greatly damaged much of 
the Flamingo District, and completely destroyed the 
previous restaurant and lodge.  There has since been 
a significant amount of national attention focused on 
the Flamingo District.  In the summer of 2016 Flamingo 
competed for and won the Partners in Preservation 
grant that is being used to make minor improvements 
to the existing visitor center.  The NPS’s hope is that 
this is the beginning of many improvements to the 
district (U.S. National Park Service, 2016). A concession 
prospectus or Request for Expressions of Interest 

(RFEI) has been issued for Flamingo.  From it, the 
park is seeking business proposals to provide services 
for tourists and renewal of the area’s “small cottage 
and eco-tent lodging, boat tours, canoe/kayak rentals, 
retail sales, skiff and houseboat rentals, a full service 
restaurant, marina services and slip rentals as well as a 
walk-in campground” (U.S. National Park Service, 2016).

The concession prospectus provides a detailed list of 
desired amenities and improvements.  This proposal 
opens the door for re imagining nature based tourism, 
ecolodge design, and sustainable site development 
within the Everglades National Park.
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The research methodology proposed for this study 
is projective design.  As can be seen in this project’s 
research question, design is a key component:

How can authentic ecolodge criteria and sustainable 
site design principles be adapted and applied to inform 
the design of an ecolodge at the Flamingo District in 
Everglades National Park? 

To generate a new ecolodge, this project uses 
projective design.  Projective design is design meant 
to investigate a specific research question and must 
produce findings that “contribute to the development 
of the discipline” of landscape architecture (Deming & 
Swaffield, 2011, 51).  The specific research methods 
used for data collection in this research project are:

• Precedent Studies
• Interviews
• On-Site Observation
• Site Analysis

Findings will ultimately inform the final ecolodge 
design for the Flamingo District in the Everglades 
National Park.  FIGURE 3.1 shows a diagram of the 
methodology, research methods, and design strategy 
utilized for this study.

m e t h o d o l o gy
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FIGURE 3.1: Methodology Diagram
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The Flamingo site has many challenges for tourism 
including: tropical storm vulnerability, coastal 
location, remoteness, mosquitos, and overgrown 
vegetation. Proposing an ecolodge at Flamingo creates 
design challenges such as needs for renewable 
energy sources, use of sustainable materials, and 
development of a compact site layout.  Solutions for 
similar challenges can be found through precedent 
studies of other ecolodge projects.  The goal of this 
research method is to extract successful ecotourism 
strategies, site design solutions, and energy/water 
conserving technologies that could be applied to the 
sustainable site design for an ecolodge at Flamingo.  
To be selected as a relevant precedent for this study, 
an ecolodge must satisfy 3 of the following criteria:

• Coastal positioned with direct ocean access
• Within a tropical or sub-tropical climate
• Accommodate a similar number as Flamingo’s  
 proposed range of 24-40 rooms
• Located in or adjacent to a national park or   
 national land reserve
• Remote and wild atmosphere; 20 miles or   
 more from the nearest town
This precedent research collects both programmatic 

m e t h o d s
 1. pr ec ed en t  stu d i es and aesthetic examples needed to design an ecolodge 

at Flamingo. To maintain consistency for comparison, 
each precedent will be studied in terms of:

• Location
• Owner
• Designer
• Project Scale
• Region’s Significance
• Ecolodge Experience
• Renewable Energy Strategies
• Materials Used
• Dedication to the Environment
• Strategies for Flamingo

Open-ended, conversational interviews with National 
Park professionals will be conducted. These interviews 
are meant to generate knowledge about the existing 
facilities, management, history, and future of the 
Flamingo district.  People to be interviewed are 
the Everglades Park Planner, and the Everglades 
District Interpreter.  The purpose of interviewing 
the Everglades Park planner is to understand the 
management and the current plan by the National Park 
Service for “rebuilding” Flamingo.  

2. I n terv i ews
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The purpose of interviewing the district interpreter is 
to get a feel for what day to day life is like at Flamingo, 
learn more about the people who visit, and the 
challenges that the park is facing. 

All interviews will be recorded, and interviewees’ 
names and positions will be documented.  All 
interviewees will receive a cover letter and a copy 
of the questions to be asked before the interview.  
Interviewees will also sign a consent form before the 
interview.  The purpose of these interviews will provide 
information about the details, issues, or history 
related to Flamingo that cannot be learned through 
site analysis alone, literature review, or precedent 
studies. The interview is to be conversational and 
informal to pull out additional helpful information that 
cannot be foreseen. 

The purpose of a site visit is to gain a sense of place 
and to observe physical and aesthetic qualities first 
hand.  This qualitative data collection method informs 
specific design decisions. During the site visit many 
photos should be taken at all different areas within 
the district.  These photos will be used in the final 

report and should capture the existing architecture 
and facilities, the natural environment, water edges, 
existing trails, waterways, campsites, wildlife, native 
vegetation, etc.  If time allows, time will be spent 
camping, hiking, and participating in led kayak or boat 
tours.  These experiences will give a personal context 
and connection to Flamingo that will be helpful once 
the projective design stage is reached. 
As this method is experiential, the knowledge gained 
is not inventoried as a separate method in the results 
section of this book.  Instead, the observations made 
and photos taken while on site will be used to further 
support the site analysis.  

To understand Flamingo’s opportunities and constraints 
for ecolodge development, a series of site analysis 
studies must be conducted at regional, district, and 
site scales.  Data will come from GIS, Google Earth, 
and the Everglades National Park map files.  Maps 
for the regional, district, and site analysis each have a 
consistent frame/context and share a cohesive visual 
quality.  The layers of data are mapped individually 
for superior readability and clarity. Mapping at these 
three scales provide context for this project, and is a 

3.  o n-s ite  o bs ervati o n

4.  s ite  a n a lys i s
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necessary step before an ecolodge at Flamingo can 
be envisioned. These maps reveal opportunities and 
constraints for the design process of this project.  The 
purpose of this method is to directly inform decision 
making of the site.

To understand how the Flamingo site is impacted by 
regional systems the Everglades Park boundary will 
be used as the extent for the regional maps.  Regional 
analysis will include:

a. Physical Context
■ To show the region’s land form, water   
 edges, roads, and park boundary, and cities.
b. Hydrology
■ To show the region’s rivers, canals,    
 ponds and surrounding ocean depth.  
c. Ecology
■ To show the Park’s 9 ecosystems    
 (Everglades National Park Service).
d. Recreation
■ To show the Park’s trails, waterways, and   
 marinas will be mapped.
e. Access
■ To show how Flamingo is accessed    
 by travelers and shows where international   
 airports are in relation to the Park.

To understand the amenities and physical surroundings 
adjacent to the Flamingo site, district scale mapping is 
used.  The Flamingo district contains: a marina, visitor 
center, staff living, campgrounds, previous lodge site, 

and more.  District Analysis will include:

a. Context
To show water edges, natural areas,   
roads, trails, and building outlines.  The use of  
each area in the district is identified.

b. Program
■ To show how and when the site is used   
 by visitors.  This map will also show what   
 services are available in each area. 
c. Vegetation

To show the different vegetation   
types present at the Flamingo District: native  
vegetation (mangroves and coastal prairie   
primarily) mowed turf, and disturbed vegetation. 

d. Wildlife
 To document different wildlife species regularly  
 seen in the Flamingo District
■ 
To understand existing conditions, analysis at the 
site scale is done.  Site inventory makes clear what 
the site’s current amenities and physical qualities 
are.  Site analysis is important to reveal opportunities 
and constraints for developing an ecolodge design 
program. Site analysis will include:

a.  Site Identity
 To show the physical size of the site, and   
 where it is located within the district.
b. Site Inventory
 To document the site’s existing conditions   
 using on-site photography
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 Po st  Data  Co llecti o n

The data collected through the four research methods 
will be used to inform the development of design 
program, and final site design of an ecolodge for the 
Flamingo district.  Additional information used for 
design will come from: Flamingo’s RFEI document, the 
Sustainable SITES® Initiative, and Mehta’s Authentic 
Ecolodge Criteria. 

c. Diagramming
 To show all existing vegetation, circulation,   
 utilities, development from Flamingo’s 
 previous lodge, and primary views. 
d. Opportunities and Constraints
 Through the synthesis of site identity, site  
 inventory, and site diagramming, these are 
 expressed through writing. 
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P R E C E D E N T   S T U D I E S
Four ecolodges from across the world were analyzed 
as precedents. The goal of this research method is to 
extract successful ecotourism strategies, site design 
solutions, and energy/water conserving technologies 
that could be applied to the design for an ecolodge 
at Flamingo. 

Trends common between these lodges were use 
of: solar water heating systems; composting toilets; 
elevated building structures on raised wooden 
platforms; and, dramatic views to the ocean.  Tenta 
Nakara and Concorida Eco-tents used energy 
restriction as a sustainability method; eliminating 
electricity from rooms completely at Tenta Nakara and 
making potable water available only at main locations 
for Concordia Eco-Tents. Bay of Fires Lodge and 
Concordia Eco-Tents used guest labor to reinforce 
the idea of conserving resources by hand pumping 
their showers. On-site vegetable gardens were used 
at Tenta Nakara and Isla Palenque.  Separate eco-
tents or bungalows individual rooms were the trend, 
although Bay of Fires Lodge operated out of two 
main pavilion buildings. These four precedents, from 
3 different continents, ranged in their level of luxury 

for guests and their accessibility—logistically and 
financially. However, all four lodges used sustainable 
design strategies and environmentally friendly 
technologies. Elements from each lodge will be used 
to inform the sustainable site design for an ecolodge 
at Flamingo.

The 4 ecolodges selected were: Bay of Fires Lodge in 
Tasmania; Concordia Eco-Tents in St. John Virgin Island; 
Tenta Nakara in Thailand; and, Isla Palenque Lodge in 
the Republic of Panama.  The following pages show 
findings from each individual precedent facility.

Pr ec ed en t  fi n d i n gs  s u m m a ry
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P R E C E D E N T   0 1 :   b ay   o f   f i r e s   l o d g e
location Bay of Fires Beach, Tasmania

Anthology Pty. Ltd.

Ken Latona (architect)

84 acres, two lodge buildings, accommodation for 20 guests

This region in north east Tasmania is home to many aboriginal sites. This 
indigenous culture has lived a nomadic lifestyle in the area for over 5,000 years. 
Today, the remote Bay of Fires coastline is part of Mount William National park. 
The Architect received approval from the Aboriginal Land Council and permissions 
from the park before building the lodge. The region is also known for its iconic 
mammals—Tasmanian devils, wombats, wallabies, and kangaroos.

To replicate the nomadic lifestyle of the aboriginal people, the lodge can only be 
reached by foot—a 15 mile trek is required for guests to access the lodge.  The 
lodge is a “wholly sustainable shelter” meant to protect the landscape and make 
guests feel connected to the “dramatic coastal environment” (Hochman, 2017).  
The lodge is completely remote with no phones or wifi, and no TV. The entire 
design of lodge, situated 130 ft up from sea level, is focused around sweeping 
views of the horizon and the sea.

region’s  significance

owner

designer

ecolodge  experience

project scale
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FIGURE 4.1: Bay of Fires Lodge (Tasmania Walking Company, 2017)
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materials

Solar heated showers, where guests must pump their own water (40 pumps to be 
exact) for a 5 minute hot shower.  All restrooms feature composting toilets. Solar 
power-generated appliances are used. A wood burning fireplace heats the lodge, 
and most cooking is done over an outdoor fire pit. The lodge also captures its 
rainwater for reuse (Mehta, 2010).

Tasmanian hardwood and hand-hammered steel for lodge structure and local 
plantation pinewood for decks and stairs (Mehta, 2010). Metal pitched roof, and 
large un-shaded picture windows.

Guests are made aware of their impact—especially when they must work for a 
shower! During construction, all materials were flown in by helicopter, or carried in 
by foot to preserve the surrounding ecosystem. Only 4 trees were removed in the 
building process.

Condense rooms together in larger pavilions or lodge buildings. Do not be afraid to 
implement water and sewage systems that are less “convenient” or instantaneous 
for guests as this can become a teaching tool for environmental stewardship. 
Allow the sun to power necessary technology and heat water. Let views of nature 
be the central design concept.

energy strategies

dedication to :
the environment

strategies for flamingo

renewable 

P R E C E D E N T   0 1 :   b ay   o f   f i r e s   l o d g e
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FIGURE 4.2: Lodge Materiality (Tasmania Walking Company, 2017)
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P R E C E D E N T   0 2 :   c o n c o r d i a   e c o - t e n t s
location St. John, U.S. Virgin Islands

Stanley Selengut

Glen Speer (architect), and Paul Ferreras (engineer)

50 acres, 25 tents, accommodation for 150 guests

This development is located on the southeast side of St. John island and is in 
within the Estate Concorida Preserve (Mehta, 2010). The ecotent compound is 
just adjacent to Virgin Islands National Park which makes up more than 2/3 of the 
island. This national park is known for its rainforests, beautiful beaches, and rich 
mangrove and coral reef ecosystems.

This ecolodge is comprised of separate ecotent units all elevated 10-15ft off 
the ground. Separate tents create a private guest experience, but the lodge 
complex also includes a reception desk, swimming pool and bar, tennis court, 
yoga pavilion, and restaurant for socializing. The lodge embodies the principles 
of ecotourism and has strong ties and programs with the local community, 
and encourages guests to visit the local art center, restaurants and excursions 
(Mehta, 2010).

region’s  significance

owner

designer

ecolodge  experience

project scale
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FIGURE 4.3: Concordia Eco-Tents (Concordia Eco-Resort, 2017)
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materials

Clivus Multrum composting toilet and hand pumped hydraulic shower tanks are 
used in tent restrooms. The kitchen is equipped with a propane stove and cooler. 
Photovoltaic solar panels provide energy for tents’ lights and appliances, heat the 
shower water, and smaller solar lights are used to illuminate walkways at night.  
The water is not potable, so drinking water must be obtained from the lodge’s 
central locations.

Ecotents are simply made of wood frames, canvas wrapping and unzippable 
window sections covered by mosquito netting. Wooden walkways and stairs 
connect the eco-tents.

By elevating all of the structures 10-15 feet off the ground and elevating all 
connecting walkways, Concordia Eco-tent Lodge has drastically minimized it’s 
building footprint.  This has preserved much of the island’s topsoil and preserved 
trees by building walkways and tents amongst the canopy. Even with an elevated 
design strategy, the lodge has managed to provide 5 fully accessible eco-tents to 
be inclusive of all guests. All food and goods available at the lodge are purchased 
locally with the local community in mind.

Elevate structures, connect structures with raised walkways, and keep materiality 
and amenities to the necessity.  By elevating structures at Flamingo, the 
underlying topsoil and native vegetation will be preserved. In addition, this 
strategy will allow for flooding, and create superior views to Florida Bay at 
Flamingo. Providing drinking water at the lodge’s central location will eliminate 
the need for potable water in each tent unit. Limit car access to only a few 
areas—not drive-up access to every unit. Use the natural backdrop and tree 
canopy to design the landscape.

energy strategies

dedication to :
the environment

strategies for flamingo

renewable 

P R E C E D E N T   0 2 :   c o n c o r d i a   e c o - t e n t s
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FIGURE 4.4: Eco-Tent Detail (Concorida Eco-Resort, 2017)
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P R E C E D E N T   0 3 :   t e n ta   n a k a r a
location Naka Yai island, Thailand

Chulpol “Paul” Burusratanaphan

Owner

4 acres, 16 tents, accommodation for 36 guests

The lodge, only accessible by boat, is the only tourist accommodation and 
only fully sustainable facility on Naka Yai Island. Naka Yai is a tiny remote island 
just off the coast from Phuket. Thailand is known for its tropical climate, rich 
biodiversity, and lush vegetation.

The lodge’s mantra is “Nature in the Natural Way” (Connell, 2013). Limiting 
luxury to appreciate nature is the key idea behind this simplistic tent lodge. Tent-
like bungalow structures use no electricity and are private units.  Most activity 
occurs at the open-air beachside lounge and restaurant area.

region’s  significance

owner

designer

ecolodge  experience

project scale
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FIGURE 4.5: Tenta Nakara (Ashes, 2017)
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materials

Electricity is limited to the main lodge area only, and is powered by a diesel 
generator between the hours of 6:00pm and 10:00pm (Connell, 2013). The 
lodge’s water source is from a previously built well providing water for drinking 
and cooking, for toilets (non flushing) and for (cold water only) showers (Connell, 
2013). The waste from toilets is piped to one large tank, treated with EM 
(Effective Microorganism) technology, and then used as fertilizer (Connell, 2013).

Teak furniture and decking for bungalows and lounge area.  Mosquito nets 
and Waterproof tent cover to create “walls” for bungalows. The lounge and 
some bungalows feature traditional thatch roofing, while other bungalows 
use metal roofs.

Turning away from the typical Thailand resort model, Tenta Nakara is the only 
luxury eco-tent resort in all of Phuket (Connell, 2013). Lodge staff has daily 
beach clean-up walks and all recycling is taken weekly to a center on Phuket.  
The lodge also has its own vegetable garden for meals and has plans to 
implement a hydroponic gardening system in the future. The lodge serves a 
model for environmental best practices for the local community on the island 
and offers educational programs for the community’s youth.

Removing electricity from rooms completely at Flamingo may not be an option, 
but restricting electricity to only certain times of day could greatly reduce 
energy use.  A raised teak deck floor and metal roof framework enclosing an 
inner tent-like room could function at Flamingo.  This bungalow model would 
shade against southern Florida’s harsh sun, protect from mosquitos, and allow 
ocean breezes for cross ventilation.

energy strategies

dedication to :
the environment

strategies for flamingo

renewable 

P R E C E D E N T   0 3 :   t e n ta   n a k a r a
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FIGURE 4.6: Bungalow Tent Detail (Leitao, 2012)
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P R E C E D E N T   0 4 :   i s l a   pa l e n q u e
location Golfo de Chiriqui, Republic of Panama

Amble Resorts

Design Workshop (Landscape Architecture + Planning)

22 acres of the island is designated as developable land (including roads and 
trails). The current lodge has 6 rooms and 4 tents, with a max capacity of 29 
people. The lodge plans to expand to 80 units.

Isla Palenque is a small island off the southwest coast of Panama in Central 
America.  Panama is known for its lush tropical rainforests and the island is 
home to over 37 native tree species (Design Workshop, 2010). This private 
island only accessible by boat is situated just along the board of Panama’s 
National Marine Park.

This ecotourism experience does not stop at the lodge, but is inclusive of the 
whole 434 acres of Palenque Island.  A complete sustainability ecotourism 
masterplan for the island was completed in 2010 and the beginnings of the 
island’s lodge has opened in 2013. The masterplan centers around the idea 
of extremely limiting development on the island—22 acres to be exact—to 
preserve the original “wild and pristine paradise”(Amble, 2017). Other features 
of the master plan include allocating land for public park land, open space, and 
agritourism operations (Design Workshop, 2010).

region’s  significance

owner

designer

ecolodge  experience

project scale
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FIGURE 4.7: Isla Palenque Aerial (Design Workshop, 2016)
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materials

Grey water is held in a retention pond and used for irrigation. All food waste is 
composted and used on the islands farms. Food is grown on the island in multi-
story gardens; overstory fruit and nut trees, mid-story fruit trees or plants, fruit 
and herb vines and hanging plants to grow between, and understory berries, 
vegetables and other plants. Solar panels heat water for showers and produce 
energy to power 10% of the lodge currently.  In the future wind turbines and 
additional solar panels will be added. Composting toilets and septic tanks reduce 
the need for centralized water (Design Workshop, 2010). Each building will have a 
cistern to store rainwater capture from Panama’s frequent showers. The width of 
roads connecting the areas of the island are reduced to 50% as only electric cars 
are permitted. All utilities are located under roads.

Rooms feature hardwood floors, steel frames, large windows, pitched metal 
roofs, and hardwood exterior siding—all elevated up off the ground. Rooms 
have outdoor solar heated showers enclosed by bamboo privacy screens. Tent 
accommodations are basic tents laid over hardwood deck platforms with direct 
beach access and outdoor showers.

The entire planning and operation of the island is a model for the rest of Panama 
in ecotourism development and cooperation. Isla Palenque has received an ASLA 
award in planning, and has been recognized by the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (Amble, 2017). All development was done in care 
to preserve the rainforest and eliminate dependency for outside resources.

Reduce the need for food imports by growing food on site. Include rainwater 
capture systems and utilize cistern storage. Integrate multi-story food gardens 
along trail networks. Reduce the road footprint and locate utilities underneath.

energy strategies

dedication to :
the environment

strategies for flamingo

renewable 

P R E C E D E N T   0 4 :   i s l a   pa l e n q u e
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FIGURE 4.8: Jungle Rooms. (Amble Resorts, 2017)
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i n t e rv i e ws
Two NPS professionals—Bob Showler, Flamingo’s 
District Interpreter and Fred Herling, Everglades 
National Park’s Planner—were interviewed on site. The 
interview style was conversational and informal so that 
open-ended questions could stimulate conversation 
about Flamingo, ecotourism, a new lodge, and 
the park’s visitors. Insight on the existing facilities, 
management, history, and future of the Flamingo 
district was gained from interviews.

From interviewing Mr. Herling, the NPS’s current 
plan for “rebuilding” Flamingo and the intent of the 
NPS’s call for concessioners were made clear.  From 
interviewing Mr. Showler, day-to-day life at Flamingo, 
the people who visit, and the issues that the area is 
facing were better understood. 

Both interviewees stated that Flamingo is a challenging 
place for development for several reasons: unreliable 
utilities and technology, unpredictable weather, and 
remote location.  However, both professionals seemed 
hopeful in the new call for a concessioner to add 
lodging back to Flamingo—and both interviewees 
strongly emphasized the need for lodging.  

Mr. Herling mentioned the park’s long term vision to 
become more sustainable by implementing a shuttle 
service to reduce carbon emissions. Mr. Showler 
explained the rich biodiversity of the Everglades 
and the unique wildlife and vegetation at Flamingo.  
He described that the environmental value of the 
area is often overlooked by visitors initially, and 
requires education and interpretation for guests. 
Both interviewees commented on Flamingo’s 
growing visitation numbers and diversifying visitor 
demographics despite the lack of lodging. Both 
interviewees agreed an ecolodge would be appropriate 
and likely successful at Flamingo.  

These interviews generated invaluable background 
knowledge for this project that would have been 
impossible to gain through other research methods.

Key points and important quotes have been extracted 
from each interview.  Full transcripts, the signed 
consent forms, and the IRB letter of approval can be 
found in Appendices C and D.

i n t erv i ew  fi n d i n gs  s u m m a ry
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i n t e rv i e w :   k e y   p o i n t s
WHO: Bob Showler, District Interpreter
WHERE: Flamingo Visitor Center, January 5th, 2017
DURATION: 1 hour and 20 minutes

• Bob has been with Flamingo since 1979—and been 
full time for 8 years.

• There are currently 6 national park rangers in high 
season— this year there are staffing issues, usually 
it’s higher. 

• Now during peak season the NPS has 35 workers 
and Flamingo’s concessioner employs 25. All 
seasonal staff lives on site.

• Flamingo has two common visitor types: day 
visitor, or long term visitor who stays for multiple 
days—up to two weeks.

• “The long term visitors are usually repeat visitors.  
Many are retirees from Miami and all over the 
States if they come by RV.  Now we see more 
Asian visitors as well.”

• For day visitors, there are a variety of people; 
from Americans to Germans, Chinese, and 
French.  The visitor center has information 

brochures in 9 different languages.

• “All the time we hear from visitors, ‘So 
what’s the deal? Are you going to get a 
new lodge down here?’”

• After Hurricane Katrina, the road to Flamingo was 
closed for a few weeks, and the visitor center took 
even longer to get electric back. The restaurant, 
lodge was lost as well as the individual cottages.

• The busy time for Flamingo begins in October, 
peaks from Christmas to New Years, and then 
tapers off in March.

• “But Flamingo is getting busier all 
the time.  Last year we had a total of 
180,000 visitors.  In 2008 we didn’t 
even have half as many!”

• Flamingo is 50 miles from the closest town; it’s wet, 
it can be infested with misquotes, it experiences 
rapid decay, technology fails often, there are issues 
with rodents and insects.“We have this expression; 

‘Oh, it’s Flamingo.’  We’re out in the subtropical 
wilderness; nature is constantly trying to get at us!”
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• “Flamingo has always been challenged.  
In my 38 years, I would say Flamingo, 
as National Parks go, has significant 
obstacles.”

• Sure buildings and infrastructure may be 
challenged, but nature is everywhere. That’s why 
people come.

• “I see an ecotourist as someone who 
goes to a lodge specifically to observe 
nature—that applies here at Flamingo.”

• The biggest issue Bob sees for implementing 
an Ecolodge at Flamingo is the issue of Sea 
Level Rise.  The park has done an environmental 
assessment, and all new development will need to 
be elevated 13 ft above sea level to ensure safety 
for the next 50 years.

• The park has great economic value for southern 
Florida. Millions of dollars are generated in the 
communities at the park’s edges through lodging, 
restaurants, and other services for park tourists.

• “As a National Park, Flamingo requires explanation.  
People come down here saying, “This is a National 
Park?!” Then I take them around to see some stuff 
that they can’t see anywhere else in the country 
and then they begin to get it.  It really requires 
more of a narrative.” 

• “In this little tiny sliver of land at the 
very southern tip of Florida you have 
more unique life than you might have in 
the entire state of Alaska or Montana.  
It is a fascinating place and there is so 
much to share with the public.”
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i n t e rv i e w :   k e y   p o i n t s

• Whoever becomes the new concessioner will 
take over the current concessioner services, new 
building projects (the lodge) and management of 
the campgrounds at Flamingo and Long Pine Key.

• All the risk factors that come into play for building 
at Flamingo make it a challenge to attract a 
concessioner. A company can operate at any other 
National Park with a lot less uncertainty than here.

• “The deadline for the current 
prospectus closed this month.  It has 
been 11 years since Katrina now, so we 
are hopeful to find a new concessioner. 
The public is frustrated. We are 
frustrated.” 

• International visitation is bigger than ever before 
for the Everglades National Park; Germany, France, 
England, China, and Japan especially. The baby 
boomer population also has large presence at 
Flamingo—most of whom use the RV camp area.

WHO: Fred Herling, Park Planner
WHERE: Rosita’s Cafe, Florida City, January 6th, 2017
DURATION: 1 hour and 30 minutes

• Fred has been the Park Planner for 15 years.

• It took multiple years for Flamingo to be “normal” 
again.

• Mud wash up was big problem after Katrina. 
Excess mud and dredging from the Marina was 
reused to regrade the walk-in tent area and 
was done maintaining or shrinking the district’s 
footprint.

• There has been a masterplan done since Hurricane 
Katrina which had many ideas, but some of 
that has been cut out to be more realistic for a 
concessioner.

• “Lodging, a restaurant, and other basics 
that were destroyed by the hurricane 
should be the project priorities that 
come first for the public.”
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• “Many of the people staying in Florida 
City are commuting to Flamingo. 
Obviously, you can stay if you have an 
RV or tent—but many people don’t have 
that.”

• Our consensus is that the lodge option needs 
to come back. Flamingo is the only place in the 
park where people can stay overnight that isn’t 
backcountry camping. It appeals to a wide range 
of visitors.  But the lodge should have a small 
footprint and should reduce environmental impacts.

• The park is calling for a simple and basic lodge 
style. No pools, hot tubs, or fancy resorts.  The 
public has said to us, “we want clean, comfortable, 
basic lodging.” The idea is to create another 
accommodation option for Flamingo guests.

• “Our vision for the new lodge is to be 
less like a motel [as it was in the past], 
and more cabin style.  Elevated rooms 
that may be organized in four or six-plex 

building pods with one central lodge.”
• The park has considered a bus and shuttle service 

to limit fossil fuel use.  But that won’t become 
reality until after a lodge is built.

• If people had a lodge and a shuttle service, they 
would be investing in the local restaurant, wouldn’t 
be burning fossil fuels everyday, and would receive 
a more meaningful overall experience.

• “An ecolodge doesn’t exist anywhere 
else that I know of, so I think it could 
work well for Flamingo.  Here you 
already have the chance to stay in 
a park, an hour from any developed 
area….you just can’t get that experience 
anywhere else in the rapidly developing 
region of south Florida.”

• “If you [or the products of this master’s report] 
generate some good ideas, I think those should 
potentially be available for Flamingo’s future 
concessioner.”
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s i t e   a n a lys i s   &   o n - s i t e   o b s e rvat i o n
The Flamingo lodge site is analyzed at three 
different scales: regional, district, and site. The 
goal of this research method is to understand 
Flamingo’s opportunities and constraints for the 
design of an ecolodge.  

The On-site observation research method is 
combined with this site analysis research method 
to better communicate the qualities of the region/
district/site.  A site visit to Flamingo was conducted 
January 4-6 2017.  Bob Showler, the Flamingo 
District Supervisor, was the guide for this visit. Key 
photos taken on site and written observation from 
the site visit are included in analyses.  The following 
pages show maps, photographs, and written 
observations at each scale of site analysis.
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FIGURE 4.9: Mangrove Trees at Flamingo (Steward, 2017)
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r e g i o n a l   a n a lys i s :   c o n t e x t 
The Everglades National Park is the largest National 
Park East of the Rocky Mountains and is also a 
World Heritage Site, and International Biosphere 
Region (U.S. National Park Service, 2016).  This 
largely wetland park covers 1.5 million acres of land 
and is home to 8 distinct ecosystems according to 
the NPS.  The park is bordered by Everglades City 
and Naples to the northwest, Fort Lauderdale and 
Miami to the northeast, Homestead and Florida City 
to the east, and Key Largo to the south.  Although 
southern Florida is known for rapid development, 
the large central area of the Everglades remains 
largely untouched and unaccessible.  The Main Park 
Road, or State Highway 9336 is the single road that 
runs through the park.  This two-lane road begins at 
the park entrance passes a few small hiking loops, 
picnic spots, and canoe drops, and ends at the final 
destination; Flamingo. At one time Flamingo was the 
only full service  NPS location in the entire Everglades 
National Park: marina, campground, food, boat launch, 
gas service, picnic areas, and lodging. Today, the only 
service missing is lodging.

FIGURE 4.10: Florida Bay (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.11: Everglades Physical Context (Adapted from NPS Park Map, 2017)
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r e g i o n a l   a n a lys i s :   h y d r o l o gy 
The native people of the Everglades, the Miccosukee 
Tribe, refer to the Everglades as “Pa hay okee” or 
“grassy water” (Lodge, 2005). The Everglades is a 
vast and unique wetland system.  In fact, in terms of 
hydrology and functioning, the Everglades is unique 
from every other wetland system in the world.  Instead 
of relying on rivers or streams as their main source of 
nutrients like all other wetlands, the Everglades relies 
solely on nutrients from the atmosphere, specifically 
from rainfall (Lodge, 2005).  A slough, or “low-lying 
area of land that channels water”, is the closest thing 
to a river in the Everglades (Everglades NPS, 2017).  
These sloughs move water very slowly, only 100 
feet per day. Along the Everglades coastal edges 
saltwater creeps its way up into the park’s many canals 
streams and ponds. This brackish water is necessary 
for mangrove ecosystems and crocodile habitat.  
Along the west border of the park ocean water depth 
remains relatively deep and constant. Along the east 
and especially south borders of the park however, 
water depth is very shallow and there are many small 
islands or keys. At Flamingo’s marina a brackish water 
canal is accessible on one side and  the saltwater of 
Florida Bay is on the other.

FIGURE 4.12: Florida Bay Beach (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.13: Fresh Water Pond (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.14: Everglades Hydrology (Adapted from NPS Park Map, 2017)
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r e g i o n a l   a n a lys i s :   e c o l o gy
As earlier stated, the Everglades is a unique wetland 
environment.  In most basic terms, wetlands can be 
seen in two main categories: swamps or marshes.  
Typically a swamp is characterized by the domination 
of trees, whereas marshes are covered in lower 
growing herbaceous plants or grasses (Lodge, 2005).  
As defined by the National Park Service, there are 8 
different ecosystem types found in the Everglades: 
Coastal Marsh, Mangrove, Cypress, Coastal Prairie, 
Freshwater Slough, Pinelands, Freshwater Marl 
Prairie, and Hardwood Hammocks. Water salinity 
determines the appearance of the landscape in the 
Everglades. As can be seen in FIGURE: 4.15, salt or 
brackish water systems dominate the west border of 
the park, freshwater sloughs run through large areas 
of freshwater marl prairie, and cypress, pinelands and 
hardwood hammocks are somewhat sprinkled through 
the freshwater areas.

 The drive on main park road to Flamingo is dynamic; 
the scenery alternates between sweeping views 
across grasslands, to enclosed tree walls and canopy, 
to sporadic islands of small pines and twiggy cypress, 
to dense mangrove forest at the end. This main park 
road in fact leads through or just adjacent to all 8 of the 
parks different ecosystems. The mixing and sprinkling 
of different ecosystems creates an almost bizarre first 

visual experience for visitors.  Everglades National 
Park, like all National Parks, is valuable in its ability to 
serve as a teaching tool for all those who experience it.  
Bob Showler, Flamingo’s District Interpreter, describes 
the environmental value of the park in this way:

“In this little tiny sliver of land at the very southern 
tip of Florida you have more unique life than you 
might have in the entire state of Alaska or Montana.  
It is a fascinating place and there is so much to share 
with the public.”

Wet seasons and dry seasons create different cycles 
for the Everglades.  In the coastal ecosystems, wet 
state to dry state shifts daily with tides. But for the 
larger majority of the park wet season versus dry 
season is defined by hydroperiod, or an annual period 
of continuous flooding (Lodge, 2005).  At Flamingo 
the two ecosystems present are mangroves and 
coastal prairie.  The slightly elevated (merely 2 or 3 
feet of change) coastal prairie ecosystem compared 
surrounding mangroves has dictated the buildable area 
and positioning of Flamingo’s buildings and road.
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FIGURE 4.15: Everglades Ecosystems (Adapted from NPS Park Map, 2016)
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r e g i o n a l   a n a lys i s :   r e c r e at i o n 
The Everglades National Park offers many opportunities 
for recreation.  Boating, kayaking or canoeing, 
paddle boarding, hiking, tent camping, RV camping, 
backcountry camping, bird watching, and picnicking 
can all be done at the Everglades.  Water recreation 
however is more common because of the park’s 
wetland quality.  

The wilderness waterway running along the west side 
of the park (see FIGURE 4.18) is a 99 mile water trail 
for paddlers and small boats.  This voyage through 
mangroves and coastal marsh offers almost complete 
solitude and untouched wild for travelers. However, 
paddlers must be experienced and obtain a permit 
before beginning the multiple day journey and nights 
spend backcountry camping (Everglades NPS, 2017).  
For less physically intense recreation, bird watching is 
great in the Everglades for the enormous flocks and 
varieties of wading birds.  Because of the park’s mash-
like quality, long hiking trails do not exist, but there 
are many shorter hiking loops at stops along the main 
park road and the park’s border.  Seasonality is a major 
determinant of recreation activity.  December to April 
is the cooler and drier months which make for a more 
pleasant experience compared to the hot, sometimes 
stormy, mosquito swarmed period from June to 
October (Everglades NPS, 2017).

FIGURE 4.16: Buttonwood Canal (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.17: Bird Watching Opportunities (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.18: Everglades Recreation (Adapted from NPS Park Map, 2016)
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r e g i o n a l   a n a lys i s :   A c c e s s
Between the rapidly developing urban edges 
of southern Florida lies the vast expanse of the 
Everglades wilderness.  This void of human 
development is an attraction factor for many visitors 
to see undisturbed landscape and wildlife.  However, 
accessing Flamingo is no small commute as it takes 
almost an hour just from the park’s border. Florida 
City is the closest community to Flamingo, and many 
visitors find accommodations here and commute in 
and out every day.  For international travelers, the 
journey to Flamingo is lengthy. The driving time from 
southern Florida’s three largest international airports 
can be seen in FIGURE 4.19. 

Although commuting from accommodations may not 
be ideal for all visitors, the park has great economic 
value in these surrounding cities and brings in 
millions of dollars for the communities through 
lodging, restaurants, and other attractions. Bob 
Showler, Flamingo’s District Interpreter commented.   
Flamingo’s remoteness poses challenges for 
development as “there are many risk factors that come 
into play” in attracting a concessioner to take over 
operations and rebuild Flamingo’s lodge (Herling, 2017). 

Yet the need for accommodations is apparent and 
growing. Showler claimed that the park is receiving 
more and more visitors every year, and that the 
annual total in 2016 was more than double that in just 
2008.  Fred Herling, the park’s planner also pointed 
out that international visitation is bigger than ever 
before.  International travelers would benefit from the 
opportunity to stay overnight at Flamingo as they are 
perhaps the least able to arrive with all the necessary 
supplies and gear to camp.  

Large numbers of commuters in the park has adverse 
effects in terms of the environment; burning and 
releasing of fossil fuels, higher wildlife/car accident 
probability, and nighttime noise and light pollution.  
Programmatically, a shuttle system would work as a 
sustainable transportation solution for visitors headed 
to Flamingo or other stops along the park road. In fact, 
the park has considered a bus and shuttle service to 
limit fossil fuel use, but Herling stated that this will not 
become reality until after a lodge is built and operating 
at Flamingo.
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FIGURE 4.1.1: Everglades Regional Context

FIGURE 4.19: Distance to Flamingo from International Airports (Steward, 2017)
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r e g i o n a l   a n a lys i s :  

Understanding the Everglades National Park, or 
the region that surrounds Flamingo is important in 
developing background knowledge for designing 
a sustainable ecolodge site at Flamingo.  The 
Everglades national park is climatically intense, 
remote, rich in biodiversity, and wild.  Analysis of 
the park’s hydrology and ecosystems reveals the 
seasonality or dynamism of the area that is important 
to consider during the project’s site suitability 
analysis, planting design, and building placement.  
Analysis of the park’s recreation will have influence 
when determining the Flamingo lodge’s project 
programming and considering the needs of the 
tourists.  Analysis of the park’s access is evidence of 
the true need for a lodging project at Flamingo.  

The maps and information on the pages to come 
zoom way down in scale to the masterplan of 
Flamingo.  At this scale, detailed observations and 
more specific analysis can be made about Flamingo 
overall as a district.

FIGURE 4.20: Transitioning from Region to Site: NPS Boundary

S u m m a ry

1
(Adapted from Creative Commons Maps, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.21: Transitioning from Region to Site: South Everglades FIGURE 4.22:  Transitioning from Region to Site: Florida Bay

2 3

4

FIGURE 4.23:  Transitioning from Region to Site: Flamingo District (Steward, 2017)

(Adapted from Creative Commons Maps, 2017) (Adapted from Creative Commons Maps, 2017)
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d i s t r i c t   a n a lys i s :  

Flamingo is known as the gateway to Florida Bay 
where a mixture of marine wildlife and mangrove 
habitat up through the connecting canals can be seen. 
Amenities at Flamingo include the National Park visitor 
center, campground facilities for RVs, drive in, walk 
in, and group campers, a public boat ramp, a marina 
store, gas service, and café.  Services or recreational 
opportunities found at Flamingo include educational 
displays at the visitor center, NPS ranger-guided 
programs or tours, backcountry permits, boat tours, 
and canoe, kayak and bicycle rentals. 

Although visitors move freely through the district, 
the management of the park is broken into two 
categories: the National Park Service and the current 
concessioner.  The NPS oversees the camping areas, 
visitor center, backcountry permits, and ranger-guided 
programs.  The park’s current concessioner manages 
the marina, café, boat tours, and rental services.  For 
both the NPS and Concessioner’s seasonal staff there 
is on-site housing on the east edge of the site.

The current void along the shoreline (see FIGURE 4.24) 
between the camping areas and visitor center is where 
Flamingo’s lodge and cabins once stood.  The area in 
white is the site used for design in Chapter 5.

c o n t e x t

FIGURE 4.24: Flamingo Context Map (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.24: Flamingo Context Map (Steward, 2017)

amphitheater
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d i s t r i c t   a n a lys i s :  
The images below were taken on-site and correspond with the 
different services and amenities on context map, FIGURE 4.24, on 
the previous page.  All photographs were taken by the author.

c o n t e x t

FIGURE 4.28: Amphitheater

FIGURE 4.25: Flamingo Entrance 

FIGURE 4.31: Eco Pond Trail Entrance

FIGURE 4.27: Visitor Center Interior

FIGURE 4.30: Boat Tour and Kayak 

FIGURE 4.26: Visitor Center

FIGURE 4.29: Outside Buttonwood Cafe
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c o n t e x t

FIGURE 4.35: Drive-In Camping Area FIGURE 4.36: RV Camping Area FIGURE 4.37: Walk-In Camping Area

FIGURE 4.38: Previous Lodge Site FIGURE 4.39: Staff Housing Area

FIGURE 4.32: View out to Florida Bay FIGURE 4.33: View to Marina and Rentals FIGURE 4.34: Marina and its Parking Lot

FIGURE 4.40: Group Camping Area
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d i s t r i c t   a n a lys i s :  

The site of the Flamingo district is arranged linearly 
along the shoreline of Florida Bay.  The district is sited 
on open coastal prairie. Mangroves enclose the district 
and can be explored up the Buttonwood canal.  

There are currently in the district three different zones 
or program areas that can been seen in FIGURE 4.41.  
The central zone is for day use.  The visitor center, 
marina, boat tours, rentals, food service, and parking 
are all located here.  This is the main hub of activity 
in Flamingo.  The large zone to the west serves as 
an overnight area for camping and RV visitors.  These 
camping areas are connected by the main park 
road.  And each area has rest rooms, solar-heated 
showers, picnic tables, and fire pits. This area is usually 
much quieter during the day than the central day 
use zone.  To the west, an overnight zone provides 
accommodation for staff.  Mostly seasonal staff live 
here but some year-round staff live here as well.  The 
area outlined in pink shows the proposed use for the 
project site.  Once a lodge and restaurant is built in 
this location, the activity in this zone would likely be 
moderately busy as a mix of overnight visitors and day 
visitors would be accessing the site.

p r o g r a m

FIGURE 4.41: Flamingo Land Use Map (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.41: Flamingo Land Use Map (Steward, 2017)
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d i s t r i c t   a n a lys i s :  

In the districts existing two public zones different 
services and amenities can be found.  The day use 
area is busy. Kayaks and canoes are gone early in 
the day and the cafe will fill during peak seasons 
and hours.  The overnight zone is much quieter, but 
provides necessary amenities for campers.  The solar 
technology seen in FIGURE 4.43 is used at all shower 
sites to sustainability heat shower water.

p r o g r a m

FIGURE 4.43: Solar Technology to Heat Camp Showers (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.42: Buttonwood Cafe (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.44: Canoe and Kayak Rental Area (Steward, 2017)
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d i s t r i c t   a n a lys i s :  
v e g e tat i o n 
The ecosystems in the Flamingo district are coastal 
prairie and mangrove forest.  Mangroves line most 
of the shoreline at Flamingo and enclose boaters 
or paddlers as they travel up the Buttonwood canal.  
Within Flamingo’s different program areas (marina, 
camping loops, visitor center, parking lots, etc.) 
planting design is simple: mowed turf grass, shade 
trees, and limited tropical landscaping around the 
visitor center.  Native vegetation of mangroves and 
coastal prairie is integrated into the site between 
program areas.  

In orange (see FIGURE 4.45) are areas that were 
once the site for Flamingo’s lodge and cabins.  The 
vegetation is this area is in the process of transition 
back to native amongst the remnants of crumbling 
roads and building foundations.  During this project’s 
site suitability design, new trees and existing 
mangroves will be protected.  To align with SITES 
principles and Ecolodge criteria, care will be taken 
to preserve all trees possible and conserve native 
vegetation and fragile topsoil when designing the site.

FIGURE 4.45: Flamingo Vegetation Map (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.45: Flamingo Vegetation Map (Steward, 2017)
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d i s t r i c t   a n a lys i s :  v e g e tat i o n   &   w i l d l i f e

The images on this page show designed and native 
landscapes at Flamingo as well as some wildlife 
commonly seen in the area.  

The disturbed landscape in Flamingo’s previous lodge 
and cabin locations in FIGURE 4.46 has regrown 
quickly in the last 11 years.  Many of these new trees 
are well over 15 feet tall.  FIGURE 4.47 shows the 
typical mowed turf grass, shade trees, and drives or 
parking lot environments common around the marina 
and visitor center, and RV and drive-in camping areas.

Flamingo is an ideal place to see wildlife of all 
varieties.  Up the Buttonwood canal in brackish 
water live manatees and American crocodiles.  The 
American crocodile, which is considered extremely 
rare in Florida, can be seen regularly in the canal or 
out warming themselves up on the concrete plug 
between the canal and Florida Bay (only a few yards 
from the Marina). Birds of all sizes are seen throughout 
Flamingo.  The district’s Eco Pond area, located to the 
east of the camping loops is one of the best places for 
bird watching.  In FIGURE 4.51 an osprey, or large bird 
of prey, has made its nest in a tower just next to  the 
marina for all visitors to see.   

FIGURE 4.46: Vegation at Old Lodge Site (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.47: Shade Trees, Turf, and Parking (Steward, 2017)
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v e g e tat i o n   &   w i l d l i f e

FIGURE 4.48: Mangroves (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.50: Manatee in Buttonwood Canal (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.49: Young American Crocodile (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.51: Osprey Nest (Steward, 2017)
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d i s t r i c t  A n a lys i s :  s u m m a ry
Mapping and analysis at the district’s masterplan scale 
contributes valuable and necessary information for 
designing a sustainable ecolodge site.  

Analysis of the district’s context shows what is 
available at Flamingo and what is lacking in terms of 
visitor experience.  Photos from the site communicate 
the existing facilities and overall visual quality or feel of 
the site.  Analysis of the district’s program is important 
in understanding the way different areas of the site are 
being used and how they could be better connected 
through adding a lodge.  Analysis of the district’s 
vegetation identifies the natural and designed areas 
of vegetation—this will be important when deciding 
what should be preserved or restored during the site 
suitability design process.  Wildlife seen while on 
site is noted and creating habitat for these species, 
especially birds, will be considered during design. 

It is important to understand the context, program, and 
vegetation types of the entire Flamingo district before 
beginning the site design process in Chapter 5.
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FIGURE 4.52: Visitor Center Entrance (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 4.53: Overgrown Vegetation at Lodge Site (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.54: Florida Bay Views at Lodge Site (Steward, 2017)

The site for this sustainable ecolodge project is 
17.25 acres located in the center of the larger 150 
acre Flamingo District. The site has been unused 
since hurricane Katrina in 2005 and all of the lodge’s 
previous structures have been demolished.  However, 
an eroding road, many trees, and other overgrown 
vegetation from the old lodge remain.  The site’s 
greatest amenity is direct views and access to Florida 
Bay along the south edge.

s i t e   A n a lys i s :  s i t e   i d e n t i t y
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17.25 acres

 Fla m i n g o   lo d g e
17.25 acres

 Fla m i n g o   d i str i ct

 Fla m i n g o   lo d g e  s ite

150+ acres

17.25 acres

FIGURE 4.55: Flamingo District Boundary (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 4.56: Flamingo Lodge Boundary (Steward, 2017)
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s i t e   i n v e n t o ry

FIGURE 4.61: Mangrove Edges along Shoreline

FIGURE 4.57: Existing Palm Trees from Previous Lodge FIGURE 4.58: Eroding Road and Overgrown Vegetation

FIGURE 4.63: Primary South View to Florida Bay

During the site visit in early 
January of 2017, photos 
were taken by the author 
as a way to document 
the site and gain a better 
understanding the quality 
of the place.  Photos to the 
right show views of key 
points throughout the site 
and connect those points 
back to the aerial map.

FIGURE 4.64: Lodge Site Aerial Map (Steward, 2017)

s i t e   A n a lys i s : 
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FIGURE 4.58: Eroding Road and Overgrown Vegetation FIGURE 4.59: View into Site from the Main Park Road FIGURE 4.60: Various Vegetation found on Site

FIGURE 4.62: Guy Bradley Trail from Visitor Center 

FIGURE 4.65: Northwest View from Trail into Site
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existing palm trees

existing shade tree

existing mangroves and 
dense native hardwoods

Mangroves

FLORIDA BAY

MAIN PARK ROAD

guy bradley trail

views

lift station

eroding asphalt road

FIGURE 4.66: Site Analysis Diagram (Steward, 2017)

s i t e   a n a lys i s : 
d i a g r a m
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s i t e   a n a lys i s :  O p p o rt u n i t i e s   &   c o n s t r a i n t s

RESULTS

1. FLORIDA BAY VIEWS: Existing views framed 
by mangroves should be reserved for ecolodge 
structures or important gathering spaces.

2. GUY BRADLEY TRAIL: This active trail along the 
south side of the site is an opportunity to increase 
the lodge’s connectivity to the District.

3. OPEN SPACE--SOLAR COLLECTION: Dense native 
vegetation occurs  along the site’s edges, but  
grasses and ground-covers occupy most of the 
central area of the site.  This will be appropriate for 
solar water heating technologies.

4. EXISTING VEGETATION: Both native species 
and landscape trees from the previous lodge 
are present on-site. Thick native tree stands of 
mangroves, ironwood, and Jamaica dogwood are 
found along the site’s south and northwest edge.  
Through the middle of the site are thatch palms, 
shade trees like Caribbean mahogany, and grasses 
and ground-covers like sea grape.

5. RICH BIODIVERSITY & WILDLIFE: Flamingo 
is a wild place.  Visitors see many different 
animal species on a regular basis.  There is an 
opportunity to increase tree cover on site to 
encourage more wildlife on the site--an attractive 
feature for the ecotourist!

s ite  o ppo rtu n iti es:

1. ERODING LODGE ROAD: Unlike the previous 
lodge’s buildings, the asphalt road has been left to 
crumble.  This road will either need to be removed 
or heavily restored for use at the new lodge.

2. HIGH WATER TABLE: The average water table 
depth is 14 inches during the dry season, and 
10 inches during the wet season. This prevents 
sustainable development opportunities like septic 
tanks and creates problems like mosquitoes 
infestation, flooding potential, and disease or mold 
prone vegetation. For this reason construction 
should occur only during the dry season, and 
ground level development should be minimized.

3. EXISTING LIFT STATION: This is an active lift 
station necessary in the handling of Flamingo’s 
sewage system.  This station will need to be 
visually screened from lodge buildings but still 
physically connected for service access.

4. SOILS: The four soils found at Flamingo are marl, 
peat, sand, and rock outcroppings.  None of these 
soils are stable for development.  Therefore some 
disturbed compacted fill soil exists on the site, and 
more will need to be added for the construction 
of structures, roads, and paths.  Bedrock is soft 
limestone found 10-40” below the soil surface. 

s ite  co n stra i nts:
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s i t e   A n a lys i s :  s u m m a ry
Inventory and analysis at the site scale contributes 
specific and necessary information for designing an 
ecolodge at Flamingo.  

Analysis of the site’s size puts the project in context 
within the district.  Photos taken on-site communicate 
the existing conditions and overall feel of the site as 
well as what the current access points on the site 
look like.  The site analysis diagram is important to 
quanitatively and spatially show existing: vegetation, 
utilities, circulation paths, and views on site.  Analysis 
of the site’s opportunities and constraints reveal 
information needed for the design process of this 
project.  The purpose of site analysis is to directly 
inform decision making of the site.

It is important to analyze the site’s size, physical 
qualities, existing conditions, spatial qualities, and 
opportunities and constraints before an ecolodge 
design program can be developed.
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FIGURE 4.67: Flamingo Lodge Site (Steward, 2017)



ECOLODGE EXPLORATION100 FIGURE 5.0: Flamingo’s Group Camping Area (Steward, 2017)
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e c o l o d g e   d e s i g n  
The design program for an ecolodge at Flamingo 
considers: findings from precedent studies, interviews, 
on-site observation, and site analysis, as well as 
requirements in Flamingo’s RFEI document, Mehta’s 
Authentic Ecolodge Criteria, and sustainable SITES® 
design principles. The design goal is to conceptualize how 
ecolodge development can be adapted in a U.S. national 
park.  This design communicates how specific ecolodge 
criteria are achieved, SITES® standards are met, and 
what the overall ecolodge guest experience is like.  The 
specific ecolodge design program elements are:

• Main Lodge
Main floor: to provide interpretation exhibit, gift 
shop, guest check-in, and dining.  Second floor: to 
provide seven guest rooms.

• Event Space
For indoor meetings and educational presentations.

• Flamingo Bay Dock
For outdoor events and nature-guided tours.

• Eco-Bungalows
An eco-friendly experience, includes drive-in units.

• Limited Parking and Hardscape
To reduce heat island effect and stormwater run-off.

• Elevated Boardwalk
To reduce distruption to native vegetation.

• Preserved Natural Areas
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FIGURE 5.1: Ecolodge Design Overview (Steward, 2017)
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d e s i g n   P r o g r a m :  c o n s i d e r at i o n s  &  r e q u i r e m e n t s
As stated on the previous page, the design program 
for an ecolodge at Flamingo considers requirements 
from: Flamingo’s RFEI document, Mehta’s Authentic 
Ecolodge Criteria, and sustainable site design 
principles from SITES®, in addition to findings 
from this project’s research methods.  It is crucial 
to understand these requirements, guidelines, 
and evaluation systems (listed to the right) when 
developing an ecolodge program.  It is also important 
to continuously reflect back to these considerations 
during design in order for the ecolodge’s final design 
to be both authentic and sustainable.

 Fla m i n g o  R FEI  r equ i r em ents

The following requirements were made by the 
Everglades National Park and stated in the Request for 
Expressions of Interest (RFEI) document released in 
2016. The intent is for a new concessioner to takeover 
existing services and lodge construction at the 
Flamingo District.  The requirements extracted below 
are relevant only to the design and use of Flamingo’s 
Lodge, and Restaurant.

1. 24 guest rooms or units must be constructed: 
    - 4 studio units (300 sqft minimum) 
    -12 one-bedroom units (450 sqft minimum)
    -8 two-bedroom units (600 sqft minimum)
2. All units must include: deck, kitchenette,   
 bathroom, and dining area.
3. Must be connected to water, wastewater, and  
 electricity
4.  All buildings must be on 10-12ft pilings and   
 Finished Floor Elevation at 16ft above sea level.
5. Restaurant must be located on the lodge site.
6. Restaurant, Lodge Check-in, and Retail are all to  
 be bundled into one common lodge building.
7. Lodge building at a minimum of 4,000sq ft.

N Ps  pro g ra m  to  b e  m et  i n  th i s  proj ect

eco lo d g e c r iter i a to  b e  m et  i n  th i s  proj ect  

a d d iti o n a l  s u sta i n a b le  co n s i d erati o n s
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Auth enti c  Eco lo d g e  C r iter i a  s u sta i n a b le  S ITES®   Pr i n c i ples
In addition to satisfying the three components of 
ecotourism, at least two of the following criteria must 
be met to be considered an authentic ecolodge as 
defined by ecolodge expert Hitesh Mehta:

1. Use alternative and sustainable means of water  
 acquisition and at the same time reduce overall  
 water consumption.
2. Meet its energy needs through passive design  
 and renewable sources.
3. Provide for careful handling (reduce, refuse,   
 recycle, reuse) and disposal of solid waste.
4. Use environmentally friendly sewage treatment  
 systems.
5. Fit into its specific physical and cultural   
 contexts through careful attention to form,   
 landscaping, and color as well as through the  
 use of vernacular architecture.
6. Use environmentally friendly building and   
 furnishings materials.
7. Have minimal impact on the natural    
 surroundings and utilize traditional building   
 techniques during construction.
8. Endeavor to work with the local community,  
 including community members, wherever   
 possible, in the initial physical planning and   
 design  stages of construction (Mehta, 2010, 11).

The following principles underlie the Sustainable SITES 
Initiative and were developed in partnership between 
the American Society of Landscape Architects, the 
Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center, and United 
States Botanic Garden.  

1. Do no harm
2. Apply the precautionary principle
3. Design with nature and culture
4. Use a decision-making hierarchy of    
 preservation, conservation, and regeneration
5. Provide regenerative systems as    
 intergenerational equity
6. Support a living process
7. Use a systems thinking approach
8. Use a collaborative and ethical approach
9. Maintain integrity in leadership and research
10. Foster environmental stewardship
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p r o j e c t   s i t e   p l a n

A     Restaurant/Lodge/Gift Shop
B     Outdoor Dining
C     Event Space
D     Guest Parking
E     Drop-Off
F     Restaurant Parking
G     Service Area
H     Drive In Bungalows
I       Crocodile Eco-Bungalow Cluster 
J      Spoonbill Eco-Bungalow Cluster 
K     Manatee Eco-Bungalow Cluster
L     Elevated Boardwalk 
M    Flamingo Bay Dock
N     Existing Left Station
O     Guy Bradley Trail

FIGURE 5.2: Ecolodge Site Plan (Steward, 2017)
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a p p ly i n g   e c o l o d g e   c r i t e r i a
To prove the validity of this ecolodge project, Mehta’s 
Authentic Ecolodge Criteria has been used in design 
development.  Ecolodge icons (shown on this page) 
will be used throughout the design section to indicate 
a strategy or idea addressing each criteria. According 
to Mehta, all ecolodges must embody the three main 
principles of ecotourism:

• Nature must be protected 
 and conserved

• Community outreach and 
 education programs must 
 benefit the local community

• Provide interpretive programs 
 must be offered to educate 
 both tourists and employees 
 about the surrounding natural 
 and cultural environments

If these three principles are satisfied, then an 
ecolodge must also satisfy at least 2 of the 8 criteria 
(listed on page 105) to be considered authentic. Four 
out of eight criteria are satisfied in this ecolodge 
design for Flamingo.

2. Meet energy needs through 
passive design and renewable 
sources.
The lodge, pavilion, and bungalows all 
feature large screened windows on all walls 
for cross ventilation to maximize cool breeze 
airflow in the mornings and evenings.  Solar 
technology is used to heat water for sinks 
and bungalow showers.

4. Use environmentally friendly 
sewage treatment systems.
Rest rooms in the main lodge building will 
use low-flow high-efficiency toilets and 
sinks.  Bungalows will use low flow sinks 
and shower heads.  Bungalows will also use 
composting toilets where liquid and solid 
waste are stored separately and regularly 
collected by workers to be diluted and 
used as fertilizer for plants on site. (C-Head 
Composting Toilets)

S elect  auth en ti c  eco lo d g e  c r iter i a
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5. Fit into its specific physical and 
cultural contexts through careful 
attention to form, landscaping, and 
color as well as through the use of 
vernacular architecture.
This lodge design attempts to connect back 
to the long forgotten vernacular architecture 
of the Calusa tribe.  This lodge design fits 
to the specific physical landscape context 
by using only native plants, but through 
multiple planting strategies create different 
guest experiences.

7. Have minimal impact on the 
natural surroundings and utilize 
traditional building techniques 
during construction.
Landscape hardscape,-roads,parking, 
concrete paths, and paved plazas--is kept 
to the very minimum at Flamingo to have 
minimal impact on the site.  Dense areas 
of existing vegetation are all preserved, 
and only nine existing trees will need to be 
transplanted during construction.

S elect  auth en ti c  eco lo d g e  c r iter i a

eco lo d g e  d es i g n  i co n s  k ey  

conserve nature

benefit local community

provide interpretation

fit to context of place

minimal environ. impact 

passive design sources

eco-friendly sewage
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e c o l o d g e   c o m p o n e n t s   o f   t h e   s i t e  

FIGURE 5.3: Ecolodge Site Components (Steward, 2017)

eco lo d g e  d es i g n  i co n s  k ey  

conserve nature

fit to context of place

minimal environ. impact 

passive design sources

eco-friendly sewageprovide interpretation

benefit local community

The Local Community 
component does 
not translate to a 

certain element of 
the site plan.  The 
Flamingo District 

generates seasonal 
jobs and full time 

employment for locals 
and provides onsite 

living.  In addition, 
the revenue created 

by the Everglades 
National Park as a 

whole greatly boosts 
the economy of local 

south Florida cities; 
Homestead and 

Florida City 
(Showler, 2017).
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m a i n   d e s i g n   m o v e s
Create Strong Central 
Pedestrian Spine

Create Intimate 
Group Experiences

Capitalize 
on Florida Bay Views

Minimize Vehicular 
Footprint

FIGURE 5.4: Site Design Moves (Steward, 2017)

Create a Central 
Pedestrian Spine
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p l a n t i n g   D e s i g n
The focus of the plant palette created for Flamingo 

is on Wind Tolerance and Native Species.  
All plants included in this palette are native to south 
Florida, and all plants selected are highly to moderately 
wind tolerant as well as salt tolerant.  The reason for 
selecting only highly wind resistant native plants is to 
create an arrangement of vegetation throughout the 
lodge site that: 

1. Lends a natural appearance 
2. Harmonizes with surrounding ecosystems 
3. Withstands moderate storm or             

hurricane conditions
4. Is as safe as possible for on-site guests and   

 staff during a storm event.

Hurricanes are highly unpredictable and are known to 
cause great devastation to anything and everything in 
their path.  Few environments (designed by man, or 
natural) can withstand a Category 4 Hurricane (131-
155mph winds) or Category 5 Hurricane (156+ mph 
winds).  Likewise, environments that are flooded 
from a hurricane or in the direct path of the eye of 
a hurricane (no matter the category) will experience 
severe loss.  However, Pamela Crawford claims in her 

book, Stormscaping, that hurricane vegetation damage 
in the land path of a hurricane’s eye is relatively narrow 
and Category 4 and 5 hurricanes are rare—only 10% of 
Florida’s hurricanes in the last century.  

The large majority of land area in Florida effected by 
hurricanes experience either Category 1-3 hurricanes 
or the indirect high winds and heavy rainfall of nearby 
tropical storms.  For this land area, most damage by 
lower category storms and high winds is to vegetation, 
or inflicted by falling vegetation.  Florida’s hurricane 
season of 2004 was legendary, but proves this point.  
In 2004, 100,000 people experienced 130+mph winds 
and suffered great damage to their yards, homes and 
businesses.  However, 7,000,000 people in Florida 
experienced winds from 70-95mph and suffered 
damage to vegetation (Crawford, 2005). Many trees 
and plants are tolerant of 70-95mph winds, but 
unfortunately many of the 7,000,000 people in 2004 
experienced damage from (low wind tolerant) trees 
toppling onto their cars, homes, and power lines.  This 
kind of damage to infrastructure can be greatly reduced 
by selective plant palettes and smart planting design. 
Knowledge of storm patterns and the level of a plant’s 
wind tolerance, can greatly reduce future hurricane 
storm damage at Flamingo.

 w i n d  to lera nt  v eg etati o n
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This plant palette (listed on the pages 116-119) 
breaks down vegetation types for the final design 
of a sustainable ecolodge site for Flamingo into 
6 categories:  Shade Trees, Palm Trees, Shrubs, 
Flowering Plants, and Groundcovers & Vines.  Each 
plant’s scientific name, wind tolerance level, height, 
native plant indication, and salt tolerance are noted. 

Fla m i n g o's  pla n t  pa lette

coasta l   s c r een  

 s h owcas e    fo r est

By using this palette and mixing species from different 
categories, plants will used to serve four different 
functions in the sustainable ecolodge landscape design 
for Flamingo:

Coastal Prairie  |  Screen  |  Showcase  |  Forest Habitat 

pra i r i e

pla nti n gs h a b itat

pla nti n gs
This 

vegetation 
type 

attempts 
to restore 
degraded 

ecosystems.

Screen 
vegetation 

creates 
privacy walls 
and needed 

visual 
barriers.

This 
vegetation 

type 
attempts to 
regenerate  
lost forest 

ecosystems.

Showcase 
plantings 

accentuate 
entries, 

pathways, 
and gathering 

spaces.

FIGURE 5.5: Coastal Prairie (Dubols, 2011) FIGURE 5.6: Forest Path (Owens, 2013)

FIGURE 5.7: Showcase Plantings (Feix, 2012) FIGURE 5.8: Hardwood Hammock (Alan, 2015)
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Showcase 
Plantings

Existing 
Shade/Palm Trees

Existing 
Mangroves

p l a n t i n g   p l a n  

FIGURE 5.9: Planting Plan (Steward, 2017)

The coastal mangrove edges of the site will be 
preserved along with all possible existing mature trees 
on site--mainly native shade trees and palm trees 
from the previous lodge site. Only 9 trees will need 
to be transplanted during construction. In addition to 
existing vegetation, new native, salt tolerant, and wind 
tolerant plant material will be introduced.  These new 
plantings will used to serve four different functions 
in the sustainable ecolodge landscape design for 
Flamingo as shown in FIGURE 5.9:

Coastal Prairie  |  Screen  |  Showcase  |  Forest Habitat 

Conserving nearly all existing vegetation and 
introducing only native vegetation that is durable 
enough for Flamingo’s extreme tropical storm 
events is a way to meet one of the three necessary 
ecolodge components:  
 
 “Nature must be protected and conserved.”
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Screen 
Plantings

Showcase 
Plantings

Forest Habitat 
Plantings

Coastal Prairie 
Plantings
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   Common Name Scientific Name Wind Tolerance Height Native? Salt Tolerance
   Gumbo Limbo Bursera simaruba High 25-30ft Yes High
   Live Oak Quercus virginiana Very High 40ft+ Yes High
   Bald Cypress Taxodium distichum High 40ft+ Yes High
   Ironwood Krugiodendron ferreum Very High 20ft Yes Moderate
   Southern Magnolia Magnolia grandiflora Very High 50ft+ Yes High
   Ligum Vitae Guaiacum sanctum High 30ft Yes High

 s h a d e  tr ees

p l a n t   pa l e t t e

5.10 5.125.11 5.13 5.14 5.15
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   Common Name Scientific Name Wind Tolerance Height Native? Salt Tolerance
   Sabel (Cabbage) Palm Sabal palmetto Very High 30ft Yes High
   Royal Palm Roystonea regia High 60ft Yes Moderate
   Thatch Palm Thrinax radiata High 20ft Yes High
   Silver Palm Coccothrinax argentata High 5-15ft Yes High
   Buccaneer Palm Pseudophoenix sargentii High 15ft Yes High

 pa lm s

5.16 5.17 5.18 5.19 5.20
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   Common Name Scientific Name Wind Tolerance Height Native? Salt Tolerance
   Saw Palmetto Palm Serenoa repens Very High 3-6ft Yes High
   Coontie Zamia floridana High 2-5ft Yes High
   Sea Grape Coccoloba uvifera High 3-30ft Yes High
   Beautyberry Callicarpa americana High 3-7ft Yes High

 s h ru bs  &  S c r een s

p l a n t   pa l e t t e

5.21 5.22 5.23 5.24
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   Common Name Scientific Name Wind Tolerance Height Native? Salt Tolerance
   Ixora Ixora spp High 3-6ft Yes Moderate
   Marsh Hibiscus Hibiscus coccineus High 4-8ft Yes High
   Gaillardia Gaillardia pulchella High 1-2ft Yes High
   Blue Porterweed Stachytarphata urticifolia High 1-3ft Yes High
   Beach Sunflower Helianthus debilis High 1-2ft Yes High
   Tickseed Coreopsis leavenworthii High 1.5-3ft Yes High

 flow er i n g  pla nts

5.25 5.26 5.27 5.28 5.29 5.30
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   Common Name Scientific Name Wind Tolerance Height Native? Salt Tolerance
   Gumbo Limbo Bursera simaruba High 25-30ft Yes High
   Live Oak Quercus virginiana Very High 40ft+ Yes High
   Bald Cypress Taxodium distichum High 40ft+ Yes High
   Ironwood Krugiodendron ferreum Very High 20ft Yes Moderate
   Southern Magnolia Magnolia grandiflora Very High 50ft+ Yes High
   Ligum Vitae Guaiacum sanctum High 30ft Yes High

 g rass es

p l a n t   pa l e t t e

5.31 5.32 5.33 5.34
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   Common Name Scientific Name Wind Tolerance Height Native? Salt Tolerance
   Florida Plumbago Plumbago scandens High 1ft Yes Moderate
   Coral Honeysuckle Lonicera sempervirens High Climber Yes Moderate
   Inkberry Scaevola plumieri High 2ft Yes Hight

 g ro u n d cov ers  &  V i n es

5.35 5.36 5.37
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A r c h i t e c t u r a l  S t y l e
Although this book is written from the landscape 
architecture point of view, it would be impossible to 
create an ecolodge site design without imagining or 
conceptually designing the architecture, or structures 
on site.  The first step in this process is to decide what 
the architectural style should be for an ecolodge at 
Flamingo. From Mehta’s authentic ecolodge criteria, 2 
of the 8 relate to the style of an ecolodge building:

1. [The ecolodge should] fit into its specific
 physical and cultural contexts through careful  
 attention to form, landscaping, and color as well  
 as through the use of vernacular architecture.

2. Have minimal impact on the natural    
 surroundings and utilize traditional building   
 techniques during construction.

This begs the questions: What is the vernacular 
architecture for Flamingo and the Everglades—a place 
virtually void of development or local people?  What are 
traditional building techniques for this region?  These 
questions began the investigation on who lived in the 
Everglades before it was a National Park.  If native 
people once lived here, how did they live and what did 
their developments look like?

Although the Seminole and Miccosukee Native 
American tribes are associated with the Everglades 
today, this was not their original homeland.  These two 
tribes originally lived in the northern part of Florida and 
across the present day southeastern United States, 
but after the Indian Removal Act of 1830, were forced 
southward in retreat from the American’s during the 
first, second and third Seminole Wars (Historical 
Society of Palm Beach County, 2009). 

However, far before these events the Calusa People 
or “fierce people” were the indigenous people of 
the Everglades and lived in great numbers across 
the greater area of South Florida.  The Spanish first 
encountered the Calusa in the 1500s and found their 
society to be socially and religiously complex, and very 
powerful politically (South Florida Archaeology and 
Ethnography, 2017). The religious traditions of the tribe 
were elaborate. Through historical Spanish accounts 
this included masks, synchronized singing, massive 
worship structures that could hold over 2,000 people.  
The Calusa king was viewed as God, and had power 
to grant life or death to all his people (South Florida 
Archaeology and Ethnography, 2017).

 th e  ca lu sa  peo ple
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FIGURE 5.40: Calusa People Preparing for Fishing in the Estuary.

Because of the environment of the South Florida, 
these people had no staple crops, but instead relied 
on fishing for their primary food source.  These people 
constructed canoes of pine wood, and engineered 
miles and miles of canal systems for fishing.  All the 
shells from fishing activities were saved and used 
to build mounds on which the Calusa’s most sacred 
structures sat, and used to make tools and jewelry. 
Artist Merald Clark created a rendering of what these 
large religious structures could have looked like in 
FIGURE 5.38.  Today, remains of some of the Calusa’s 
original shell mounds can be found across South 
Florida and look like the shell mound in FIGURE 5.39. 
The most likely spot to see these mounds is along the 
Calusa Heritage Trail and archaeological site at Pine 
Island on Florida’s southwest coast. 

FIGURE 5.38: Calusa King’s House in 1566. 

FIGURE 5.39: Shell Mound. (Creative Commons Image, 2014)

(Florida Museum of Natural History by Artist Merald Clark, 2017)

(Florida Museum of Natural History by Artist Merald Clark, 2017)
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A r c h i t e c t u r a l  S t y l e

The Calusa were attuned to Florida’s seasons and 
cycles.  In response to the climate, the Calusa’s 
architecture was all raised high above sea level. For 
important buildings--religious structures and homes of 
nobility--massive shell mounds were constructed. For 
the homes of the common people more simple timber 
structures were built up on stilts and typically without 
walls.  These tow building types can be seen in FIGURE 
5.41, a rendering of what a major Calusa village could 

 th e  ca lu sa  peo ple have looked like by architect and city planner Richard 
Thornton. All structures were believed to be topped 
with thatch or palmetto leaves as roofs.  Depending on 
location, either entire villages were supported by deep 
pilings, or when higher ground could be found cement-
like foundations were constructed by mixing shell and 
marl clay (South Florida Archaeology and Ethnography, 
2017). FIGURES 5.42-45 to the right are from a display 
by AST Exhibits at Marco Island Historical Museum that 
show at the human scale what the Calusa’s buildings 
might have looked like.

FIGURE 5.41: Calos: Island Capital of the Calusa People. (Richard Thornton, 2014)
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FIGURE 5.42: Calusa Village Exhibit (AST Exhibits, 2015)

FIGURE 5.45: Calusa Chickee Huts (AST Exhibits, 2015)

FIGURE 5.43: Native Cypress Lumber (AST Exhibits, 2015)

FIGURE 5.44: Shell Mound Foundation (AST Exhibits, 2015)
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A r c h i t e c t u r a l  S t y l e
 D es i g n  Ta k e-aways

 The architectural style attributes that can be taken 
from the Calusa culture and applied and emulated 
through this ecolodge project are:

1.  Elevated Structures: on pilings or   

 large mounds

2.  “No Walls”: structures with large   

 windows or entire glass/screen walls

3.  Thatch Roofs: or thatch-appearing   

 roofing materials

4.  Shell Accents: incorporate shells 
 into structures and site design

1

FIGURE 5.46: Calusa Design Take-Away Concepts (Steward, 2017)
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2 3

4
FIGURE 5.46: Calusa Design Take-Away Concepts (Steward, 2017)
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E v e r g l a d e s   Sa f e t y  C o n s i d e r at i o n s
There are specific safety considerations for guests 
who will walk through and/or be staying at the 
Flamingo ecolodge.  Alligators and crocodiles, 
poisonous snakes, mosquitos, and toxic vegetation 
are the main concerns for visitor safety on ecolodge 
trails or along the site’s shoreline. Guests should 
be informed about these situations through signage 
and by lodge staff. However, besides the constant 
presence of mosquitos in the Everglades, guests 
should be assured it is very unlikely to encounter 
these types of situations during their stay.

a lli gato rs  &  c ro co d i les

Unlike the rest of Florida, in Flamingo it is much more 
common to see crocodiles than alligators.  This is 
because most water in the Flamingo district is either 
brackish water (which crocodiles prefer), salt water, but 
not fresh water (which alligators prefer). In the unlikely 
event that a crocodile would be laying along a path, 
parking lot, or the beach, guests should keep a 30 foot 
diameter distance.  If this space allows, guests can 
pass the crocodile by circling around the animal’s tail 
end. Crocodiles and alligators are most active during 
dawn and dusk and during the spring season (Florida 
Trail Association, 2015).

po i s o n o u s  s n a k es

There are four poisonous snake species in Florida: 
cottonmouth, rattlesnake, southern copperhead, and 
eastern coral snake. It is unlikely to come across a 
snake on a cleared path, so visitors should take caution 
when walking under low branches or venturing off into 
flowerbeds or beach dunes (Mitch, 2016).

po i s o n o u s  v eg etati o n

Poison ivy and poison oak both exist in the 
Everglades, typically growing in shady areas where 
there is other vegetation for the plant to climb up 
(Florida Hikes, 2015).  These plants are easy to 
avoid if visitors stay on maintained paths and trails.  
In addition to these plants are two much more 
poisonous native trees: Manchineel and Poisonwood.  
The sap from these trees’ trunks and the resin on 
their leaves can cause severe reactions, or temporary 
blindness.  Trees should be avoided, especially in 
a rain event as the rainwater combines with the 
poisonous resin and falls on those underneath 
(Friend, 2015). During construction, the site should be 
surveyed by an arborist for these trees and removed.
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m o s qu ito s

Mosquitos, although much thicker during the warm 
summer months, have a constant presence at 
Flamingo.  Visitors should wear protective clothing—
lightweight long-sleeved shirt and pants—and bug 
repellent when outside (Florida Trail Association 2015).

w h at  g u ests  ca n  d o

• Stay on trails and paths always
• Do not pick wildflowers or touch native plants or 

trees
• Be alert for alligators during dawn/dusk and during 

the spring season 
• Notify park or lodge staff if an alligator or crocodile 

is spotted
• Do not come closer than 30ft away from crocodiles 

or alligators and only pass behind the tail end of 
the animal 

• Never feed alligators or crocodiles or attempt to 
move them off the trail 

• Walking or talking loudly on the trail will typically 
scare crocodiles, alligators, and poisonous snakes 
off the path

• Wear protective clothing, and apply bug repellent 
regularly to avoid mosquito bites

FIGURE 5.47: Manchineel Tree (Barry, 2012)

FIGURE 5.48: American Crocodile (Gallagher, 2017)
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i n t e r p r e tat i o n   o p p o rt u n i t i e s
Interpretation is an essential component in the 
success and overall mission of both ecolodge 
development and national parks.

“Interpretation is a mission-based 
communication process that forges emotional 
and intellectual connections between the 
interests of the audience and the meanings 
inherent in the resource” (National Association 
for Interpretation, 2009, 2).  

In other words, interpretation is the link of 
understanding between tourists and the cultural and 
natural resources which they are observing or visiting.  
Interpretation experiences can range from information 
on signs or websites, to live presentations or tours.

Interpretive signage, permanent and temporary 
exhibits, designated space for educational 
presentations, and routes for guided nature tours 
are all necessary pieces to this design program.  The 
specific cultural and natural resources that must be 
shared with guests are the historical context and 
significance of the Calusa culture in the Everglades, 
the safety considerations for lodge guests regarding 
vegetation and wildlife, and the unique biodiversity 
in the Everglades and its environmental value as an 

ecosystem.
The following elements of Flamingo’s ecolodge site 
plan will be specifically used to provide natural and 
cultural interpretation to guests: 

1. Indoor Calusa Exhibit: This permanent exhibit 
will be located just inside the main lodge building 
on the main floor adjacent to the gift shop. 

2. Elevated Event Space: The 600sqft event 
space is accessible only by the main lodge’s 
back deck and used for both indoor and outdoor 
presentations, gatherings, and events.  This space 
could host everything from nature talks by NPS 
rangers, to Everglades National Park historical 
film viewings, to small conferences led by 
environmental based organizations. 

3. Guy Bradley Trail: The existing Guy Bradley Trail 
along the south edge of Flamingo’s ecolodge site is 
currently used by Flamingo visitors and can expect to 
see more frequent use once the new lodge is built.  
This trail provides the opportunity for guests to explore 
the natural environment—namely mangrove forest, 
coastal prairie, and Florida Bay—of  Flamingo in a 
personal and unstructured manner.  
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4. Flamingo Bay Dock: The 5,000 sqft dock 
connected to the ecolodge’s main pedestrian trail/
boardwalk is meant to serve as a flexible outdoor 
space.  On a typical day, this dock can provide a 
terminus for nature walks along the Guy Bradley 
Trail, or a launching and meeting point for guided 
kayak or canoe tours.  In the case of a special 
event, with the addition of moveable furniture and/
or temporary shade structures, this dock could 
provide the space for sunset ceremonies, star 
gazing, or private receptions.

1

2

34

FIGURE 5.49: Interpretation Opportunities (Steward, 2017)
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R ec r eati o n  &  ev en t  d o c k   

o p p o rt u n i t i e s
i n t e r p r e tat i o n

This view of the Flamingo Bay Dock shows 
guests engaged in a variety of interpretation 
experiences.  This dock can be used as: a resting 
or observation spot for visitors hiking along the 
Guy Bradley Trail; a meeting place for NPS ranger-
led group talks; or a launch point for guests who 
want to kayak or paddle board Flamingo Bay.  
The dock is surrounded by mangrove habitat, 
providing a chance for guests to catch an up-close 
glimpse of Flamingo’s diverse wildlife. 
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R ec r eati o n  &  ev ent  d o c k   FIGURE 5.50: Flamingo Dock Concept (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 5.50: View of Interpretation Dock (Steward, 2017)
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There is a total of 24 guest rooms on site: 8 two-
bedroom units, and 16 one-bedroom units.  Nine of the 
rooms are located on the top floor of the main lodge.  
The other fifteen rooms are considered eco-bungalows 
and located in clusters, six with drive-up access, 
along the west side of the site.  Strategies used that 
characterize these units as an eco-bungalows rather 
than traditional guest rooms include:

• Solar Water Heating Technology           
used to heat water for showers and cooking

• Composting Toilets                             
waste stored separately and regularly         
collected by lodge staff and used as compost       
or fertilizer

• Emulate Calusa Architectural Style       
large screened windows and walls provide             
cross ventilation and an eco-friendly synthetic 
thatch roof product will be used for durability

• Storm Resilient                                              
The bungalows will be elevated 16ft off the ground 
as specified by FEMA, and structures will be made 
of durable block walls and hurricane-proof glass

e c o - b u n g a l o ws

deck

34’

36’

entry

hurricane 
proof glass 

walls & 
windows

*28 steps

storm proof
block walls

south view to 
Florida Bay

FIGURE 5.52: 2-Bed Eco-Bungalow FloorPlan (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 5.51: Eco-Bungalow Site Location (Steward, 2017)
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FIGURE 5.53: Eco-Bungalow Elevation (Steward, 2017)
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e c o - b u n g a l o w
C l u s t e rs  

FIGURE 5.54: Eco-Bungalow Cluster (Steward, 2017)

FIGURE 5.54:  View of Manatee Bungalow Cluster (Steward, 2017)

This view of the Manatee Bungalow Cluster 
shows the entry experience guests might 
have as the walked to and from their rooms.  
These Eco-Bungalows are connected by 
elevated boardwalks which leave native soils 
and vegetation as undisturbed as possible, 
and allow for wildlife movement across the 
site.  The entry to each bungalow cluster is 
planted with welcoming colorful, but native, 
vegetation.  Screens in the form of tall palmetto 
palms create privacy between bungalows and 
frame views for guests as they stroll along the 
winding central boardwalk. 



137DESIGNFIGURE 5.54:  View of Manatee Bungalow Cluster (Steward, 2017)
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As specified by the NPS in the Flamingo RFEI 
document, the lodge building will include a restaurant, 
guest check-in area, and retail gifts shop all together 
at the main level.  In addition to the building’s main 
floor is the second floor of nine guest rooms with 
superior south views to Florida Bay, and the ground 
level service floor (trash/recycling/compost service, 
goods drop-off, laundry, and storage) for staff use only 
accessed on the east edge of the building.  
The main lodge entrance is on the north side where 
guests can be dropped off and take either the ramp, 
stairs, or elevator up to the main level.  Secondary 
lodge entrance is accessed from the Guy Bradley 
Trail and draws visitors from the south up to the 
restaurant’s back deck dining area.  From this large 
south deck, guests can visit and use the ecolodge 
pavilion space for interpretive activities and meetings, 
or descend the stairs on the deck’s west edge for 
direct bungalow access. 

• Storm Resilient    The lodge will be elevated 
16ft off the ground on pilings as specified by 
FEMA, and structures will be made of durable 
block walls and hurricane-proof glass.  Only the 
necessary service facilities are located at ground 
level, so in the even of a hurricane, minimal repairs/
replacements will be needed.

m a i n   l o d g e   b u i l d i n g
• Solar Water Heating Technology           

Some water will be heated by solar, although 
remaining hot water demands will be 
supplied from the Everglades municipal water 
supply (used in other Flamingo buildings).  
Large screened walls and windows will 
capitalize on cool morning/evening breezes to 
reduce air conditioning energy needs.

• Water Conserving Plumbing                             
Water conserving toilets, faucets, shower 
heads and plumbing fittings will be used to 
reduce water consumption

• Calusa Architectural Style               
Large screened windows and walls provide 
cross ventilation and an eco-friendly synthetic 
thatch roof product will be used for durability.  
This large towering structure reflects the 
Calusa’s raised worship structures

• Interpretation Experiences                                             
Inside the lodge guests can visit an exhibit 
showcasing the history of the Calusa People.  
Also, logistics regarding daily recreation tours 
and interpretive talks are organized here.
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FIGURE 5.55: Main Lodge Site Location (Steward, 2017) FIGURE 5.56: Main Lodge Floor Plans (Steward, 2017)
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m a i n   l o d g e   b u i l d i n g

FIGURE 5.57: Main Lodge Elevation (Steward, 2017)
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F r o n t   o f   l o d g e  

This view of the Main Lodge shows what guests would 
see as they check in on the first day of their trip.  As 
required by the RFEI document and FEMA, all buildings 
need to be elevated 16ft off the ground.  New guests 
would pull through the covered drop off area and 
ascend to the main floor by stairs, ramp, or elevator.  
ADA, restaurant, and day parking is provided just in 
front of the lodge, to the northeast.  Long term parking 
for overnight guests is provided in a small separte lot 
to the north west of the lodge.  

On the main level, a large front viewing deck (providing 
a protected drop-off below) allows  guests to overlook 
the landscape before going inside to either check in, 
visit the gift shop, or enjoy a meal.  The second level 
of the lodge houses 7 guest rooms which showcase 
impressive views south to Florida Bay.



143FIGURE 5.58: Main Lodge Front View (Steward, 2017)
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b a c k   o f   l o d g e  

This view is from the ecolodge event space 
looking towards the back of the main lodge.  The 
ADA ramp on the south side of the lodge allows 
visitors from the Guy Bradley Trail to easily spot 
in for a meal in the ecolodge restaurant.  On 
the lodge’s back deck there is a large outdoor 
dining area where guests can eat while enjoying 
wide views out to Flamingo Bay.   The event 
space--used for private parties, meetings, yoga 
or exercise classes, and seasonal events--is 
connected to the lodge’s back dining area by an 
elevated deck.

FIGURE 5.59: Main Lodge Back View  (Steward, 2017)
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a p p ly i n g   s u s ta i n a b l e   S I T E S®  g u i d e l i n e s
The central message of SITES® “is that any 
project holds the potential to protect, improve, and 
regenerate the benefits and services provided by 
healthy ecosystems’ (Sustainable SITES® Initiative, 
2014, vi).  To increase the validity and standards for 
sustainable site development, SITES® has formed a 
systematic set of guidelines and a rating system used 
to measure site performance and value.  The score 
card, seen in FIGURE 5.65, evaluates the success of 
the Site through a point system using a combination 
of prerequisites and credits. The scorecard’s criteria 
is divided into 10 sections that are modeled after 
the typical design phases. Included in 7 of the 10 
sections there are 18 prequisites (shown in light 
blue in FIGURE 5.65) which must be met if a project 
is to be considered for certification. The credits are 
considered optional, but a minimum of a 70 points 
must be achieved for a project to reach the lowest 
level of certification.  

The organization of this system is similar to Mehta’s 
ecolodge criteria in that there are bottom line 
prerequisites that must be met, and then a multitude 
of additional criteria which provide a variety and 
creativity in design response to allow for diverse 
project types and site contexts.
 

In the next few pages, the score card will be applied
to this ecolodge project for Flamingo.  For this project, 
each possible prerequisite or credit is addressed
through writing and a score is given. It is important to 
note that section 7) Construction will largely be left up to 
the decision of Flamingo’s future concessioner and the 
contractor which they choose. Certain criteria, like those 
in Section 7) Construction will largely be left up to the 
decision of Flamingo’s future concessioner, are unable 
to be addressed through this research+design project. 
For this reason, an accurate total sum of points and an 
exact SITES® certification level cannot be determined. 

Nevertheless, the attempt to meet all SITES® 
criteria possible strengthens this project’s claim as 
a sustainable site.  By using the SITES® guidelines, 
this project’s value as an environmentally consicious 
development project can stand out amoung other new 
projects within the National Park setting.
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 WATER C3.6 4 to 6
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Y  SOIL+VEG P4.1 Y  O+M P8.2
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Y  SOIL+VEG P4.3  O+M C8.4 4 to 5

 SOIL+VEG C4.4 4 to 6  O+M C8.5 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.5 4  O+M C8.6 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.6 3 to 6  O+M C8.7 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.7 4 to 6
 SOIL+VEG C4.8 1 to 6 0 0 0 Possible Points: 11
 SOIL+VEG C4.9 4  EDUCATION C9.1 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.10 1 to 4  EDUCATION C9.2 3
 SOIL+VEG C4.11 4  EDUCATION C9.3 4

0 0 0 Possible Points: 41 0 0 0 Bonus Points: 9
Y  MATERIALS P5.1  INNOVATION C10.1 3 to 9

 MATERIALS C5.2 2 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.3 3 to 4 YES ? NO

 MATERIALS C5.4 3 to 4 0 0 0 Total Possible Points: 200
 MATERIALS C5.5 3 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.6 3 to 5 KEY SITES Certification levels Points
 MATERIALS C5.7 1 to 5 YES   CERTIFIED 70
 MATERIALS C5.8 1 to 5 ? SILVER 85
 MATERIALS C5.9 5 NO GOLD 100
 MATERIALS C5.10 1 to 5 PLATINUM 135

Project striving to achieve points, not 100% confident 

Project is unable to achieve these credit points

Reduce urban heat island effects

Conserve and restore native plant communities 

Support sustainability in plant production

Design for adaptability and disassembly
Use salvaged materials and plants
Use recycled content materials
Use regional materials
Support responsible extraction of raw materials
Support transparency and safer chemistry
Support sustainability in materials manufacturing

Maintain on-site structures and paving

Optimize biomass

Project confident points are achievable

Plan to monitor and report site performance

Innovation or exemplary performance

 TOTAL ESTIMATED POINTS

Use vegetation to minimize building energy use

Eliminate the use of wood from threatened tree species
 5: SITE DESIGN - MATERIALS SELECTION

Reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire
Develop and communicate a case study

 10. INNOVATION OR EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE

Promote sustainability awareness and education

SITES v2 Scorecard Summary

Restore soils disturbed by previous development
Divert construction and demolition materials from disposal
Divert reusable vegetation, rocks, and soil from disposal
Protect air quality during construction

Protect and maintain cultural and historic places

Support physical activity

Support local economy

Provide optimum site accessibility, safety, and wayfinding 
Promote equitable site use
Support mental restoration

Communicate and verify sustainable construction practices

Locate projects within existing developed areas

 2: PRE-DESIGN ASSESSMENT + PLANNING
Reduce light pollution

Conduct a pre-design site assessment 

Encourage fuel efficient and multi-modal transportation
Minimize exposure to environmental tobacco smoke 

Provide on-site food production
Support social connection

Restore soils disturbed during construction

 9. EDUCATION + PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Plan for sustainable site maintenance

Use renewable sources for landscape electricity needs
Reduce outdoor energy consumption

Provide for storage and collection of recyclables
Recycle organic matter
Minimize pesticide and fertilizer use

Protect air quality during landscape maintenance

Limit development on farmland
Protect floodplain functions 
Conserve aquatic ecosystems
Conserve habitats for threatened and endangered species
Redevelop degraded sites

Conserve and use native plants
Conserve special status vegetation

Designate and communicate VSPZs

 8. OPERATIONS + MAINTENANCE

 3: SITE DESIGN - WATER

 4: SITE DESIGN - SOIL + VEGETATION

Use appropriate plants
Conserve healthy soils and appropriate vegetation

Create and communicate a soil management plan
Control and manage invasive plants

Restore aquatic ecosystems

Manage precipitation beyond baseline

Control and retain construction pollutants

 6: SITE DESIGN - HUMAN HEALTH + WELL-BEING

 7: CONSTRUCTION

Reduce outdoor water use
Design functional stormwater features as amenities

Connect to multi-modal transit networks

Use an integrative design process

Engage users and stakeholders

 1: SITE CONTEXT

Manage precipitation on site 
Reduce water use for landscape irrigation 

FIGURE 5.60: SITES® v2 Scorecard (Sustainable SITES Initiative, 2014).
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 WATER C3.5 4 to 5  CONSTRUCTION C7.7 2 to 4
 WATER C3.6 4 to 6

0 0 0 Possible Points: 22
0 0 0 Possible Points: 40 Y  O+M P8.1
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.1 Y  O+M P8.2
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.2  O+M C8.3 3 to 5
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.3  O+M C8.4 4 to 5

 SOIL+VEG C4.4 4 to 6  O+M C8.5 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.5 4  O+M C8.6 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.6 3 to 6  O+M C8.7 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.7 4 to 6
 SOIL+VEG C4.8 1 to 6 0 0 0 Possible Points: 11
 SOIL+VEG C4.9 4  EDUCATION C9.1 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.10 1 to 4  EDUCATION C9.2 3
 SOIL+VEG C4.11 4  EDUCATION C9.3 4

0 0 0 Possible Points: 41 0 0 0 Bonus Points: 9
Y  MATERIALS P5.1  INNOVATION C10.1 3 to 9

 MATERIALS C5.2 2 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.3 3 to 4 YES ? NO

 MATERIALS C5.4 3 to 4 0 0 0 Total Possible Points: 200
 MATERIALS C5.5 3 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.6 3 to 5 KEY SITES Certification levels Points
 MATERIALS C5.7 1 to 5 YES   CERTIFIED 70
 MATERIALS C5.8 1 to 5 ? SILVER 85
 MATERIALS C5.9 5 NO GOLD 100
 MATERIALS C5.10 1 to 5 PLATINUM 135

Project striving to achieve points, not 100% confident 

Project is unable to achieve these credit points

Reduce urban heat island effects

Conserve and restore native plant communities 

Support sustainability in plant production

Design for adaptability and disassembly
Use salvaged materials and plants
Use recycled content materials
Use regional materials
Support responsible extraction of raw materials
Support transparency and safer chemistry
Support sustainability in materials manufacturing

Maintain on-site structures and paving

Optimize biomass

Project confident points are achievable

Plan to monitor and report site performance

Innovation or exemplary performance

 TOTAL ESTIMATED POINTS

Use vegetation to minimize building energy use

Eliminate the use of wood from threatened tree species
 5: SITE DESIGN - MATERIALS SELECTION

Reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire
Develop and communicate a case study

 10. INNOVATION OR EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE

Promote sustainability awareness and education

SITES v2 Scorecard Summary

Restore soils disturbed by previous development
Divert construction and demolition materials from disposal
Divert reusable vegetation, rocks, and soil from disposal
Protect air quality during construction

Protect and maintain cultural and historic places

Support physical activity

Support local economy

Provide optimum site accessibility, safety, and wayfinding 
Promote equitable site use
Support mental restoration

Communicate and verify sustainable construction practices

Locate projects within existing developed areas

 2: PRE-DESIGN ASSESSMENT + PLANNING
Reduce light pollution

Conduct a pre-design site assessment 

Encourage fuel efficient and multi-modal transportation
Minimize exposure to environmental tobacco smoke 

Provide on-site food production
Support social connection

Restore soils disturbed during construction

 9. EDUCATION + PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Plan for sustainable site maintenance

Use renewable sources for landscape electricity needs
Reduce outdoor energy consumption

Provide for storage and collection of recyclables
Recycle organic matter
Minimize pesticide and fertilizer use

Protect air quality during landscape maintenance

Limit development on farmland
Protect floodplain functions 
Conserve aquatic ecosystems
Conserve habitats for threatened and endangered species
Redevelop degraded sites

Conserve and use native plants
Conserve special status vegetation

Designate and communicate VSPZs

 8. OPERATIONS + MAINTENANCE

 3: SITE DESIGN - WATER

 4: SITE DESIGN - SOIL + VEGETATION

Use appropriate plants
Conserve healthy soils and appropriate vegetation

Create and communicate a soil management plan
Control and manage invasive plants

Restore aquatic ecosystems

Manage precipitation beyond baseline

Control and retain construction pollutants

 6: SITE DESIGN - HUMAN HEALTH + WELL-BEING

 7: CONSTRUCTION

Reduce outdoor water use
Design functional stormwater features as amenities

Connect to multi-modal transit networks

Use an integrative design process

Engage users and stakeholders

 1: SITE CONTEXT

Manage precipitation on site 
Reduce water use for landscape irrigation 

P1.1-4: These prerequisites are met.  Site is not farmland, all 
development is designed for floods, aquatic ecosystems are 
not disturbed, and all existing habitats--like mangroves--are 
conserved.
C1.5: Met. This project will redevelop the degraded soils, 
hardscape, and vegetation from the previous site.
C1.6: Met. This project is located within an existing developed 
area of the Everglades National Park.
C1.7: Not met. Does not connect to multiple transit networks.

P2.1: Not met. This project is independent research.
P2.2-3: Met. See site Analysis on page X for pre-design 
assessment.  VSPZ encompasses the design to conserve 
large areas of existing trees and only specifying perennials.  
C2.4: NPS stakeholders were consulted pre-design.This 
research will go to the future concessioner.

P1:1-2: Met.  Precipitation runoff from buildings and 
hardscapes will be directed to water ‘showcase’ planting 
areas.  Specified are native and require little to no water.
C3.3: Not met.  The design of this project does not include 
accommodation of a certain percentile precipitation event
C3.4: Met. No water features, and little irrigation needed.
C3.5: Met.  Stromwater collected in showcase rain gardens.
C3.6: Met. Shoreline is protected and undeveloped.

P4.1-3: Met. Stable soils will be brought onsite only for 
building and hardscape foundations.  All other native soils are 
conserved.  Only native, non-invasive plants are used.
C4.4: Met. Soils and existing vegetation conserved, only X 
trees removed (and transplanted) during construction.
C4.5: Met. Mangroves and other species are untouched.
C4.6: Met.  All plants introduced are native. See page XX.
C4.7: Met. Ecosystems reintroduced, see page XX.
C4.8: Not met. Project’s BDI is not determined.
C4.9: Met. Hardscape minimized and shaded by trees.
C4.10: Not met.  Trees near buildings unsafe for hurricanes.
C4.11: Met. Plant biomass removal through maintenance.
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FIGURE 5.61: SITES® v2 Scorecard: Sections 1-4
(Sustainable SITES Initiative, 2014).
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Project Name: _____________________________________________________________________ Project ID#:_______________ Date: __________________ 

1/30/2017
Page 1 of 1

Copyright © 2014 

YES ? NO YES ? NO

0 0 0 Possible Points: 13 0 0 0 Possible Points: 30
Y  CONTEXT P1.1  HHWB C6.1 2 to 3
Y  CONTEXT P1.2  HHWB C6.2 2
Y  CONTEXT P1.3  HHWB C6.3 2
Y  CONTEXT P1.4  HHWB C6.4 2

 CONTEXT C1.5 3 to 6  HHWB C6.5 2
 CONTEXT C1.6 4  HHWB C6.6 2
 CONTEXT C1.7 2 to 3  HHWB C6.7 3 to 4

 HHWB C6.8 4
0 0 0 Possible Points: 3  HHWB C6.9 4
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.1  HHWB C6.10 1 to 2
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.2  HHWB C6.11 3
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.3

 PRE-DESIGN C2.4 3 0 0 0 Possible Points: 17
Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.1

0 0 0 Possible Points: 23 Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.2
Y  WATER P3.1 Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.3
Y  WATER P3.2  CONSTRUCTION C7.4 3 to 5

 WATER C3.3 4 to 6  CONSTRUCTION C7.5 3 to 4
 WATER C3.4 4 to 6  CONSTRUCTION C7.6 3 to 4
 WATER C3.5 4 to 5  CONSTRUCTION C7.7 2 to 4
 WATER C3.6 4 to 6

0 0 0 Possible Points: 22
0 0 0 Possible Points: 40 Y  O+M P8.1
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.1 Y  O+M P8.2
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.2  O+M C8.3 3 to 5
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.3  O+M C8.4 4 to 5

 SOIL+VEG C4.4 4 to 6  O+M C8.5 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.5 4  O+M C8.6 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.6 3 to 6  O+M C8.7 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.7 4 to 6
 SOIL+VEG C4.8 1 to 6 0 0 0 Possible Points: 11
 SOIL+VEG C4.9 4  EDUCATION C9.1 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.10 1 to 4  EDUCATION C9.2 3
 SOIL+VEG C4.11 4  EDUCATION C9.3 4

0 0 0 Possible Points: 41 0 0 0 Bonus Points: 9
Y  MATERIALS P5.1  INNOVATION C10.1 3 to 9

 MATERIALS C5.2 2 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.3 3 to 4 YES ? NO

 MATERIALS C5.4 3 to 4 0 0 0 Total Possible Points: 200
 MATERIALS C5.5 3 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.6 3 to 5 KEY SITES Certification levels Points
 MATERIALS C5.7 1 to 5 YES   CERTIFIED 70
 MATERIALS C5.8 1 to 5 ? SILVER 85
 MATERIALS C5.9 5 NO GOLD 100
 MATERIALS C5.10 1 to 5 PLATINUM 135

Project striving to achieve points, not 100% confident 

Project is unable to achieve these credit points

Reduce urban heat island effects

Conserve and restore native plant communities 

Support sustainability in plant production

Design for adaptability and disassembly
Use salvaged materials and plants
Use recycled content materials
Use regional materials
Support responsible extraction of raw materials
Support transparency and safer chemistry
Support sustainability in materials manufacturing

Maintain on-site structures and paving

Optimize biomass

Project confident points are achievable

Plan to monitor and report site performance

Innovation or exemplary performance

 TOTAL ESTIMATED POINTS

Use vegetation to minimize building energy use

Eliminate the use of wood from threatened tree species
 5: SITE DESIGN - MATERIALS SELECTION

Reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire
Develop and communicate a case study

 10. INNOVATION OR EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE

Promote sustainability awareness and education

SITES v2 Scorecard Summary

Restore soils disturbed by previous development
Divert construction and demolition materials from disposal
Divert reusable vegetation, rocks, and soil from disposal
Protect air quality during construction

Protect and maintain cultural and historic places

Support physical activity

Support local economy

Provide optimum site accessibility, safety, and wayfinding 
Promote equitable site use
Support mental restoration

Communicate and verify sustainable construction practices

Locate projects within existing developed areas

 2: PRE-DESIGN ASSESSMENT + PLANNING
Reduce light pollution

Conduct a pre-design site assessment 

Encourage fuel efficient and multi-modal transportation
Minimize exposure to environmental tobacco smoke 

Provide on-site food production
Support social connection

Restore soils disturbed during construction

 9. EDUCATION + PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Plan for sustainable site maintenance

Use renewable sources for landscape electricity needs
Reduce outdoor energy consumption

Provide for storage and collection of recyclables
Recycle organic matter
Minimize pesticide and fertilizer use

Protect air quality during landscape maintenance

Limit development on farmland
Protect floodplain functions 
Conserve aquatic ecosystems
Conserve habitats for threatened and endangered species
Redevelop degraded sites

Conserve and use native plants
Conserve special status vegetation

Designate and communicate VSPZs

 8. OPERATIONS + MAINTENANCE

 3: SITE DESIGN - WATER

 4: SITE DESIGN - SOIL + VEGETATION

Use appropriate plants
Conserve healthy soils and appropriate vegetation

Create and communicate a soil management plan
Control and manage invasive plants

Restore aquatic ecosystems

Manage precipitation beyond baseline

Control and retain construction pollutants

 6: SITE DESIGN - HUMAN HEALTH + WELL-BEING

 7: CONSTRUCTION

Reduce outdoor water use
Design functional stormwater features as amenities

Connect to multi-modal transit networks

Use an integrative design process

Engage users and stakeholders

 1: SITE CONTEXT

Manage precipitation on site 
Reduce water use for landscape irrigation 

Project Name: _____________________________________________________________________ Project ID#:_______________ Date: __________________ 

1/30/2017
Page 1 of 1

Copyright © 2014 

YES ? NO YES ? NO

0 0 0 Possible Points: 13 0 0 0 Possible Points: 30
Y  CONTEXT P1.1  HHWB C6.1 2 to 3
Y  CONTEXT P1.2  HHWB C6.2 2
Y  CONTEXT P1.3  HHWB C6.3 2
Y  CONTEXT P1.4  HHWB C6.4 2

 CONTEXT C1.5 3 to 6  HHWB C6.5 2
 CONTEXT C1.6 4  HHWB C6.6 2
 CONTEXT C1.7 2 to 3  HHWB C6.7 3 to 4

 HHWB C6.8 4
0 0 0 Possible Points: 3  HHWB C6.9 4
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.1  HHWB C6.10 1 to 2
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.2  HHWB C6.11 3
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.3

 PRE-DESIGN C2.4 3 0 0 0 Possible Points: 17
Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.1

0 0 0 Possible Points: 23 Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.2
Y  WATER P3.1 Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.3
Y  WATER P3.2  CONSTRUCTION C7.4 3 to 5

 WATER C3.3 4 to 6  CONSTRUCTION C7.5 3 to 4
 WATER C3.4 4 to 6  CONSTRUCTION C7.6 3 to 4
 WATER C3.5 4 to 5  CONSTRUCTION C7.7 2 to 4
 WATER C3.6 4 to 6

0 0 0 Possible Points: 22
0 0 0 Possible Points: 40 Y  O+M P8.1
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.1 Y  O+M P8.2
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.2  O+M C8.3 3 to 5
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.3  O+M C8.4 4 to 5

 SOIL+VEG C4.4 4 to 6  O+M C8.5 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.5 4  O+M C8.6 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.6 3 to 6  O+M C8.7 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.7 4 to 6
 SOIL+VEG C4.8 1 to 6 0 0 0 Possible Points: 11
 SOIL+VEG C4.9 4  EDUCATION C9.1 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.10 1 to 4  EDUCATION C9.2 3
 SOIL+VEG C4.11 4  EDUCATION C9.3 4

0 0 0 Possible Points: 41 0 0 0 Bonus Points: 9
Y  MATERIALS P5.1  INNOVATION C10.1 3 to 9

 MATERIALS C5.2 2 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.3 3 to 4 YES ? NO

 MATERIALS C5.4 3 to 4 0 0 0 Total Possible Points: 200
 MATERIALS C5.5 3 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.6 3 to 5 KEY SITES Certification levels Points
 MATERIALS C5.7 1 to 5 YES   CERTIFIED 70
 MATERIALS C5.8 1 to 5 ? SILVER 85
 MATERIALS C5.9 5 NO GOLD 100
 MATERIALS C5.10 1 to 5 PLATINUM 135

Project striving to achieve points, not 100% confident 

Project is unable to achieve these credit points

Reduce urban heat island effects

Conserve and restore native plant communities 

Support sustainability in plant production

Design for adaptability and disassembly
Use salvaged materials and plants
Use recycled content materials
Use regional materials
Support responsible extraction of raw materials
Support transparency and safer chemistry
Support sustainability in materials manufacturing

Maintain on-site structures and paving

Optimize biomass

Project confident points are achievable

Plan to monitor and report site performance

Innovation or exemplary performance

 TOTAL ESTIMATED POINTS

Use vegetation to minimize building energy use

Eliminate the use of wood from threatened tree species
 5: SITE DESIGN - MATERIALS SELECTION

Reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire
Develop and communicate a case study

 10. INNOVATION OR EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE

Promote sustainability awareness and education

SITES v2 Scorecard Summary

Restore soils disturbed by previous development
Divert construction and demolition materials from disposal
Divert reusable vegetation, rocks, and soil from disposal
Protect air quality during construction

Protect and maintain cultural and historic places

Support physical activity

Support local economy

Provide optimum site accessibility, safety, and wayfinding 
Promote equitable site use
Support mental restoration

Communicate and verify sustainable construction practices

Locate projects within existing developed areas

 2: PRE-DESIGN ASSESSMENT + PLANNING
Reduce light pollution

Conduct a pre-design site assessment 

Encourage fuel efficient and multi-modal transportation
Minimize exposure to environmental tobacco smoke 

Provide on-site food production
Support social connection

Restore soils disturbed during construction

 9. EDUCATION + PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Plan for sustainable site maintenance

Use renewable sources for landscape electricity needs
Reduce outdoor energy consumption

Provide for storage and collection of recyclables
Recycle organic matter
Minimize pesticide and fertilizer use

Protect air quality during landscape maintenance

Limit development on farmland
Protect floodplain functions 
Conserve aquatic ecosystems
Conserve habitats for threatened and endangered species
Redevelop degraded sites

Conserve and use native plants
Conserve special status vegetation

Designate and communicate VSPZs

 8. OPERATIONS + MAINTENANCE

 3: SITE DESIGN - WATER

 4: SITE DESIGN - SOIL + VEGETATION

Use appropriate plants
Conserve healthy soils and appropriate vegetation

Create and communicate a soil management plan
Control and manage invasive plants

Restore aquatic ecosystems

Manage precipitation beyond baseline

Control and retain construction pollutants

 6: SITE DESIGN - HUMAN HEALTH + WELL-BEING

 7: CONSTRUCTION

Reduce outdoor water use
Design functional stormwater features as amenities

Connect to multi-modal transit networks

Use an integrative design process

Engage users and stakeholders

 1: SITE CONTEXT

Manage precipitation on site 
Reduce water use for landscape irrigation 

P5.1: Met.  All decking materials will be TREX substitute.
C5.2: Met. This project maintains existing lift station, Guy 
Bradley Trail, and redevelops over previous road footprint. 
C5.3: Not met. Project does not construction specifications or 
construction documents.
C5.4: Met. Trees removed for construction to be transplanted.
C5.5: Met. TREX + recycled crushed concrete for foundations.
C5.6: Met. All materials and plants sourced from southern FL.
C5.7: Not met.  Raw materials extraction not addressed.
C5.8: Met. Use materials without finishes. Manufacturers 
with completed chemical hazard assessments to be used.
C5.9: Met.  Select materials from sustainable manufactures.
C5.10: Met. Support only sustainable nurseries, and use seed 
propogation wherever possible in planting design.

C6.1: Met. Existing trail and site’s main viewshed preserved.
C6.2: Met. Site includes ADA, path lighting, and signage.
C6.3: Met. Multiple free/public ammenities avaiable on site.  
Project provides educational opportunity for local community.
C6.4: Met. Quiet/shaded/private areas provided with seating. 
C6.5: Met.  Trails for hiking are on site.  Indoor space for 
fitness/yoga provided.  Dock area as kayak/canoe launch point.
C6.6: Met. Gathering for large groups provided: lodge, dock 
and conference room. Small groups: eco-bungalow clusters.
C6.7: Not met.  On-site food production would attract pests.
C6.8: Met. Dim, solar-powered lighting for paths and parking.
C6.9: Not met. Flamingo is only accessible by car.  The 
Everglades Park has a plan to introduce a shuttle in the future.
C6.10: Met. Smoking to be prohibitted on site.
C6.11: Met.  Local workers to be employed and local 
materials to used during the project’s construction.

P7.1-3: Unable to determine.  These decisions would largely 
be left up to the contractor selected by Flamingo’s future 
business concessioner.
C7.4-7: Unable to determine.  These decisions would largely 
be left up to the contractor selected by Flamingo’s future 
business concessioner.
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FIGURE 5.62: SITES® v2 Scorecard: Sections 5-7
(Sustainable SITES Initiative, 2014).
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Project Name: _____________________________________________________________________ Project ID#:_______________ Date: __________________ 

1/30/2017
Page 1 of 1

Copyright © 2014 

YES ? NO YES ? NO

0 0 0 Possible Points: 13 0 0 0 Possible Points: 30
Y  CONTEXT P1.1  HHWB C6.1 2 to 3
Y  CONTEXT P1.2  HHWB C6.2 2
Y  CONTEXT P1.3  HHWB C6.3 2
Y  CONTEXT P1.4  HHWB C6.4 2

 CONTEXT C1.5 3 to 6  HHWB C6.5 2
 CONTEXT C1.6 4  HHWB C6.6 2
 CONTEXT C1.7 2 to 3  HHWB C6.7 3 to 4

 HHWB C6.8 4
0 0 0 Possible Points: 3  HHWB C6.9 4
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.1  HHWB C6.10 1 to 2
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.2  HHWB C6.11 3
Y  PRE-DESIGN P2.3

 PRE-DESIGN C2.4 3 0 0 0 Possible Points: 17
Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.1

0 0 0 Possible Points: 23 Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.2
Y  WATER P3.1 Y  CONSTRUCTION P7.3
Y  WATER P3.2  CONSTRUCTION C7.4 3 to 5

 WATER C3.3 4 to 6  CONSTRUCTION C7.5 3 to 4
 WATER C3.4 4 to 6  CONSTRUCTION C7.6 3 to 4
 WATER C3.5 4 to 5  CONSTRUCTION C7.7 2 to 4
 WATER C3.6 4 to 6

0 0 0 Possible Points: 22
0 0 0 Possible Points: 40 Y  O+M P8.1
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.1 Y  O+M P8.2
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.2  O+M C8.3 3 to 5
Y  SOIL+VEG P4.3  O+M C8.4 4 to 5

 SOIL+VEG C4.4 4 to 6  O+M C8.5 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.5 4  O+M C8.6 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.6 3 to 6  O+M C8.7 2 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.7 4 to 6
 SOIL+VEG C4.8 1 to 6 0 0 0 Possible Points: 11
 SOIL+VEG C4.9 4  EDUCATION C9.1 3 to 4
 SOIL+VEG C4.10 1 to 4  EDUCATION C9.2 3
 SOIL+VEG C4.11 4  EDUCATION C9.3 4

0 0 0 Possible Points: 41 0 0 0 Bonus Points: 9
Y  MATERIALS P5.1  INNOVATION C10.1 3 to 9

 MATERIALS C5.2 2 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.3 3 to 4 YES ? NO

 MATERIALS C5.4 3 to 4 0 0 0 Total Possible Points: 200
 MATERIALS C5.5 3 to 4
 MATERIALS C5.6 3 to 5 KEY SITES Certification levels Points
 MATERIALS C5.7 1 to 5 YES   CERTIFIED 70
 MATERIALS C5.8 1 to 5 ? SILVER 85
 MATERIALS C5.9 5 NO GOLD 100
 MATERIALS C5.10 1 to 5 PLATINUM 135

Project striving to achieve points, not 100% confident 

Project is unable to achieve these credit points

Reduce urban heat island effects

Conserve and restore native plant communities 

Support sustainability in plant production

Design for adaptability and disassembly
Use salvaged materials and plants
Use recycled content materials
Use regional materials
Support responsible extraction of raw materials
Support transparency and safer chemistry
Support sustainability in materials manufacturing

Maintain on-site structures and paving

Optimize biomass

Project confident points are achievable

Plan to monitor and report site performance

Innovation or exemplary performance

 TOTAL ESTIMATED POINTS

Use vegetation to minimize building energy use

Eliminate the use of wood from threatened tree species
 5: SITE DESIGN - MATERIALS SELECTION

Reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire
Develop and communicate a case study

 10. INNOVATION OR EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE

Promote sustainability awareness and education

SITES v2 Scorecard Summary

Restore soils disturbed by previous development
Divert construction and demolition materials from disposal
Divert reusable vegetation, rocks, and soil from disposal
Protect air quality during construction

Protect and maintain cultural and historic places

Support physical activity

Support local economy

Provide optimum site accessibility, safety, and wayfinding 
Promote equitable site use
Support mental restoration

Communicate and verify sustainable construction practices

Locate projects within existing developed areas

 2: PRE-DESIGN ASSESSMENT + PLANNING
Reduce light pollution

Conduct a pre-design site assessment 

Encourage fuel efficient and multi-modal transportation
Minimize exposure to environmental tobacco smoke 

Provide on-site food production
Support social connection

Restore soils disturbed during construction

 9. EDUCATION + PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Plan for sustainable site maintenance

Use renewable sources for landscape electricity needs
Reduce outdoor energy consumption

Provide for storage and collection of recyclables
Recycle organic matter
Minimize pesticide and fertilizer use

Protect air quality during landscape maintenance

Limit development on farmland
Protect floodplain functions 
Conserve aquatic ecosystems
Conserve habitats for threatened and endangered species
Redevelop degraded sites

Conserve and use native plants
Conserve special status vegetation

Designate and communicate VSPZs

 8. OPERATIONS + MAINTENANCE

 3: SITE DESIGN - WATER

 4: SITE DESIGN - SOIL + VEGETATION

Use appropriate plants
Conserve healthy soils and appropriate vegetation

Create and communicate a soil management plan
Control and manage invasive plants

Restore aquatic ecosystems

Manage precipitation beyond baseline

Control and retain construction pollutants

 6: SITE DESIGN - HUMAN HEALTH + WELL-BEING

 7: CONSTRUCTION

Reduce outdoor water use
Design functional stormwater features as amenities

Connect to multi-modal transit networks

Use an integrative design process

Engage users and stakeholders

 1: SITE CONTEXT

Manage precipitation on site 
Reduce water use for landscape irrigation 

P8.1: Met. Sustainable site maintenance to be used
P8.2: Met. Designated area for recycle and compost, as well 
as recycle bins throughout site.
C8.3: Met. Organic matter from plant maintenance and food 
waste used as compost and product then used as fertilizer.
C8.4: Met. Compost eliminates need for synthetic fertilizer.
C8.5: Met. Solar site lighting, cross-ventilation in buildings 
and composting toilets used in eco-bungalows. 
C8.6: Met. Solar site lighting used.
C8.7: Met. Vegetation requireing mow maintenance not used.

C9.1: Met.  The central concept of an ecolodge is to educate 
visitors about sustainability.  Many exhibits, signage, and 
spaces for educational talks/events are included on site.
C9.2: Not met. There is not a plan to transition this design/
research project into a case study. 
C9.3: Not met.  There is no plan in place for continual 
monitoring or site performance.

C10.1: Met.  This project innovates in ways outside of the 
SITES rating system--namely Mehta’s ecolodge criteria.

The total of points estimated in this practice score for 

a sustainable ecolodge for Flamingo is 96 points.  
Meaning, this ecolodge project could potentially achieve the 

SILVER Level of SITES Certification.  

Again, it is important to acknowlege that this score is an 
estimate based on the concepts and responses introduced in 
this site design.  A better informed score could be given if: 1) 
the site design was developed in a multi-disciplinary team, 2) 
the design was intended for construction, and 3) more time 
was allowed for in-depth research and response for each of 
the 10 SITES sections.
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FIGURE 5.63: SITES v2 Scorecard: Sections 8-10
(Sustainable SITES Initiative, 2014).
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ECOLODGE EXPLORATION152 FIGURE 6.0: Flamingo District Entry (Steward, 2017)
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c o n c l u s i o n s
proj ect  s i g n i fi ca n c e  &  o utco m es

The basic ecotourism model has three parts: to 
conserve the environment, to provide interpretation for 
guests, and to improve the lives of local people.  The 
challenge of designing an ecolodge lies in finding ways 
to equally conserve the environment and engage and 
benefit local community. 

In an assessment of ecolodge development in the 
21st century, H. Ceballos-Lascurain states; “the 
most important thing about an ecolodge is that the 
lodge is not the most important thing” (Ceballos-
Lascurain, 2005, 212).  But rather it is the surrounding 
environment and its quality that matters most.  In other 
countries, like Costa Rica and Kenya, many ecolodges 
have successfully balanced these three components 
creating an overall trend towards ecolodges and 
ecotourism operations and shifting away from 
traditional accommodation types. However, as the U.S. 
tourism market continues to grow, there is yet to be a 
notable ecolodge presence in the U.S. 

Some ecotourism experts would argue that true 
ecotourism--equally finding balance between 
conservation, guest interpretation, and community 
support--will never be possible to create in the U.S.  

Many believe it is the ‘supporting local communities’ 
aspect of ecotourism which cannot be met. Developing 
tourism facilities that preserve, educate, and enhance 
the lives of Native Americans in the U.S. may be 
possible, but cannot be thought of or executed in 
the same way as in a typical ecolodge. But even if 
an ecolodge in the U.S. cannot cater to “indigenous” 
people, it certainly can be inclusive and provide 
opportunities for the surrounding local community and 
its people. Meaning, a modified ecolodge model could 
work in the U.S. 

The research question of this project aimed to discover 
what ecotourism can offer the United States:

“How can authentic ecolodge criteria and 
sustainable site design principles be adapted 
and applied to inform the design of an 
ecolodge at the Flamingo District in Everglades 
National Park?”

Analyzing ecolodge design criteria, specifically Mehta’s 
2010, revealed that the U.S. does have programs 
suitable to guide some aspects of ecolodge design, 
including LEED, SITES®, and Florida’s Green Lodging 
Program, which provide guidelines and standards 
for sustainability.  The missions of these programs 
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coincides with many goals of ecolodge design, and 
certification from these programs could strengthen an 
ecolodge project.  However, there are three ecolodge 
criteria that fall outside the scope of LEED, SITES®, 
and the Green Lodging Program: 1) “Fit into specific 
physical and cultural contexts through careful attention 
to form, landscaping, and color as well as through 
the use of vernacular architecture; 2) utilize traditional 
building techniques during construction; and, 3) 
Endeavor to work with the local community, including 
community members, wherever possible, in the initial 
physical planning and design stages of construction 
(Mehta, 2010, 11).  For this reason, ecolodge design 
needs its own certification system. If the ecotourism 
industry can progress from ecolodge guidelines (which 
are largely unknown and used only by developers, 
non-governmental organizations, and consultants) to 
an international ecolodge certification, truly authentic 
ecolodges will become the standard, and issues with 
greenwashing will begin to diminish (Mehta, 2007).

Through this project, it became apparent that the Flamingo 
District has a very strong need for a new lodge facility. 
During data collection, interviews with two Everglades’ 
NPS professionals revealed that although Flamingo 
currently lacks accommodations and has specific 
development challenges, the park is continuing to see an 

increased number, and more diverse group, of visitors 
every year. It is believed, from this project’s findings that an 
ecolodge will be a positive benefit to park users.    

The proposed ecolodge is successful in terms of 
sustainable design and ecolodge authenticity.  A Silver 
SITES® rating is estimated to be achieved in this 
project.  Four authentic ecolodge criteria are met: 

1. Meet energy needs through passive design 
and renewable sources.

2. Use environmentally friendly sewage 
treatment systems.

3. Fit into specific physical and cultural contexts 
through careful attention to form, landscaping, 
and color as well as through the use of 
vernacular architecture.

4. Have minimal impact on the natural 
surroundings and utilize traditional building 
techniques during construction.  

In addition to the ecolodge, the proposed site design 
includes: a native, salt tolerant, and wind tolerant 
plant palette; unique architectural style developed 
through historical research and communicated to 
visitors through an interpretive exhibit; and, building 
program and sustainable technologies to be used for 
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Time is the most notable limitation of this project.  Each 
section; background research, methodology design, data 
collection, and design, could be expanded if more time 
was given.  However, with the time that is allowed, this 
project is successful in providing relevant answers and 
design solutions to meet the original research question. 
In data collection, the number of precedent ecolodges 
studied could be expanded.  The specific precedent 
selection criteria was narrow and excluded many 
successful ecolodges from this analysis.  Studying 
an array of ecolodge precedents could have revealed 
additional design strategies for Flamingo.

Another limitation of this project is site specificity.  The 
design presented is not a catch-all ecolodge model for 
the NPS and cannot be replicated across the nation. 
Much of the importance of this work is focused on a 
unique site response.  Climate, topography, wildlife, 
soil quality, existing vegetation, and the surrounding 
community greatly influence ecolodge design and 
sustainable strategies employed.  Ecolodges in other 
U.S. National Parks would need to respond to the sites’ 
environmental and cultural context.   

proj ect  li m itati o n s

eco-bungalows and the main lodge building.  However, 
the ‘benefitting community’ aspect of ecolodge design 
remains the most difficult aspect to address.  Flamingo 
as a district creates many seasonal and some full-time 
jobs for people living in the surrounding community.  The 
Everglades National Park also economically benefits the 
communities surrounding it through tourism revenue.  
The ecolodge design for Flamingo includes spaces and 
exhibits for interpretation on site.  These amenities can 
provide educational experiences for local people as well 
as guests.  But ultimately, the success of engaging the 
surrounding communities, organizing enriching events, 
and putting forth the effort of continual communication 
and support of local people lies in the management of 
the Flamingo lodge. The hope is that this proposal can 
motivate the selected business concessioner to choose 
to manage Flamingo’s lodge as an ecolodge in order to 
engage the local community.  

There is no lack of opportunity for ecolodge-like 
accommodations in the U.S., but in fact a suitable 
niche for ecolodges within the National Park system.  
This research and projective design project argues 
that ecolodges in the U.S. are indeed possible. The 
ecolodge design presented in this project can bring 
cultural, environmental, and interpretive value to the 
Flamingo district.  An ecolodge at Flamingo could 
create a more memorable and educational experience 
of the built environment for park visitors, and intervene 
on the land in a more sustainable manner. This project 
can be used for idea generation, inspiration, and 
guidance for the future concessioner of Flamingo as 

they will soon begin the planning and construction of a 
new facility. Hopefully this project can make Flamingo’s 
future concessioner pause to consider sustainable 
development alternatives in lieu of standard or 
traditional construction methods and design.
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futu r e  r es ea rc h

During the design phase, a SITES® score was given, but 
this estimate hinges on many factors that would be decided 
during the construction phase of the project.  Without 
direct and regular access to the site and its specific physical 
details, the SITES® standards are less applicable. 

The last limitation of this project is the lack of a 
multidisciplinary team. It is necessary to work with other 
professionals; architects, planners, biologists, arborists, 
soil scientists, etc. when developing a sustainable site (a 
SITES® prerequisite) and specifically when developing 
an ecolodge.  Collaborating with a team of designers 
and professionals educated on sustainability and 
environmental systems would add depth to the project.

The future of Flamingo will undoubtedly include 
construction of a new lodge facility.  If the selected 
Flamingo business concessioner chooses to 
implement an ecolodge instead of a traditional lodge, 
this work could be referenced and expanded by the 
chosen contractor, architect, or landscape architect.   

The background of this project attempts to 
synthesize ecotourism, ecolodge design, sustainable 
site design, and national park development.  This 
knowledge could be expanded by future students 
to study and design a site in a different National 
Park.  This variety of ecolodge exploration would 

proj ect  r eflecti o n

The methodology and underlying research employed 
through this project has informed the creation of an 
appropriate ecolodge design for the Flamingo District, 
of the Everglades National Park.  This solution was 
reached through comprehensive research in the forms 
of: literature review, precedent studies, interviews, on-
site observation, site analysis, and design.  

In hindsight, the site location of this project had both 
pros and cons.  If the project site, for example, was 
in Rocky Mountain National Park the project could 
have included multiple site visits and overall more 
time spent on-site due to proximity of author.  A more 
accessible site location could have contributed deeper 
site analysis research and possibly more detailed 
design focuses.  However, the Flamingo District of the 
Everglades was chosen not for its location or scenery, 
but rather for it’s clear need of a lodge project. There 
has been a call for a concessioner to build a new lodge 
for over 10 years.  Perhaps this is a sign that Flamingo’s 
lodging needs to be designed not to the standard 
that is found in every other National Park in the U.S.  
Flamingo is the perfect testing ground for a new 
lodging type--the modified U.S. ecolodge model.

strengthen the claim that ecolodges are indeed 
appropriate for National Parks and reinforce the call 
for more ecolodges in the United States.
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  65NtRm-ebHNQR-azAMAB-7WSvTz-HhpUtH-ebJ57N-oMtD6T-keyMVN-RPmAeh-m2C8sb-fCp46A-  
  dSJgM4.
FIGURE 5.7: Feix, David. (2012). Showcase Plantings. Creative Commons Public Domain.  Accessed on April 
  15, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/20217462@N02/8073248230/in/photolist-dipvr1-8YSKuq-  
  a2PPKP-bpWfqv-aon38c-4b3CPP-6MAhW8-6MEtKs-7ML6mj-8zCDhL-8YSVZ3-raSxqF-GHsofL-38cBap-  
  8YSWj9-bfmiKn-6MAnYT-a2PPEV-rnTDfj-coL7ah-8yP4Qn-691ihn-8YSRvL-qtjxtL-8YSXzL-8YPSxV-8YSMDj-  
  38cxFg-ePqgAt-8YPK1V-aYYh2v-e2LLBs-7ZoAeA-GRHBat-51sv2p-r8ryWX-7F1yEF-tmcXuC-8YSThq-  
  8YPFXk-9Fqqei-8YPHRa-38cwoB-9Koo6-bkWdAf-otboGj-StvYN3-a2SFvo-aopR6b-a2SFC9.
FIGURE 5.8:  User: Alan. (2015). Temperate Hardwood Hammock. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed 
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  on March 12, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/alansurfin/16522010111/in/photolist-raZBZi-  
  hQq88C-pMsHx2-dShJg3-9SaRw9-cHbRMq-6ZdYTb-rnGkLX-gsR3Rx-gdn4Fj-awVtTB-d9SQ7F-bFDpzi-  
  ds45tR-buo4MS-uNt4jY-jDa6pE-abiLcq-6cczkB-nZHvQr-bHhRB6-rZgWtq-kbWobh-p87mVt-b7ouY2-  
  pZJjV1-dNXyHp-fr4XRK-fr4Y3K-bsJuNE-bQVyN8-bsJuGm-bQVxaM-bHhRDc-b6MYFi-iBqUp1-cHbpRQ-  
  9oYjgp-buo4zw-bGPw4x-gdmQcf-npDkbd-bQVyKx-ctt6Ju-bDesFc-sez6YY-cHbLhA-7Cfs3V-r3X4Kw-  
  9p8KgG.
FIGURE 5.9: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Planting Plan. Adobe Photoshop, AutoCAD, and hand sketching.
FIGURE 5.10: Owens, Michael. (2013). Gumbo Limbo Tree. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on 
  February 20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/74538007@N07/10601554405/in/   
  photolist-h9PJLM-fD6n1p-my63F3-eMm2LT-xtEvd-qbV6rX-AXkBd-JNM5A-ozeiLK-4FZRgV-dqnU7e-  
  jqw4br-7LioU4-9qZRHA-eGRbm-6byr4j-7DEJYq-4QnSDH-8GDLxL-8GDLTS-dseqjd-71AGrp-7Y6Q8E-  
  eLwA6g-9qWtmD-bECokY-5LhxKN-jpeZCc-apKsAZ-532gbV-hitKq9-6bpYVs-3H3FTt-nnCjgj-7ykt1W-  
  9Ke4Ww-bPtx36-8dUCsR-7xmdyo-zb2oQE-9atqQN-6Uis6j-4Zgo8U-7xGfk8-9JsAJv-9scCxE-9p8Mkv-  
  9BNERC-yVJuSQ-bmBVv6.
FIGURE 5.11: DeMers, James. (2013). Live Oak Tree. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 19th,   
  2017 from: https://pixabay.com/en/spanish-moss-epiphyte-194509/.
FIGURE 5.12: User: skeeze. (2015). Bald Cypress. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 19th,   
  2017 from: https://pixabay.com/en/swamp-water-trees-cypress-bald-699577/.
FIGURE 5.13: User: Treeworld Wholesale. (2006). Ironwood. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed 
  on February 20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/treeworld/29228654415/in/    
  photolist-L6qKF7-LtSFXC-LpV6Sg-KzRkm9-LtT1xU-LwQuDv-LpWreR-L6qckA-L6pNtJ-Lnjq51-pLUKsC-  
  p7ydjP-pLUKmW-pLWdbe-zAzaNc-LwRvNc-LtT2KJ-LniWF3-GWUtNu-KPfKS5-L6qkao-LpV8y2-   
  L6ppkQ-LpViSt-Lnikfo-LpWJKx-LniD8s-KPg3FA-LfxSEp-LfxRbc-L6emcY-L6ejWb-L6ejys-L8PS2X-   
  L8PQTp-L8PPDF-KiGxJj-L8PeM2-LcC5UW-LfwJiB-LcBEWL-KiFsRL-Lfwqx6-KiX1Rg-KiWZ1x-KiWXeX-  
  KiWVje-KiWU1n-Dy5Aj1-Ds82oX/.
FIGURE 5.14: User: Benni99. (2011). Southern Magnolia. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February   
  19th, 2017 from: https://pixabay.com/en/spring-blossom-bloom-garden-211635/.
FIGURE 5.15: User: Richard. (2015). Lignum Vitae. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 
  20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/28456518@N00/16759229360/in/photolist-rwXr1m-  
  6toGav-aDkr-aAm1Ea-aMKsw4-nLKzUA-7ftTq2-4VS75c-9sifxb-aMKsnz-LuRvTK-LrPtwo-LrPm1b-   
  KxQRSy-KxQTij-7MyYeD-owb7NC-5zEFn9-rPrvRH-cFh1aN-bAqcUg-L4oyfs-Ky2DfB-Ky2GvV-KxQdhd-
  Ky2BMM-KxQPBb-Ky2zqx-L4oZyU-LrPPiC-LuRzbg-KxQJHo-L4pcho-LrQdAE-LrQhSq-hWWu7r-mckkEv-  
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  QZaNac-nxcLQc-hWXqv4-hWWUFY-6fiCBc-hWXAVn-rK6mEg-s4qstH-kWRpze-7ZA8Bj-owmDy6- 
  hWXAWV-4E3mUP.
FIGURE 5.16: Roqueta, Edward. (2010). Sabel Palm. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 
  20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/forestclay/4975625848/in/photolist-8zFody-iZvMf
  Q-ckbZuo-9VP2nq-cFo9As-cRZWfL-fDLhbP-9pzDo5-9VLuhe-9VP3cG-5du35Y-iZs1tk-   
  992Y5G-cRZTjy-8FPAQr-qEZXiC-ckcNB3-7hS4GB-9VLrQR-9VPfvf-8PjCM6-iZteXv-iZu59G-ckc7Py-p
  LhDtw-9BZt22-9VLeMc-ckcnMd-ckcf3G-ovaBVa-8PjC3t-9VL9Rk-4ttDAP-8PnGJU-7S3ZPJ-9VPeDy- 
  j8t92B-EgZhWC-pLvG8x-8PnH5Y-8PjBRB-8PjBFr-qHdxJm-bKVrBD-HBP7bX-4qpuEv-8PjCyB-9VL8UV- 
  5BeztK-qHhz3i.
FIGURE 5.17: User: sarangib. (2014). Royal Palm. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 19th,  
  2017 from: https://pixabay.com/en/royal-palm-palm-roystonea-regia-293096/.
FIGURE 5.18: Zona, Scott. (2012). Thatch Palm. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 20th,  
  2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/scottzona/7295499658/in/photolist-c7FkSS-ajTsNa-jjwJWy- 
  6ciqJa-7DvqBA-dWZ1AA-ejNxof-5D7rvP-DfuwPH-E3SDcK-ewaSMH-dW3crV-aSAQqB-DKEG7d-  
  9a9V9C-dWZ2pG-4VqvMP-aSAPRV-fqQsti-aG9msx-aSAPVV-obvL8r-nYmkRr-o4CHAT-dWTojB-5zsemG- 
  7Jq2oP-8bSQM8-o9yJix-ofLNus-aSAPJ2-nUkyce-aSAPqF-aSAPN4-fr5wR5-611pz8-9a9V9b-dSybqw- 
  dXFHZR-obJQJq-fr5E7u-ofPEde-6rPwbM-6rTC99-obvKFz-fr5AHU-Kb8Hy5-aqJTBo-fr5Gkm-dSyb9W.
FIGURE 5.19: User: bionurse11. (2007). Silver Palm. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 
  20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/11595460@N06/1141917595/in/photolist-2JUCjp- 
  crM8TC-98Voub-bYWcry-5dZdCW-dmCypw-7X47Qb-9zV4F8-8HMPCm-GEXntz-4tw5g3-rrjXu6-8oNweY- 
  9KxjD9-5mzxxN-crNmgL-pLdjae-2Q4ieV-nci21b-NUaYPK-4KA7mr-9iCD9h-sjPNZs-6XEM8J-Qr2wAN- 
  5cXSHf-fDHSug-P6xTN-bfcUzH-4TctH5-eMkifN-if6g4J-8vhD9F-bfcUbp-6MU12u-dENa7N-orMPsY-J 
  bmj3C-57jnvL-9DUTmr-7qGDxu-ds1PBc-8bKaUt-eiRLzT-6pzeen-4qe61v-aqPXfW-JcaQUe-6WuQJm- 
  DQ4ZhC.
FIGURE 5.20: User: Treeworld Wholesale. (2013). Buccaneer Palm. Creative Commons Public Domain. 
  Accessed on February 20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/treeworld/28827727272/
  in/photolist-KVpCYy-KDvebq-6o7bV9-4gUfBx-i7oFGo-i7oLtu-i8StQ7-6o7aAq-6xd17D-8rNJEF-xXUtS- 
  2dVozw-4Z3aHX-HB6qgh-J2Ahse-H6EFCC-6LuqqP-HV8Hjz-AMXa3c-BLCyhW-9qGi29-otcfP5-aYCCXT- 
  9pP1tx-aYCD5M-bq5hYs-5iR4pm-2dQV38-5iM8cB-MPqR8K-ovNkbZ-HV8GSn-6Zdddv-y5vtH8-5GX5Lp- 
  7mZqmp-8ukDpq-35Zgex-5iRhdU-91DS2h-x9aL5h-HiGbPY-wHdExw-y3Xmky-wLL3UA-uSxAqY-nSXsDb- 
  oa8XNv-bVXn6D-aV6fjk.
FIGURE 5.21: User: Alan. (2015). Saw Palmetto Palm. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 
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  20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/alansurfin/32940364786/in/photolist-SbPYPU-n9Tc6k-  
  q5WwKm-cLdzGq-sn6SFk-ER6QpE-4LaSHA-tEo7b-dh2Uz6-HGG7Z3-bsw6Q8-695Yco-pybCgG-ntmq4t-  
  GFHKCk-keyMVN-aFmZ6E-j2Nt4J-DBfCvm-3KHtCG-FYeGm2-8bokz5-js4dNU-o21GF4-JzisFx-roNzA8-  
  dviCyM-ng6EE2-hEppju-RQXhv6-2zw6Lf-S9bBty-oMtD6T-duHvtJ-7W5MbH-dhC2rQ-bwxzUY-8JfxvB-  
  pLqYiM-CAGMv-bWMdxg-bJqRpt-FVvLfQ-Eajuu-3oXgQW-xBG1zH-i4mGno-7Ccu6t-bnAMM3-a3Zsjr.
FIGURE 5.22: User: Sustainscape. (2010). Coontie. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 
  20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/sustainscape/6704552059/in/photolist-bdszKa-   
  95DGN5-81uEyP-76Ud1S-c73tVQ-xNRKP-4yAJSA-9i1ijP-xsy8L-qGYF5C-597u5a-8hMAV6-eKidmp-  
  8hMB4H-eHZC4i-9CZgrt-QHREw4-oEgte7-cWaCAS-nweNQw-HSakG2-4F5TQq-mHANhR-nJLXXf-  
  dyhu2j-RUH5H2-9ZTyXL-9zTbLD-8RAtXk-qm3i8X-nhsBz8-zKbywT-cr6TGo-dxBXBG-EaAFbZ-57ZTje-  
  ek3oU-biuMVK-eBkKvk-5ZtcaN-n9Tc6k-9yrmgq-doFKqQ-XZBRX-pjYXom-cxN8NW-9yrmdu-4vfihx-cr
  C8F5-aQjTye.
FIGURE 5.23: Moore, David. (2014). Sea Grapes and Dune. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on 
  February 20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/55647737@N04/14891756732/in/   
  photolist-oFW9sq-5mkDjF-52doNc-5K96sv-pL8fR7-ngtxbH-aGgamM-ekqDxm-nKxFTE-5iYaeN-4rjJPQ-  
  5MsXX8-6y7Erx-2qW6on-nHCsjK-r5N72n-iBnscM-QKzXRz-jTsBz-6s2Rgw-aksHiG-grJQWB-agMG9g-  
  4QWUxW-fRUhS2-66RQYd-7RBRuv-2j5FxN-9f7pjB-5Frxrp-N25HLq-awr5qW-6V5tev-ipEKGz-nurW1b-  
  7SbU3R-futPUJ-suPmwH-rBwAPc-9m4w81-6Zj8Nj-p1v6ch-8Tvaa9-eg8ycg-7qb9mQ-pJhWUm-8HegZG-  
  cDy3p7-amiAg6-dcSqeq.
FIGURE 5.24: User: wplynn. (2013). Beautyberry. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 20th,   
  2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/warrenlynn/9723915451/in/photolist-fPgBhF-9YSQ1s-h1fr5r-  
  47KXi4-5tKLsH-c9nXM7-5AZxhN-7obqns-aDD9eP-73otaD-cwQy71-78UFjc-bzqAEs-7aUf6U-cwQCEN-
  7idmkF-84dFyW-qW6FVV-8VggjE-doFPR1-oEGh7U-41wjbR-5tD1cC-cwQCkW-aN5WiK-z5DyyZ-4d7PjW-  
  7teYh5-5tQ3G3-tdCY4x-5ykJya-pw9tGS-6pAok-8CYWSV-8umfPj-prN5o-3caGL7-dkosjp-dbUKYA-qbe
  Q4j-dk4t4V-bXk73E-q3wTv3-gVC4Ln-8TtYZL-pmqhUY-pAtcDH-4ayP4z-5vNYit-dvw64h.
FIGURE 5.25: Bhaskar, Mani. (2013). Ixora. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 20th, 
  2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/mani_bhaskar23/12061216314/in/photolist-kLNUJU-jnNT
  pq-mo62Ze-jnNT7m-dmvceC-GgTVZA-C2dTS-9PPPnJ-912JwU-mo7RFU-jngvj6-jngvcT-zNbh2b-89yY2v-  
  44X1VN-jDr552-8XxNd5-4ak6Tc-eCZYc3-5Xmuyi-qENnDv-bVnWrq-mo7PnL-aEqxhf-fkdXpa-8XxHPG-  
  4Xp4Sn-96SFky-jDr4RB-nQghcg-fvZ3Dn-AdCDbU-6hevYk-7XUVhK-7pWJc7-cPot1Q-6W5Tuk-oy8oKA-  
  qkVkjW-Eh85H-mo6Hwt-6Wa4qy-3vmN-bmcVqS-nXYa8j-5G34Ja-7DySUr-9sxHWP-gH2Xq6-3vmP/.
FIGURE 5.26: Shejbal, Jindrich. (2013). Hibiscus Coccineus. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on 
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  February 20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/29675262@N04/9718323162/in/  
  photolist-fNLWTU-9ivqPb-reNvhc-oHx4k1-d8sbfo-a2WGgi-7w1i72-a9fJTx-ahhvxW-p5GAYe-k8j7rx-2j
  Hm8B-8qQg8z-9ZFosA-2bX8Zi-nBgJQF-8BsmQR-a57xv2-5iWR5f-a9gbFX-8zCTzQ-9d1fKY-KP2ydW- 
  KP2yeY-8BRhP2-8ffsKR-8h2Xbd-a2oKri-anv9a4-5rPCjR-cDgZr9-d9UQK9-5oQWbf-giH7B6-57wWn8- 
  zoSDBf-oioVzy-v8RvQi-yuHEPP-oCk9aa-oywdt5-wuSMc8-vVwJUg-qhLCge-or9WYN-7V48YJ-  
  55ip6L-gm6Pcv-dmWzaS-8DxKLx.
FIGURE 5.27: User: Bajer. (2016). Gallardia Flower. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 19th,  
  2017 from: https://pixabay.com/en/gailardia-bristlecone-1269292/.
FIGURE 5.28: Kelm, Mary. (2014). Blue Porterweed. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on 
  February 20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/38514062@N03/14825208626/in/  
  photolist-oA452h-HoAn46-fCUzrr-QLxSU1-5DqoC1-bGzkSz-95pxdF-92oVi8-92oVQc-92s6Lq-4Va3rc- 
  unN7rE-b7XuDk-6u3DEL-cxNavy-cxNamw-aXj6ex-ciFUub-gQuwp7-6PLTbV-cvMp9s-dyLRzm-dWZino- 
  vZSB1W-6KQuah-bzk9Se-qBX5LG-QF7McW-MxqNss-dUuadC-nh2iLa-dzZ4CK-dSDHNp-6qE18a-  
  gX9hFn-6nDqqn-aXj7wV-bBcXrs-dUoy3R-ge1XNP-5DqoE9-85hXgB-8uV39m-nQYrAh-bzkaDg-pQ6rYN- 
  5BdhdU-JFa8US-e7qmRC-e1UEPH.
FIGURE 5.29: User: dr_ruth. (2004). Helianthus debilis (beach sunflower). Creative Commons Public Domain.   
  Accessed on February 20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/retimme/14563664248/in/ 
  photolist-obWzZs-bu73GF-5SZwnD-kQ7amZ-obWS5A-ota57T-obXEMv-bwCDof-obWBfV-nXuxeM- 
  pt4iM6-bVXpwo-aqp6GB-cREmiL-rSYbeA-ojKvx1-nBBqfw-ota4sg-qbXdLz-ovcimV-6xF1o1-okoZ4F- 
  HbYeSH-obWRNw-aachpE-8kE9Bg-4mCEdA-8MZPpq-5DUEyM-vB1Cfj-baTi8x-7AK36m-cKchuG-  
  8sVHv2-95DWoJ-6prxyb-kj6JZH-obWAx2-aYhho8-QGGWi9-eTKTYR-rvyjMQ-obWUnF-FbqHMZ-  
  oteexm-9fp92Q-3v8hm-nU8d4e-897FRG-HpKNL.
FIGURE 5.30: User: StillWorksImagery. (2015). Tickseed Flower. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on  
  February 19th, 2017 from: https://pixabay.com/en/flower-perennial-plant-green-762196/.
FIGURE 5.31: User: paulbr75. (2013). Muhly Grass. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 19th,  
  2017 from: https://pixabay.com/en/pink-muhly-grass-ornamental-2060600/.
FIGURE 5.32: User: paulbr75. (2013). Sea Oats Grass. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February  
  19th, 2017 from: https://pixabay.com/en/sea-oats-sand-dunes-sea-beach-1553367/. 
FIGURE 5.33: Tran, Cuong. (2013). Lovegrass. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 20th, 2017  
  from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/67540761@N02/8761685498/in/photolist-emeVR5-811w9x-  
  g4cAjM-4CWfsa-nuugin-pWtLu2-4wPyWS-nuuW2A-cr5RPL-9kLPAF-9kMvaF-9kPWfd-9kLvar-9kMw3F- 
  9kLP2X-9kPXmJ-9kLQrc-9kPEDL-9kQzvC-9kPxQf-9kLSAx-ax6Mb5-9kLwzZ-9kB2tG-9kLybp-9kLq4x- 
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  9kLx8H-9kQz3Q-9kLTcB-9kLS7x-9kPB1W-9kPX1J-cqNDLG-9kMupR-9kMu4K-9kLvAT-9kLyEt-9kPUWm-  
  9kLRWp-9kPzro-9kLSr6-9kPGDf-8HxqgE-6VYb9u-uqJDib-t6KP3-6Qeftf-9kQx9h-9kPG1f-9kQyfE.
FIGURE 5.34: Armitage, Anna. (2007). Spartina alterniflora (Cordgrass). Creative Commons Public Domain. 
  Accessed on February 20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/annaarmitage/5933929889/in/  
  photolist-a3mWC2-a3mWRn-a3mWiD-a3pNUE-a3pPgU-5fohdf-a5LULC-a5LUL3-a3mWE6-a3pNPb-  
  appBfZ-a3pNB5-hd4DLm-5K39xJ-hd5Mbr-hd5LJp-5JXkWt-7QzF6E-dz1Bta-f6u6e-a3pPpC-a3mWkX-  
  a3pPjW-bXHxUw-a3mXcr-6KNGkk-nM5BaN-f3aKUo-85uoHs-8zjBdt-5menAF-7haPzb-gKgdyy-bD8Ds4-  
  dbACRM-oaMPrc-i4BhjL-7MJMDR-7cQ3Jn-5Bc1Qm-9VTqfd-9y9dqg-n3dLAo-7haNmu-f8X4zu-bEWtve-  
  8A5vq-cYWG6J-bkSTdA-pq6HRc.
FIGURE 5.35: Peterson, Bob. (2013). Wild Plumbago. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February   
  20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/pondapple/8418631176/in/photolist-ff5BVA-t8bJ8d-  
  o6cCMN-RoSNd9-xw8m93-xvP7UL-8L8ArR-8HoKrH-cEZGWj-EiwQXP-mzDU1g-n5Z5B-n6Ux9-dPVFKo-  
  bxuBAj-H8Y6-AwPvmA-u4JFbS-wnBKiw-u5na3F-xrLNKX-xjh9Fe-xk1Vhp-wScrGd-xNjbEE-    
  xDCERk-xhGjNd-wM66pS-xrAsLu-x2EBFE-tMCasj-xotUHS-xXojRe-x2EwaC-wq3d4e-xXgA8b-xgXwtU-  
  xn2dHu-tCY466-xm7APm-xk1VED-u4QZGY-tCSpYK.
FIGURE 5.36: McCulloch, Jim. (2017). Coral Honeysuckle. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February   
  20th, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/jim_mcculloch/32064239324/in/     
  photolist-QRpBfu-q61Wpt-jxj1nw-bULioe-9s5CHD-2e2feN-ei6P5j-9WDPTZ-6jGKTV-d5mNiG-d5fF3Y-  
  nD3TED-nVqkb3-thnt5r-t4Ch1b-thmQUk-tzutNv-RweTcm-4GEKAb-ejWTKK-7GmKbW-aj9xXu-DjbGdC-  
  rmcbf1-nUDReb-2xPoo1-7T6iNM-89G3pM-aFhgNS-8FsfYX-o1Anj1-nA5ZXn-4k1hm9-nfuQ5h-ncUR1m-  
  nU4cYe-pXGJuf-ehCchd-efbovq-nJdTTW-b5V194-6ckvW4-GhAjE-8Ztbz-9kNFwv-9qSefm-    
  fQ84BX-FKc9wi-r1kUYo-nxirVn.
FIGURE 5.37: Evans, Jenny. (2009). Inkberry. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 20th, 2017   
  from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/jevanssccf/5303298953/in/photolist-95CN1R-95FLeY-caaw1S-  
  5nhSX-4tWpEs-24kxb-9k9Jw-95FN8J-5CX881-9QjHTt-24kx8-bUwBjR-dfqjM1-9KDSCU-evAeJR-ftBcp-  
  67nsNZ-4BaKhD-95CJZa-ftBci-KgLbj-84Lhc2-ftAXF-8sgzvB-28SBA-o2FuWn-63pJbX-epjq5-9RRfj-   
  9ZsBXH-4Bf2wb-ftBcm-dWJ8V-ftBco-htS8vW-9RRfi-4BaKb4-fts4A-6yKD7g-7kMzTX-ftBck-24kxa-9RRfn-  
  6s6LjU-kJ5Y8-azUKa-28SBz-ftBcq-azUGL-24kx9.
FIGURE 5.38: Clark, Merald. (2017). Calusa’s King’s House. Artwork. Florida Museum of Natural History. Accessed on   
  February 21st 2017 from: https://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/sflarch/research/calusa-domain/.
FIGURE 5.39: Ratcliff, Ken. (2014). Shell Mound. Photo. Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on February 20,  
  2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/kenspix/14099083174/in/album-72157644451936525/.
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FIGURE 5.40: Clark, Merald. (2017). Calusa People Preparing for Fishing the Estuary. Artwork. Florida Museum of  
  Natural History. Accessed on February 21st 2017 from: https://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/sflarch/research/ 
  calusa-domain/.
FIGURE 5.41: Thornton, Richard. (2014). Calos: Island Capital of the Calusa People. Architectural Rendering.
FIGURE 5.42: AST Exhibits. (2015). Calusa Village Exhibit. Photo. Accessed on February 21st from: http://www. 
  astexhibits.com/marco-island-historical-museum/.
FIGURE 5.43: AST Exhibits. (2015). Native Cypress Lumber. Photo. Accessed on February 21st from: http://www. 
  astexhibits.com/marco-island-historical-museum/.
FIGURE 5.44: AST Exhibits. (2015). Shell Mound Foundation. Photo. Accessed on February 21st from: http://www. 
  astexhibits.com/marco-island-historical-museum/.
FIGURE 5.45: AST Exhibits. (2015). Calusa Chickee Huts. Photo. Accessed on February 21st from: http://www.  
  astexhibits.com/marco-island-historical-museum/.
FIGURE 5.46: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Calusa Design Take-Away Concepts.  Sketch.
FIGURE 5.47: Stock, Barry. (2012). Manchineel Tree.  Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on April 15, 2017  
  from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/bigleaftropicals/13255252685
  /in/photolist-NwMDu-GQapUt-GZbBpg-ki5Tvh-mcmyMS-cu2QNy-ki3y8e-cu2QKE-nRtmy2-mcjBQa- 
  cu2QPb-mcjCPp-cu2QJ7-nPFSon-mcjBme-53hrcR-NYDxWC-mcksgM/.
FIGURE 5.48: Gallagher, Judy. (2017). American Crocodile.  Creative Commons Public Domain. Accessed on 
  April 15, 2017 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/52450054@N04/32850536876/in/   
  photolist-RuPTEE-gcpy5n-9jKSCB-S3TA7Q-4uQVbo-o9s8oT-RTYLvq-RC9jBh-qjBMoL-dYbGwQ-eeCQXS- 
  in6Lv4-8hv1EY-e356B-TiWM2X-PdQ1CK-8HGGoy-EEZfa-9gHfSq-STrRSS-7yFQS7-bSqqog-v6DKia- 
  qRBT3A-TsgKec-akZGA7-oh7ZHh-pJNVUV-LXE2sY-TDGkv8-FisNvy-9W4yXD-96kfAd-8gs2jU-8LXqJe- 
  iGoKCW-KPnXM-8goGCx-acBR4e-kjbR5P-bSqvPg-2TNN57-5pyWre-BUhg4g-9TNSnh-4tU31t-66ZQek- 
  eMZ2fo-54yZEt-fSVQA4/.
FIGURE 5.49: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Interpretation Opportunities. Adobe Photoshop, AutoCAD, and hand sketching.
FIGURE 5.50: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). View of Interpretation Dock. Google Sketch-Up, Adobe Photoshop, and   
  hand sketching.
FIGURE 5.51: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Eco-Bungalow Site Location. Adobe Photoshop, AutoCAD and hand sketching.
FIGURE 5.52: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). 2-Bed Eco-Bungalow Floor Plan. Sketch.
FIGURE 5.53: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Eco-Bungalow Elevation. Sketch and Adobe Photoshop.
FIGURE 5.54: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). View of Manatee Bungalow Cluster. Google Sketch-Up, Adobe Photoshop, and  
  hand sketching.
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FIGURE 5.55: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Main Lodge Site Location. Adobe Photoshop, AutoCAD and hand sketching.
FIGURE 5.56: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Main Lodge Floor Plans. Sketch
FIGURE 5.57: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Main Lodge Elevation. Sketch and Adobe Photoshop.
FIGURE 5.58: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Main Lodge Front View. Google Sketch-Up, Adobe Photoshop, and    
  hand sketching.
FIGURE 5.59: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Main Lodge Back View. Google Sketch-Up, Adobe Photoshop, and    
  hand sketching.

FIGURE 5.60: Sustainable SITES® Initiative. (2014). SITES® v2 Scorecard. From SITES v2 Rating System: For    
  Sustainable Land Design and Development.
FIGURE 5.61: Sustainable SITES® Initiative. (2014). SITES® v2 Scorecard: Sections 1-4. From SITES v2 Rating   
  System: For Sustainable Land Design and Development.
FIGURE 5.62: Sustainable SITES® Initiative. (2014). SITES® v2 Scorecard: Sections 5-7. From SITES v2 Rating    
  System: For Sustainable Land Design and Development.
FIGURE 5.63: Sustainable SITES® Initiative. (2014). SITES® v2 Scorecard: Sections 8-10. From SITES v2 Rating   
  System: For Sustainable Land Design and Development.
FIGURE 6.0: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Flamingo District Entry. Photo.
FIGURE 7.0: Steward, Kelsey. (2017). Sunset over the Everglades. Photo.
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A p p e n d i x   B   |   I m a g e   P e r m i s s i o n s
Most images for this masters report were either 
taken by the author, or obtained through the creative 
commons public domain via Flickr and Pixabay.  As 
a student the Fair Use policy allows use for creative 
commons images for academic work, see Kansas 
State’s Fair Use Evaluation Process to the right. 

However, several images used in this report were 
covered by copyright licenses.  For these images 
consent was requested and granted from each source.  
Consent given via email for copyright images is 
documented through screenshots.
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Figure 4.1 Tasmania Walking Company. (2017). Bay of Fires Lodge. Photo. Accessed on February 2, 2017 from:  
  https://www.taswalkingco.com.au/bay-of-fires-lodge-walk/accommodation/
Figure 4.2 Tasmania Walking Company. (2017). Lodge Materiality. Photo. Accessed on February 2, 2017 from:  
  https://www.taswalkingco.com.au/bay-of-fires-lodge-walk/accommodation/
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Figure 4.3 Concordia Eco-Resort. (2017). Concordia Eco-tents. Photo. Accessed on February 2, 2017 from: http:// 
  www.concordiaeco-resort.com/unit-gallery/premium-eco-tent/.
Figure 4.4 Concordia Eco-Resort. (2017). Eco-tent Detail. Photo. Accessed on February 2, 2017 from: http://www. 
  concordiaeco-resort.com/unit-gallery/premium-eco-tent/.
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Figure 4.7 Amble Resorts. (2017). Isla Palenque Aerial. Photo. Accessed on February 2, 2017 from: http://www. 
  amble.com/IslaPalenque/Galleries/Resort.
Figure 4.8 Amble Resorts. (2017). Jungle Rooms. Photo. Accessed on February 2, 2017 from: http://www.amble. 
  com/IslaPalenque/Galleries/Resort.
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Figure 5.40: Clark, Merald. (2017). Calusa People Preparing for Fishing the Estuary. Artwork. Florida Museum of  
  Natural History. Accessed on February 21st 2017 from: https://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/sflarch/research/ 
  calusa-domain/.
Figure 5.38: Clark, Merald. (2017). Calusa’s King’s House. Artwork. Florida Museum of Natural History. Accessed on  
  February 21st 2017 from: https://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/sflarch/research/calusa-domain/.
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Figure 5.42: AST Exhibits. (2015). Calusa Village Exhibit. Photo. Accessed on February 21st from: http://www. 
  astexhibits.com/marco-island-historical-museum/.
Figure 5.43: AST Exhibits. (2015). Native Cypress Lumber. Photo. Accessed on February 21st from: http://www. 
  astexhibits.com/marco-island-historical-museum/.
Figure 5.44: AST Exhibits. (2015). Shell Mound Foundation. Photo. Accessed on February 21st from: http://www. 
  astexhibits.com/marco-island-historical-museum/.
Figure 5.45: AST Exhibits. (2015). Calusa Chickee Huts. Photo. Accessed on February 21st from: http://www.  
  astexhibits.com/marco-island-historical-museum/.
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Figure 5.41: Thornton, Richard. (2014). Calos: Island Capital of the Calusa People. Architectural Rendering.
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A p p e n d i x   c  

Interview Matierials Included:

• IRB Approval Letter

• Interviewee Cover Letter and Questions

•    Interviewee signed Consent Form

• Interview Transcript

I n t e rv i e w   m at e r i a ls
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January, 2016 
Everglades National Park Officials 
Flamingo District, Everglades National Park, Florida 

 

Hello, I am sending you this request to be interviewed as I am studying the site of the 

Flamingo District for my master’s project in Landscape Architecture. 

My name is Kelsey Steward, and I am a fifth year and graduate student in Landscape 

Architecture at Kansas State University.  For my final year in the program I am required to 

develop a master’s report relating to areas of study within Landscape Architecture. I have 

always been interested in the National Park Service and Tourism, and after last summer spent 

studying ecotourism and living at ecolodges, I knew I wanted to pursue a master’s project 

focused in a more natural, non-urban environment.  This has led me to choose the Flamingo 

District as the study site for my project focused on nature-based tourism in the American 

National Park setting.  My hopes are to use Flamingo, Florida as a model for how nature-based 

tourism and ecolodge development can be introduced into the public realm of the National 

Parks. 

The main question of my report is: “Because ecolodges have found success in developing 

countries but are less popular in developed countries, what opportunities can low-impact site 

planning combined with ecolodge development reveal for tourist accommodation sites in or 

adjacent to American National Parks?” 

My methodology is four part:  1) Site Inventory and Analysis 2) Ecolodge and Nature-

Based Tourism Precedent Studies 3) Interviews 4) Site Visit.  During my site visit time (between 

January 5th-6th) I will conduct informal, personal interviews.  The expected duration of the 

interview is approximately 30 minutes and will be arranged at the place and time of your 

convenience on these days.  The interview questions to be asked are attached for your review, 

but overall the interview will be a conversational meeting to help me learn more about 

Flamingo including its history, challenges, unique qualities, tourism trends, and future. 

Permission has already been granted from the Kansas State Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) for conducting interviews.  I am also asking permission to include your name in my report.  

Also, I am asking permission to record our discussion to accurately document the interview for 
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i nterv i ew ee  co n s en t  fo r m s
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i nterv i ew  d i a lo g u e:  b o b  s h ow ler

In-Person Interview 
Bob Showler, District Interpreter 
Flamingo Visitor Center 
Thursday, January 5th 2017, 10:00am 
 
Bold: Me, the interviewer 
Non-bold: Mr. Showler, the interviewee 
 
[Introductory conversation, talk about the Visitor Center, my travels the past week through 
southern Florida, and his work for the week.] 
 
So how many people are working here right now at Flamingo now? 
Well Christi and I are interpretive rangers and so we do the visitor center, ranger guided 
programs and that kind of stuff. There are two of us that are permanent and then currently we 
have 4 seasonal rangers. Ideally we have as many as 6 during the busy season, but this year 
we’ve had some staffing challenges.  We will often have volunteers—right now we have two full 
time volunteers. 
 
So all the tours and talks on the NPS schedule; who leads those? 
We all do it; me and Christi or the seasonal staff. 
 
Tell me a little about what you do here, how long have you been here, what your day to day 
is like and what your official position is called. 
I’m called the district interpreter, so that’s just for the Flamingo District.  I’ve been here working 
on and off since the winter of 1979.  But I’ve come and gone working on and off at other 
national parks. So just the last 8 years I have been full time in charge of the district as far as the 
visitor center, the ranger-guided programs, hiring, scheduling, supervision, etc. 
 
So your day-to-day must be very diverse 
Pretty diverse, yeah.  No two days are the same.   
 
Can you tell me a little about visitors at Flamingo? 
Basically what I find is that visitors who come to the national park are either day visitors or 
longer term visitors.  I would say Flamingo is definitely for people who have a little bit more 
time to spend.  We get people who stay two weeks in the campground and come back year 
after year.  Some have been coming for 20 or 30 years.  This is partially because of the weather 
because it’s so nice down here in the winter, and partially because there’s just so much to do 
and because it is a different kind of environment; different from anywhere else in the States.  
So we get a lot of people who like going on the ranger programs so they can learn more about 
this subtropical environment, the unique vegetation, and the different kinds of animals that you 
can’t see elsewhere.   
I was just doing a crocodile talk the other day.  On one side of us there’s a couple of crocodiles 
and on the other there are manatees and then a spoonbill (the pink bird) 
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flying overhead.  I said to the people; “Where else are you going to see this?  Where else in the 
world can you go and see this all in one place?” 
 
So Flamingo is the name…..do you still see wild Flamingos here? 
On rare occasions, yes we do.  Back in the 1800s ornithologists were recording numbers of 
flocks in excess of a thousand birds.  But then they were hunted for their meat.  We still get 
them trickling in from the Bahamas, Yucatan, and other areas.  Not in any great numbers 
however.  I think the biggest flock I’ve ever seen down here is probably about 30, 35 birds 
maybe.  This is still the best place in the country to see them. 
 
So the visitors that you said come back year after year, who are they?  Are they Floridians?  
Are they retired? 
All over the United States, and all different backgrounds.  You can find on the NPS website the 
University of Idaho visitor survey for the Everglades Park survey.  We get a lot of retirees, we 
get people from all over the United States in their RVs.  We get a lot of local people from the 
Miami community.  Nowadays we get a lot of Asian people.  Many of them are permanently 
living in the country and come down and visit. 
 
So are these day visitors or campers? 
Mostly day visitors, but still some campers.  If you noticed in the visitor center we give out our 
brochures in 9 different languages.  We get a lot of variety of people; Germans, Chinese, and 
French mainly, but also some from the Caribbean as well. 
 
Do you think the numbers of international visitors at Flamingo have gone down since 
Hurricane Katrina in 2005?  Were those the people utilizing the lodge? 
That’s a good question and I don’t have the exact statistics for that.  I would say that is a fair 
assumption, although many of our campers at Flamingo are German travellers.  We had a lot of 
locals too who used that lodge.  To this day 
 we still have locals who come back here to Flamingo and tell stories about when they stayed at 
the lodge.  And then we get the questions, “So what’s the deal with that?  Are you going to get 
a new lodge down here?”  We get that all the time!  We get questions about the restaurant too 
that has closed down.  It used to be on the second floor opposite the visitor center.  The plan 
right now is to expand our visitor center over to that space however. 
 
So you weren’t working directly at the park at the time of Katrina.  Do you know how long the 
park or visitor center was closed down? 
Well the road to Flamingo was closed for awhile, and the visitor center was closed for even 
longer because they were working to get the electric back up and running.  I know for awhile 
the ‘visitor center’ consisted of a table outside with maps and brochures with one or two 
rangers.  This lasted maybe a few weeks. 
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Obviously the lasting impact of hurricane Katrina was the loss of the lodge and the 
restaurant.  Would you say there were additional lasting impacts on Flamingo from the 
hurricanes? 
Those are the major losses for sure.  We also lost Flamingo’s cottages.  The cottages were like 
individual motel rooms with kitchens; a front room, a bedroom, electric, water, and fully 
equipped kitchens.  So looking forward, the plan for Flamingo is more centered around cottage 
type lodging and the addition of ecotents.  All raised up of course.  The reason the cottages 
were popular was for fishermen.  They would come year round and use the kitchens and such. 
 
What is the busiest time at Flamingo?  When are the peaks? 
It progressively gets busier from October until the peak time from Christmas to New Years.  
Then it stays pretty busy on until March when it will taper of into May.  Then it gets pretty quiet 
in the summer.  It seems as if Flamingo is getting busier all the time.  Yea for example, here at 
the visitor center last year we had a total of 181,000 visitors.  When I came here in 2008 we had 
a number something like 80,000 visitors. 
 
Do you see all ages of travellers, and a diversity of group sizes? 
This being a winter park, we proportionally don’t see as many kids as other national parks 
because they are in school.  We get ages all the way from mid teens into retired age people 
here yes. 
 
Do you have visits of school groups with young kids? 
Sometimes. The park has an environmental group that does camps with kids, but neither of 
these camps take place at Flamingo just because the location is so far removed from most 
school districts. 
 
So you personally commute everyday to work at Flamingo? 
Yeah, Christi and I drive down everyday from Homestead.  But a lot of the staff do live here at 
Flamingo.   
 
Is the staff that lives here seasonal staff or full time staff? 
The seasonal staff lives here 24 hours for the winter season, so October to late April. 
 
Do you know how many people work here at Flamingo in total?  Including the concessioner 
employees of the marina and boat tours. 
This year Flamingo has 35 NPS workers for the winter, and 25 concession workers for the 
winter. 
 
What all does the current concessioner’s operations include? 
So right now they run the marina and the café.  The marina includes boat tours, marina store, 
the gas station, and canoe and kayak rentals.  Most of these workers live on site.   
 
That’s a lot of people. 
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Yes it is.  But you know, back in the old days when there was a lodge and restaurant, there was 
well over 100 people living over there [in the staff housing] onsite.  
 
The Partners in Preservation Grant, what do you know about this grant?  Has the plans or 
goals of the grant been met? 
Penny Delbene is the one who set that all up, she is the Park’s historian. Her number is 305-
242-7755.  She’s at headquarters and could help you out.  Last I heard that grant is to improve 
the railing here at the Visitor Center and landscape improvement right around the building.  It 
was truthfully for some cosmetic improvements not structural improvements—it wasn’t a huge 
sum of money.  It was sort of something to draw attention to Flamingo all around.  
 
So the RFP is a little confusing.  Is it still open?  
The last deadline was December 21st and I haven’t heard anything since then.  Intentionally a 
lot of us here are not involved in this because it is best that just the core people at 
headquarters are involved in this.  This is for fairness for the bidders and everything.   
 
Are there any challenges that Flamingo is facing right now? Besides the lack of lodging 
obviously. 
Flamingo has always been challenged.  Ever since my first winter here in ’79 to the present I 
would say Flamingo, as National Parks go, has significant challenges. 
 
Because of how remote it is? 
Partly because of the remoteness, it’s 38 miles down the road from headquarters and 50 miles 
from the closest town.  It’s in a subtropical environment; it’s wet, it can be infested with 
misquotes, you get rapid decay of things, and technology failing a lot and being difficult to 
maintain.  Just last week for example, no two days ago, we were without phones for awhile.  
We have computer failure far more than you would expect. We have electrical outages and 
water and sewage systems failing.  Things just break a lot down here.  We have this expression 
down here; ‘Oh, it’s Flamingo.’ Trees grow on and into buildings here, we have issues with 
rodents, and all kinds of bothersome insects like no-see-ems, to deer flies, to cockroaches.  I 
mean it’s out in the subtropical wilderness; nature is constantly trying to get at us! 
 
But that’s the thing!  The nature is all right here for people to see.  If they want to see it, 
right? 
That’s the thing, are people coming down here to look at nature or to look at buildings?  
Sometimes the staff will say, “Oh this place really needs some work!” And I agree, but you know 
the crocodiles, the manatees, the spoonbills, the tarpins, the sharks, the dolphins—they don’t 
care.  They are doing fine.  That’s why are visitors are coming. 
 
Much of my project is about ecotourism and designing for the ecotourist.  Do you feel the 
people that are coming here now fit that description? 
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I think so, it depends on your description. When I think of ecotourism, I think of someone going 
down to Costa Rica or something or Africa.  I see an ecotourist as someone going to a lodge that 
is specifically set up for people to observe nature. That definitely applies here at Flamingo. 
 
Yes, I actually did what you defined.  The stereotypical lodge in Costa Rica.  The three assets 
there were to conserve nature, provide interpretation for guests an workers, and support the 
local community.  So maybe the only asset that wouldn’t be as applicable here at Flamingo is 
addressing local people or local community.  Although there are obviously local workers….. 
What do you think about this part? 
So another important factor is the economic value of the park, all of the Everglades National 
Park, to the community.  Don’t quote me on a number, but I believe it’s well over $150 million 
to the local community of southern Florida.  The value of the park’s associated lodging, 
restaurants and services on the edges of the park bring money and business to those bordering 
communities. 
 
Would you say most day visitors at Flamingo stay in Florida City or Homestead? 
Yea, most of them do.  Occasionally they stay in Miami or the upper keys. 
 
Back on the ecotourism thing, do you think there are any limitations or challenges for an 
ecolodge within the large National Park System. 
One of the issues right now for an ecolodge here would be the issue of Sea Level Rise.  The park 
has done an environmental assessment for Flamingo and the Everglades.  From this for 
example, all new development will need to be elevated 13 feet above sea level to ensure safety 
in the next 50 years.  Flamingo amazingly, would probably become an island when sea levels 
rise because much of the land to the interior is actually lower in elevation than Flamingo.   
We’ve thought about mobile lodging alternatives, and as you know are implementing ecotents  
for the future.  We have done a pilot project for the ecotent already. You can see the platform 
out in the first campground today on our site visit.   
 
I’m sure you know the master plan by RPA and Smith Dahlia and Associates. Has any of this 
been implemented? They have many program areas and phases indicated. 
That masterplan was pretty ambitious, like a major redo of the marina, moving the visitor 
center, redoing the visitor center, and additional improvements of the campgrounds.  Some of 
this may happen.  But if you look at the General Management Plan from NPS, the two 
documents do not align; they do not have the same requirements or goals.  The whole issue of 
rebuilding the lodge has been stretched over 10 years.  In my mind this issue has faded into the 
background almost because for me I just have to get on with my work and do my job the best I 
can.  The other thing that has happened was the economic downturn of 2008, which likely 
slowed the rebuilding. 
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What is your favorite part of working at flamingo? 
For me it’s because Flamingo is unique.  I’ve worked at different national parks all over the 
country.  In this little tiny sliver of land at the very southern tip of Florida you have more unique 
life than you might have in the entire state of Alaska or Montana.  You have so much stuff down 
here that’s associated with the Caribbean and the Tropics that you just don’t get in other parts 
of the United States.  My background is in biology, so I just think it is a fascinating place and 
there is so much to share with the public. You have an interesting cultural history too.  It’s a 
history of failure.  Almost everything that humans have tried down here has ended up in failure 
for one reason or another.  Just because of the dominance of nature at Flamingo.  People tried 
to farm the land, ranch, drain the land and build canals, use the land to build factories, and all 
has failed.   
 
It is a very unique place.  You think Flamingo is the most diverse place in the Everglades? 
Yes, I would make that argument.  There is a higher percentage of tropical species compared to 
anywhere else in the park.  The crocodile is another great example.  Crocodiles are hard to find 
anywhere else in Florida, and it is probably the only place in the world where you can see both 
crocodiles and alligators in the same place.  Another reason I love working at this park is how 
much I can teach people.  For example, I used to work at Zion National Park.  I would go take 
people out on a hike, and there were 2,000 foot tall sandstone cliffs all over the place….not a 
lot of description needed for people to appreciate it.  This one [Flamingo] on the other-hand 
really requires explanation.  People come down here saying, “This is a National Park?!” Then I 
take them around to see some stuff that they can’t see anywhere else in the country and then 
they begin to get it.  It really requires more of a narrative. 
 
This was extremely helpful for my project.  Thank you for your responses and taking the time 
to talk with me! 
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i nterv i ew  d i a lo g u e:  Fr ed  H er li n g

In-Person Interview 
Fred Herling, Everglades Park Planner 
Rosita’s Restaurant, Florida City 
Friday, January 6th 2017, 9:00am 
 
Bold: Me, the interviewer 
Non-bold: Mr. Herling, the interviewee 
 
[Introductory conversation, talk about the restaurant we are eating, my travels the past week 
through southern Florida, and his work for the week.] 
 
So are many of the people staying in Florida City going to the Everglades? 
Yes many of them, some to the Keys, but most tourists are going to the park.  A lot of people 
are commuting because there is no longer a lodge down there.  Obviously you can stay there 
[Flaming] if you have an RV or if the conditions are good for tent camping.  But many people 
don’t have that. 
 
I was surprised by all the international visitors I saw visiting Flamingo yesterday.  
Yes, from all over the world.  International visitation is big; Europe, China, Japan, and Germany, 
France, and England especially.  Visitors from Asia are steadily increasing. 
 

[break to order breakfast from waitress] 
 
So what all did you get to see yesterday on your visit? 
Yesterday we immediately saw manatees, and crocodiles.  I interviewed with Bob, and went 
on a site visit with him.  Then we went on a 2-hr canoe trip. 
We saw where the Ecotent platform was, there were a fair amount of campers in that area.  I 
saw plenty of campers also in Loop A and in the RV lot, but no one at all in Loop B or Loop C.  
Do those areas ever get used? 
On occasion, mostly just B Loop for overflow. 
 
Did you get a good feel for the operation during your site visit? 
Yes, I saw all the facilities, where the workers lived, and where most of the activities took 
place. 
 
Now, how did the prospectus turn out? 
The deadline closed a week or two ago, so we don’t know anything yet.  We are hopeful 
because we think this time the proposal is more favorable for a concessioner.  The proposal is 
to come in and operate what you saw yesterday, plus build lodging, build a new restaurant, and 
expand services.  I mean it’s been 11 years now.  The public is frustrated. We are frustrated. 
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Do you get that kind of feedback a lot? 
Oh yea, all the time.  The masterplan, as you saw, was pretty ambitious.  Around the same time 
the masterplan was introduced, the park services director visited Flamingo and he had to scale 
the plans back. 
 
Do you think any of that original master plan will be implemented then? 
Yea. What went out for bid was what the director said is essential.  He was concerned about the 
level of investment, and the climate change/sea level rise issues of building in a costal area.  So 
he asked us to take a step back and re-analyze what was essential. The compromised goals or 
bottom line is what went out for bid the first time—after the masterplan. One example of a 
piece that got cut out from the original masterplan during this time was changes to the marina.  
It [the masterplan] said to move the building farther back from the water’s edge, elevate it, 
make the building two stories, and put a rooftop restaurant on top.  That would be a 4, or 5 
million dollar project. It was cut out because we have a functional building, that although may 
be flooded at some point, is already built and currently operating.  Whereas lodging, a 
restaurant, and other basics that were destroyed by the hurricane should be the project 
priorities that come first for the public.  
 
Regardless of whoever wins the bid, they will take over those new building projects in 
addition to taking over the current services of the marina and the boat tours correct? 
Yes all that, plus they will take over management of the campgrounds of Flamingo and even the 
campgrounds of Long Pine Key which are currently overseen by the NPS. 
 
Why is the NPS turning all of those services over the concessioner as additional 
responsibilities? 
The challenges of operating down there pose a lot of risk to a concessioner; flooding, 
hurricanes, bugs, storms, remoteness.  We had to look at how to make a financially viable 
package that would attract a quality concessioner. Operating a campground is actually a profit 
setter.  There’s a demand, a built in market, and not a huge investment.  The NPS could 
certainly do it, but it was done to help get the overall rebuilding process started.  We’re almost 
11 years out—and nothing has been built! 
 
I can see why it is difficult.  Yesterday Bob was saying how challenging it is to maintain a 
facility down there in Flamingo. 
Yea, you saw what I’m talking about with Bob.  There are so many unknowns that can happen 
on any given day.  Just last week the phones weren’t working.  So yea, it’s all those risk factors 
and uncertainty that make the challenge. A company can operate at any other National park 
with a lot less uncertainty than here. 
 
The water and electric all come from local municipalities, even though they are far away? 
Yes, it’s all connected.  You have all the necessary pumps, that if they fail, mess everything up. 
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So do you think systems that are off the grid could work at Flamingo? 
I’m not sure that’s possible down there, at least not in the near future.  But the good thing 
about a concessioner is they are going to want more amenities, like WiFi, so they will invest in 
that.  The concessioner, with processing credit cards for a restaurant and lodge, will need a 
more secure and stable system than what is currently available. 
 
Did the lodging site before have direct access to the water, or bay? 
Not completely, but there were many openings or vistas out to the water. 
 
Do you see any trends in the tourist demographics at the Everglades? 
The number of international travellers is definitely increasing, and the baby boomer population 
is pretty big.  I’m sure you saw plenty of the more comfortable RV camping for these guys.  So I 
think the ecotents will be pretty popular because they will be a kind of a semi-comfort lodging.  
The operation of those will be left up to the concessioner.  But generally we would want them 
to come down for hurricanes of course, but you’re going to need a lot of man power to put all 
of those up or take them down.  Depending on how the tents are designed and the levels of 
staff present. 
 
Are the ecotents replacing the cottage style camping from post-Katrina Flamingo? 
Yes, in addition the lodge.  But the new lodge will be less like a traditional motel as it was in the 
past.  Within the lodge, the buildings will be more of a cabin style.  It will be elevated, and the 
rooms may be organized in four or six-plex style building pods.  And one central main building 
or lodge. 
 
So kind of like the current staff housing?  Did those buildings survive Katrina? 
Yes, probably a design similar to that.  Yes, almost all of the staff housing survived. We lost a 
couple, but the rest survived because they were mainly all concrete structures. 
 
Bob told me yesterday how many workers once worked and lived over in that area.  He even 
mentioned that workers had there own small bar and sort of gathering space? 
Yea there was.  In the future, workers will need something like that to improve the social 
atmosphere.  It is already hard to attract and get workers.  It is hard to commute-basically an 
hour.  But again, with initiatives to bring youth back to the parks and to natural areas hopefully 
there will be resurgence in camping and interested young workers. 
 
I was talking with my professor who told me that the use of National Parks by my generation 
(millennials) is very low.  This surprised me, just because as a landscape architecture student I 
am biased. I didn’t realize overall this was the case. 
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The advent of technology with kids has hindered the National Parks in some ways.  More 
modern activities that attract many young travellers would never get approved in a National 
Park Setting. 
 
My whole project is ecotourism.  What is ecotourism in the U.S.? Do you think ecotourism is 
applicable to the Everglades and Flamingo?  Do you think a true ecolodge could function 
here?  Would people be attracted to that over traditional types of lodging at Flamingo? 
Oh yea, I think very much so.  That doesn’t really exist anywhere else around here.  The chance 
to stay in a park, an hour from any developed area is…..well you can’t find that anywhere else.   
The pace of development is insane all over south Florida.  They [developers] are looking at 
every square inch of space as buildable land.  
 
That’s another battle with this project.  The whole idea of ecotourism is to respect and not 
alter nature.  But how do you do this and still meet the challenges that Flamingo is facing to 
provide lodging for the public? 
That has been discussed quite a bit. We questioned whether the lodge and restaurants should 
be rebuilt at all.  Should we remove the infrastructure and just let nature take back over?  But 
the consensus was, because this is really the only place in the park where people can stay 
overnight without camping gear, the lodge option should come back.  It appeals to a wide range 
of visitors, different age groups, varying levels of mobility, and different skill levels.  The lodge 
should however have a smaller footprint and be designed with more awareness with how to 
reduce the different environmental impacts. If people are staying there overnight in a lodge, 
there are many other benefits as well.  They are investing in the local restaurant, they aren’t 
burning fossil fuels to drive back and forth everyday, and they are receiving a more meaningful 
experience.   
 
Has Flamingo ever had any kind of bus or shuttle?  Or have they ever considered it? 
We have talked about it in the planning process.  It likely may become reality, at least 
seasonally.  But likely not until after a lodge is built. 
 
Is there a local airport in Florida City?   
No, most people fly into Miami or Fort Lauderdale.  So yeah, say someone was staying at the 
park for a week.  What if they just hopped on a shuttle at the airport or a metro and then take a 
bus from the park entry to Flamingo.  Then they wouldn’t have to rent a car at all. 
 
I would guess that would be attractive for travellers, especially international travellers? 
Oh yes. It could work to run a few buses a day, but that will all have to be determined by 
economics..  It could be a day loop, back to Miami, or back to Fort Lauderdale.  It will all be 
explored I think, in due time though. 
 
That makes sense.  How long have you been with the park? 
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Fifteen years, since 2001.   
 
How long did it take for Flamingo to come back, or be functional again after Hurricane Katrina 
in 2005? 
It took definitely a few years.  Not completely closed off, but back to ‘normal’. That first whole 
year was cleanup.  Getting all the electric to work again was a struggle.  And all of the layers of 
mud that had washed up onto the parking lot and around the marina was a huge mess. 
 
What did you do with all of the mud or wash up? 
They actually piled up all of the mud from that and from the dredging of the Marina over in the 
area where you saw the ecotent platform.  It was later used to re-grade areas around the site. 
Everything we did carefully considered the original developed footprint, and how we can 
reduce that.  Like eventually C Loop will probably go away, and the cottage area is certainly 
going back to native.  There’s kind of two schools of thought: some people think lets get a 
concessioner and see how much the lodge gets used and keep the space for expansions, while 
others think we should shrink the footprint as much as possible now. 
 
What do you think the lodging will be like?  Very minimal in design style and materiality and 
extremely affordable? Or do you think the concessioner will charge a little bit more in order 
to invest more in higher-end materials and adding amenities like a pool, or hot tubs or large 
common spaces? 
I would say more simple.  There’s not going to be a pool. That’s not appropriate exactly, and 
ecologically not smart.   If visitors want a pool, they will stay in Miami or the Keys.  The public 
said to us, “we want clean, comfortable, basic lodging. We don’t need a five-star resort.” Not 
that it will be cheap to stay at Flamingo just because what it takes to operate there.  The price 
will depend on a market analysis considering all the different types of lodging in the area; 
Miami, Florida City, Key Largo, etc.   So the idea is to create a variety of options and prices for 
lodging at Flamingo.  The lodge will need to be well-designed, sustainable, hurricane and sea-
level rise resilient.  There are a lot of factors down there.   
 
Are you glad you picked what you did? 
Yes, it is certainly complex.  I am not an architect though so it won’t be about designing the 
building.  The thing about this project is that you guys [the NPS] already have so many goals 
or expectations set already. So my work may be more of a spinoff.  It might not all be exactly 
realistic, because I am still coming at it from an ecotourism perspective.   
No I think if you come up with some good ideas potentially that would be available to a future 
concessioner.   
That would be great.  And my work will likely be less like precise drawings or a realistic 
masterplan.  It could explore a different avenue, like maybe exploring the transportation 
issue. I’m not entirely sure yet. 
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Yes, and we’ve also explored expanding bike trails and linkages through the park and through 
Flamingo.  It is something we are encouraging.  If bikes were available it could be simply added 
into the lodging fee.  All of that has been written into the planning long scale master plan that I 
helped with.  More services and chances to expand facilities will be an option for the 
concessioner if it is something they will be willing to pursue. Transportation options will be 
something that can enhance the place; once the concessioner knows how heavily the area is 
being used.   
That would certainly make Flamingo more eco-friendly! 
 

[Conversation winds down and I thank Mr. Herling for spending his morning with me.] 
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